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Quality second-user
test & measurement
equipment
NEW PHONE CODE FOR COVENTRY 02476
Hewlett Packard
8642A - high performance R/F synthesiser
(0· l-1050MHz)
£4750
3335A - synthesiser (200Hz-81MHz)
£2400
Hewlett Packard
436A power meter and sensor (various)
from £750
437B power meter and sensor (various)
from£1100
Hewlett Packard
8753A network analyser (3GHz)
from £2500
8753B network analyser (3GHz)
from £3250
'S' parameter test sets 85046A and 85047 A
available at
£2000 & £3000
Wandel & Goltermann

SPECIAL OFFER
PCM-4 PCM Channel measurement set
(various options available)
from £5500
Marconi 2305 - modulation meter
£999
Marconi 6310 - programmable sweep generator
(2 to 20GHz) - new
£3250
Hewlett Packard
5342A - microwave frequency counter
(500MHz-18GHz) ops 1 & 3
£700
5370B - universal time interval counter
£1500

OSCILLOSCOPES

Gould 4068 150MHz 4 channel DSO

~:::::: ~:~~!:~ ~~~~ :~gg~~~

~1i~~:~nel
Hitachi Vl52N212/V222N302BN302FN353FN550BN650F
Hitachi VI I00A - I00MHZ - 4 channel
lntron 2020 - 20MHz. Dual channel D.S.O. (new)
lwatslu SS 5710/SS 5702 Kikusul COS 5100 - 100MHz - Dual channel
Lecroy 9450A - 300MHz/400 MS/s D.S.O. 2 channel
M"!luro MSO 1270A - 20MHz - D.S.O. (new)
Philips PM3094 - 200MHz - 4 channel
Philips 3295A - 400MHz - Dual channel
Philips PM3392 - 200MHz-200Ms/s - 4 channel
Tektronix 465 • I00MHZ • Dual channel
Teklronix 464/466 • IOOMHZ • (wilh AN. storage)
Tektronix 4751475A • 200MHz/250MHz ·
Tektronix 468 • I00MHZ • D.S.O.
Tektronix 22 13/22 15 • 60MHz • Dual channel
Tektronix 2220 • 60MHZ • Dual channel D.S.O
Tektronix 2235 • I00MHZ • Dual channel
Tektronix 2221 • 60MHz • Dual channel D.S.O
Tektronix 2245A -100MHZ • 4 channel
Tektronix 2440 • 300MHz/500 MS/s D.S.O.
Tektronix 2445A • 150MHz - 4 channel
Tektronix 2445 - 150MHZ - 4 channel+ DMM
Tektronix TAS 475 • 100MHZ • 4 channel
Tektronix 7000 Series (IOOM HZ lo 500MHZ)
Tektronix 7104 - 1GHz Real Time
Tektronix 246S/2465A/24658 • 300MHz/350MHz 4 channel
Tektronix 243012430A - Digital storage - 150MHz
Tektronix 24678 - 400MHz - 4 channel high writing speed
Tektronix TDS 320 100MHz 2 channel
Tektronix TDS 540 500MHz 4 channel
Tektronix 544A 500MHz 4 channel

£1500
£1250
£750
from £125
£900
£450
from £125
£350
£2250
£450
£1750
£1600
£1995
£350
£350
from £450
£650
£350
£1250
£600
£1250
£900
£2950
£1250
£1200
£995
from £200
from £2500
from£1250
from £1250
£4750
£850
£4500
£4950

SPECTRUM ANALYSERS

Ando AC 821 1 • 1.7GHz
Avcom PSA-65A • 2 to 1000MHz
Anritsu MS 2663A • 9KHz • 8. 1GHz
Anritsu MS 628 • 50Hz to 1700MHz
Anrilsu MS 6108 l0KHz • 2GHz-as new
Anritsu MS 71OF - 100KHz • 23GHz
Advanlesl/TAKEDA RIKEN • 4132 • IOOKHz • 1000MHz
Hewlett Packard 3562A Dual channel dynamic signal analyser
64µHz - 1OOKHz
Hewletl Packard 8505A • 1.3GHz • Networlc Analyser
Hewlelt Packard 8756A/8757A Scaler Networlc Analyser
Hewletl Packard 853A Mainframe+ 8559A Spec. An. (0.01 to 21GHz)
Hewlett Packard 182T Mainframe+ 8559A Spec. An. (0.01 to 21GHz)
Hewlett Packard 85688 • 100Hz - 1500MHz
Hewlett Packard 8567A • 100Hz. 1500MHz
Hewlett Packard 8754A - Network Analyser 4MHz-1300MHz
Hewlelt Packard 8591 E 9KHz•1.8GHz
Hewlelt Packard 8594E 9KHz•2.9GHz

~:::::: ~:~~;g g~iJ~AD6~~;~i~~~~f~~1~!~r
IFA A7550 • 10KHz-1GHz • Portable
Meguro. MSA 4901 • 30MHz - Spec.Analyser
Meguro • MSA 4912 · I MHz - IGHZ Spec.Analyser
Tektronix 2712 9KHz·1.8GHz (with trackinggenem10r and11icieo morilo, mode)

£1500
£850
£7000
£1450
£3500
£5250
£1500
£5500
£1995
from £1000
£2750
£2250
£5250
£3995
£1500
£4250
£6,750
£3,995
£3250
£1950
£700
£995

£5500

All equipment is used - with 30 days guarantee and
90 days in some cases
Add carriage and VAT to all goods.

Telnet, 8 Cavans Way, Binley Industrial Estate,
CIRCLE NO. 1U I ON REPLY CARD
Coventry CV3 2SF.
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High-tech pretenders

515 NEWS

Radio Communications Test Sets
Marconi 2955
Marconi 2958/2960
Antritsu MS555A2
Hewlett Packard 8922B (GSM)
Schlumberger Stabilock 4031
Schlumberger Stabilock 4040
Racal 6111 (GSM)
Racal 6115 (GSM)
Rhode & Schwarz CMTA 94 (GSM)
IFR 1200S

£2000
£2250
£1200
£6950
£3995
£1500
£1750
£3995
£5950
£2995
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Fax 02476 650 773
Wandel & Goltermann TSA-1 system analyser (100Hz-180MHz)
Wiltron 6409 • 10·2000MHz R/F Analyser

\.

• Industry warned on environmental
policy
• Video-link data tapping
• Auction for broadband wireless
licences
• Mobile licence costs - who pays
the bill?
• Electronics engineers in big
demand
• Mobile phone health risks
• Tool eliminates chip noise error
• Trainee engineers jam military
satellite

520 BEHIND BIG BROTHER
Never before has the British public been
monitored so closely - or so willingly.
Unblinking eyes now scan the trunk
roads and city centres of Britain but with
differing aims and using different
technologies. Andrew Emmerson takes
a closer look at who's zooming whom.

Will the revolution in communications
enhance all our lives? Not necessarily.
Melanie Reynolds explains how it

MISCELLANEOUS

0

~a~~e"~e~,s~~~--:,~~if~i~~gl~u~fannecr;•~~alyser

.

Wiltron 6747A-20 - 10MHz-20GHz. Swepl Frecuency Synthesiser

£ 1995

£4950

Tel: 02476 6S0 70
Fax: 024766S0 17

Leslie Green presents an overview of
useful oscilloscope features. He also
highlights areas where errors can occur
in this final article describing how to use
your oscilloscope to the full.

549 NEW PRODUCTS
New product outlines, edited by
Richard Wilson

560 SPEAKERS' CORNER
John Watkinson explains the
importance of a loudspeaker's
off-axis tesponse

562 PROGRAMMING
EPROMS

Illustration : Jamel Akib

•

~

If you are still using UV-erasable
EPROMs, this programmer should save
you an inordinate amount of time.
Designed to interface with anything
from a 386 PC upwards, Guo-yin Xu's
parallel port programmer handles
popular electrically-erasable PROMs
ranging from the 2804 to 28256.

524 E-PROPHECY

£2750
£1750

at £2750
Eaton 2075·2A - Noise Gain Analyser
Fluke 5100A/51008/5200A- Calibration Uni1s (various available)
from £1000
Fluke 2620 Data Buckets
£500
£600
Fluke 8842A • Digital Multimeter
Hewlelt Packard 339A Distortion measuring set
£1200
Hewlett Packard 435A + 4358 Power meters
from £100
Hewlett Packard 778D Dual-Directional Couplers
£650
£475
Hewlett Packard 3488A. Switch/Control unit
Hewlelt Packard 3784A - Digital Transmission Analyser
£4500
Hewlelt Packard 3785A. Jilter Generator & Receiver
£1250
Hewlelt Packard 5343A • Frequency counter 26.5GHz
£2000
Hewlelt Packard 5385A • 1 GHZ Frequency counler
£650
£750
Hewlelt Packard 6033A • Autoranging System PSU (20v-30a)
Hewlett Packard 6622A - Dual O/P system p.s.u.
£1250
£1300
Hewletl Packard 6623A - Triple o/p system p.s.u.
£2000
Hewletl Packard 6624A - Quad Ou1pu1 Power Supply
Hewletl Packard 6632A . System Power Supply (20v-5A)
£800
Hewletl Packard 6652A - 20V•25A System PSU
£750
Hewlett Packard 8112A • 50MHz Pulse Generator
£2250
Hewlett Packard 8350B - Sweep Generator Mainframe
£2000
Hewlelt Packard 8656A Synthesised signal generator
£850
Hewlett Packard 86568 Synthesised signal generator
£1450
Hewlett Packard 8660D - Synth'd Sig. Gen (10 KHz·2600MHz)
£3250
Hewletl Packard 89018 • Modulation Analyser
£2750
Hewletl Packard 8903A, 8 and E • Distortion Analyser
from £1250
from £1000
Hewletl Packard 16500A + 8 - Log,cAnalyser Mainframes
Hewlett Packard 16500C - Logic Analyser Mainframe
£3250
Hewlett Packard 16501 A/8 & C - Logic Analyser System Expander Frame from £2000
Hewlett Packard 37900D - Signalling test set
£3750
Hewlett Packard 75000 VXI Bus Controllers
£POA
Hewlett Packard 4193A. Vector lmpedence Meler
£4750
£1950
Hewlett Packard 53508. 20Hz Frequency Counter
£3995
Hewletl Packard 86576 • 1OOKHz-2060 MHz Sig Gen
£4500
Hewletl Packard 8657D • XX DOPSK Sig Gen
Hewlett Packard 8130A-300 MHz High speed pulse generator
£5250
£2250
Hewletl Packard 811 6A - 50MHz Pulse/Function generator
Hewlett Packard 1660A-136 channel Logic Analyser
£3995
Key1ek MZ-15/EC Minizap ESD Simulator (15kv- hand held)
£1750
Marconi 10668 - Demulhplexer & Frame Alignment Monitor (140M81T 10 64KBIT)
NEW
£1750
Marconi 2610 True RMS Voltmeler
£550
from £400
Marconi 6950/6960/69608 Power Meters & Sensors
Philips 5515. TN• Colour TV pattern generalor
££1400
Philips PM 5193-50MHz Function generator
. .
1500
Leader 3216 Signal generator lO0KHz. 140MHz. AM/FM/CW with built 1n FM stereo
modulator (as new) a snip al
£795
Aacal 1992 - 1.3GHz Frequency Counter
£500
Rohde & Schwarz SMY-01 Signal Generator (9KHz-1040MHz)
£2250
Rohde & Schwarz NRV dual channel power meter & NAV 22 Sensor
£1250
Systron Donner 6030 • 26.5GHz Microwave Freq Counter
£~~~

542 GET THE MOST FROM
YOUR SCOPE

566 VARIABLE-GAIN
CIRCUITS

Unique reader offer - 15 % discount
on a range ofprogrammers for
programming anything from PICs to
serial eeproms - page 571.

Cyril Bateman has been using ~e
internet to see what he could find on
variable gain circuits, including those
featuring in Dolby-B, companders and
automatic gain and level controllers.

574 WINDOWS 2000
Rod Cooper investigates Windows
2000 from the CAD user's viewpoint.

could lead to a breakdown in society.

526 BEGINNERS' CORNER
Ian Hickman's circuit for beginners this
month is suitable for those with little or
no prior experience of constructing and
trouble-shooting hardware.

531 TINI JAVA
Java expert Les Hughes has been
experimenting with a tiny controller
designed for Internet connection.
Although only $50, this controller is a
complete computer with Internet,
network and serial i/o capabilities,
giving it huge potential for remote i/o
and telemetry applications.

536 CIRCUIT IDEAS
•
•
•
•

Low-power mains SMPS
Phase-noise meter
Solid-state drive circuit for valves
Log-frequency sweep generator

July 2000 ELECTRONICS WORLD

He's found that this new NT-based
operating system offers major benefits,
but it will mean new hardware and
software for many users.

Is this a signat or random noise?
find out how to tell the difference
on page 542.

578 ADJUSTABLE PLL FOR
RECEIVERS
Darren Heywood's 46 to 76MHz
phase-locked loop module is tuned by
simply turning a ten-tum potentiometer.
It was originally designed to form the
master oscillator of a short-wave
receiver, but is easily adapted for other
applications.

582 WEB DIRECTIONS

Java on a stick. This tiny Java controller
with networking and Internet capability
costs just $50. Les Hughes describes
how to use it on page 531.

Useful web addresses for everyone
involved in electronics.

586 LETIERS
New mobile phone health risk, fuelstarved diesels, RF initiative, Class-T...
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Electronics engineers are in demand
again, with a third of electronics
companies looking to recruit in the
second quarter of this year. This, and
much more news on pages 515-518.
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High-tech pretenders
T

he so-called 'New Economy' has been having
a bad time lately with over-greedy backers and
bankers pushing their luck too far, and eroding
the credibility of the money men behind these
ventures.
One of the backers of two, recent, ill-fated
dot.com IPOs, was Intel. The company backed
both the Dutch WorldOnline and the UK's
lastminute.com. public offerings. Its PR
initiatives had helped create lastminute' s high
public profile in the months preceding the launch.
Both offerings fell below their initial offer price
losing the small investors money - though the
original backers profited greatly.
The chainnan of World Online sold most of her
shares before the IPO even occurred, and US
investment bankers Goldman Sachs who managed
the launch were warned by Japan's Ministry of
Finance that its record in the WorldOnline and
other launches had made it consider debarring the
bank from advising on Japanese government
privatisations.
Suddenly the authorities woke up to the fact that
the dot.com boom could get out of hand and bring
down the whole house of cards. To most of us it
was difficult to take seriously the valuations put
by banks, stockbrokers and investors on dot.com
companies. Now the credibility of the financial
sector is being questioned by the authorities.
The same thing is happening with the credibility
of the founders of dot.com companies. At one
time we were encouraged to think that dot.com
companies were started by sparky young people
with nothing except a 'good idea' : the truth is
often very far from that. Dot.com founders are not
the innocent young techies operating from a
garage of an earlier generation but sharp-eyed
marketing men looking for a kill.
Venture capital - once something to be
jealously hoarded by high-tech start-up
companies for innovative product development tends to be spent by dot.coms mostly on publicity
rather than on developing a service or a product.
Some of the dot.corn companies are spending
on publicity at the rate of £Im a month - the
money corning from venture capitalists wanting.
to make a quick killing through an early public
offering on the stock market.
Now there is a more realistic attitude emerging
but the hangover from the dot.com frenzy is
affecting the whole of the high technology

Electronics World is published monthly. By post, current issue £2.65,
bock issues lif ovoiloble £3.00). O rders, payments and general
correspondence 10 L333, Electronics World, Quadrant House,
The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey SM2 SAS. Tlx:892984 REED BP G.
Cheques should be mode payable to Reed Business Information lid
Newstrade: Distributed by Morketlorce (UK) ltd, 247 Tottenham Court
RoodlondonW1POAU0171 26 1-5108.
Subscriptions: Ouodront Subscription Services, Oakfield House
Perrymouot Rood, Hayword, Heoth, Sussex RH 16 3DH. Telephone
01444 445566. Please notify change of oddre,s.
Subscription rotes 1 year UK £36.00 2 yeors £58.00 3 yeors £72.00.
Europe/Eu 1 yeor £51.00 2 years £82.00 3 yeors £ 103.00
ROW 1 year £61.00 2 years £98.00 3 years £123

industry. That's because, very often, dot.corns are
regarded as high-tech by newspapers, analysts
and television programmes - even though they
may be purveying cooking recipes. That means
the sharp swings of their share prices can affect
the whole high-tech sector.
For instance, some of this year's fall of the US
NASDAQ high technology stock exchange from over 5000 in March to under 3400 by midMay - is attributable to the excessive expectations
generated by the dot.corns. It was then dissipated
by the reality of collapsing share prices and even,
in some cases, scandal.
It seems very hard on real technology
companies to have their shares hit by a general
disillusionment with 'high-tech' brought on by
some lack-lustre performance from the so-called
dot.com companies. Most of these dot.commers
have nothing to do with high technology at all.
For instance lastrn.inute.com is basically a travel
agency with some add-on shopping opportunities.
Internet-based activities like job agencies or even
Internet service providers are not high-tech
companies; they simply rely on the technology in
order to distribute their product.
You wouldn't say Harrods is in the
transportation business because it uses vans to
deliver its goods to customers would you?
Real high-tech companies are those that
develop and sell high-tech products:
semiconductor companies, computer firms,
networking companies, software companies,
manufacturers of printers, mobile phones,
scanners, camcorders, smart missiles, radars and
the like.
Anyone making the broadband switches, highspeed optical fibre transmission network systems
like dense-wavelength division multiplexers, or
making the terminals and appliances that hang
off the network, is facing a bright future. But
these real high-tech companies don't want their
shares jerked around by association with
cornmerciaJiy unproven dot.com companies
purveying dubiously useful services over the
Internet.
While real engineers may be entering a golden
age - able to make money on a scale which earlier
generations never dreamed of - they face the
threat of being devalued and tarnished by the
•
dot.com community
David Man ners
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~ Number ©ne Systems

From

£97

Professional PCB Layout for Windows at Computer Store Prices!!

Easy-PC For Windows

'1~

Version 3.0 of this outstanding product is the
latest evolution of one of the most popular
affordable CAD systems available. With powerful new features and a true Windows graphical
· user interface, it is also one of the easiest to
learn and use.

Industry warned on environmental policy
The electronics and IT industries have
been warned that ignoring their
environmental responsibility could
have a serious impact on long term
growth.
"Environmental responsibility is
increasingly recognised as one of the
key factors sustaining long-term
growth," said Dr Belinda Howell,
director of Business in the
Environment (BiE).
BiE, the business campaign for
environmental responsibility, only
received a response from six out of
the 28 IT and electronics companies
invited to participate in its 'Index of

With full manufacturing outputs using Gerber,
Windows printers, N.C. Drill and pen plotters it
is one of the most complete systei:ns for the
·casual to the professional user.
Run multisheet Schematics, PCB layouts and
library manager all at the same time in the
same interface. Switching between each is
simply case of selecting the window with the
mouse without running a new program.

Number One Systems
Call 01684 773662 or Fax 01684 773664

Now with our new autorouter option.

DATE

Email info@numberone.com

Protection against video-link data
tapping could become mandatory

Number One Systems. Oak Lane,Bredon, Tewkesbury, Glos, GL20 7LR. UK
CIRCLE NO. I 06 ON REPLY CARD

~Test & Measurement lnstrumen~ -

WATCH- SLIDES ON TV
MAKE VIDEOS OF
YOUR SLIDES
DIGITISE YOUR
SLIDES

The NEW HF-08 Analog to Serial Converter

(using a video capture card)

✓

8 btt ret0lubon

✓

Windows and DOS software aV11llable
DVM, Scope, Spectrum. logging

✓

7 ranges +1 25V to +5.0V -2.5V and :t2 5V

✓

Crystal controlled timing tor accurate DSP
Simple to interface to your own software

✓

•uesgang diatv" automatic slide viewer with buill in high quality colour TV camera. II has
a composite video output to a phono plug (SCART & BNC adaptors are available). They
are in very good condition with few signs of use.....
.......... £91.91 + vat : £108.00
Board cameras all with 512.x582 pixels 8.5mm 1/3 inch sensor and composite video out.
All need to be housed in your own enclosure and have fragile exposed surface mount
parts. They all require a power supply of between 10 and 12v DC 150mA.
47MIR size 60x36x27mm with 6 infra red LEDs (gives the same illumination as a small
torch but is not visible to the human eye) ......................................... £37.00 + vat : £43.48
30MP size 32x32x14mm spy camera with a fixed focus pin hole lens for hiding behind a
very small hole ..................................................................................£35.00 + vat : £41.13
40MC size 39x38x27mm camera for 1C' mount lens these give a much sharper image
than with the smaller lenses................... ...................
..... £32.00 +vat : £37.60
Economy C mount lenses all fixed focus & fixed iris
VSL 1220F 12mm F1.6 12x15 degrees viewing angle..................... £15.97 + vat : £18.76

✓ Low Cost . Just £88.33 incl vat

12 bit module coming soon ...

RF
Instruments
EMC
Equipment

HF

Data Logging
& Acquisition

Companies handling personal
information over video links may
have to protect against data path
tapping, according to Basingstokebased videocommunications
company AuDeo Systems. This
could affect those discussing matters
including health, government,
defence and legal issues.
''The 1998 Data Protection Act
coming into force in March has
placed the issue of data security at the
top of the business agenda," said
AuDeo in a statement.
"Videoconferencing comes under the
act, which stipulates that businesses
handling personal data must take
appropriate technical and
organisational measures to prevent

Better quality C Mount lenses
VSL1614F 16mm F1.630x24 degrees viewing angle .................... £26.43 + vat : £31.06
VWL813M

Phone: 01 420 590000
e-mail: sales@hf-inst.co.uk

Metered bench power supplies
Up to 60V and 6A
Prices from £127 inc. VAT

8mm F1 .3 with iris 56x42 degrees viewing angle........ £77.45 +vat : £91 .00

-

~a~i~a~i~..~.e.~ ..~~~ ..un~se·d·~~~..~~~··b·e··b~~~;. ~~e: £~u~;
Please add 1.66 +vat: £1.95 postage & packing per order

·- .

-

•lo

JPG ELECTRONICS

Visit our Web Site for full details:

276-278 Chatsworth Road, Chesterfield, S40 2BH.
Tel 01246 211202 Fax 01246 550959 MastercardNlsa/Switch
Callers welcome 9:30 a.m .to 5:30 .m. Monda to Saturda

www.hf-inst.co. uk
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Government prepares to auction
broadband wireless licences
An auction of the airwaves for broadband fixed wireless
access services will follow the success of the £22bn
auction for 3rd generation (3G) mobile phone licences.
The government will auction the spectrum at 28GHz
in September for services which will allow fast Internet
and multimedia access via radio links.
Three licences will be awarded in each coverage area
which will be defined in May. Each licence will contain
a forward and return channel to send and receive data.
At the time of writing the 3G auction had raised
£22bn for the government although it is doubtful this
second radio frequency auction will be quite so popular.
"A warding licences by auction will ensure that they
are taken up by those operators best placed to develop
services most efficiently," said Patricia Hewitt,
e-commerce minister. ''The licence package is designed
to encourage new entrants and the development of a
competitive,market."

You won't feel
a thing...
Microneedles cou ld
be the basis for a
new drug delivery
technique. Under
development at the
Georgia Institute of
technology, the
needles are short
enough not to hit
nerves, but big
enough to enable
large mo lecules including insulin to penetrate the
skin.

1206 surface mount resistors E12 values 10 ohm to 1M ohm 100 of 1 value £1.00 + vat
1000 of 1 value £5.00 + vat
866 battery paci< originally intended to be used with an orbitel
mobile telephone it contains 10 1.6Ah sub C batteries
{42x22dia the size usually used in cordless screwdrivers etc.)

hacking and data loss through system
crashes."
AuDeo is predicting a large growth
in the used of video-meeting
· technology. "As the costs of such
technology reduce, videoconferencing
products can be used daily throughout
any organisation," said Kevin Wilson,
MDofAuDeo.
The statement was made at the
launch of a secure videoconferencing
system, claimed to be the first, which
has come out of a deal between
AuDeo and security specialist
Biodata Information Technology.
The system is based on Biodata's
BabylonMETA encryption units and
is claimed to be able to secure ISDN
lines against tapping.

we' re very, very aware of," said the
spokeswoman. "We have some things
to be proud of as far as handling the
environment is concerned."
Chip design firm ARM also did not
participate because it felt the survey
was geared towards manufacturing
whereas it is an intellectual property
company.
"We try to make sure our facilities
operate in an energy efficient manner,"
said John Comish, ARM's director of
product marketing. " We don' t regard
ourselves as being exceptional but we
try to be good citizens where we
operate."

Instruments

VSL4022F 4mm F1.22 63x47 degrees viewing angle ...... ...............£17.65 + vat : £20.74
VSL6022F 6mm F1 .22 42x32 degrees viewing angle ...... ............... £19.05 + vat : £22.38
VSL8020F 8mm F1.22 32.x24 degrees viewing angle ..................... £19.90 + vat : £23.38

Corporate Environmental
Engagement.' These were Racal
Electronics, Marconi,
STMicroelectronics, Fujitsu, IBM and
SemaGroup.
The survey assesses performance in
five areas: energy, transport, global
warming emissions, waste and water
consumption.
Set-top box manufacturer Pace
Micro Technology was one of the
companies which did not participate.
When questioned, a spokeswoman
said she was unaware of the survey
but Pace definitely had an
environmental policy. "It's something
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TiePieScope HS80 l PORTABLE MOST
Excessive mobile licence costs - who will pay the bill?
The multi-billion pound sums
generated by bids for thirdgeneration mobile phone licences
cannot be justified by the business
cases made for the technology
before the auction began,
according to an analyst involved.
"The licences are now costing
more than the business plans will
allow," said Andrew Parkin-White,
an analyst at Ovum. "They are
costing more than the
infrastructure."
Ovum worked with several
companies on their business case

before the auction. Using a
conservative estimate, ParkinWhite believed all five licences
would go for £3.2bn.
Infrastructure costs were estimated
at £2 to £3bn.
The worry is the prices will result
in high costs for the user.
"Someone's going to have to pick
up the tab," said Parkin-White, "and
new entrants won't want to see
prices fall too much."
BT refused to be drawn on the
subject of the auction in which it is
bidding as BT3G. "I'm not going to

tell you my bidding strategy,"
commented Sir Peter Bonfield, BT's
chief executive. The company was
the first to raise the bid for a licence
over £5bn.
Parkin-White's other worry is that
the mobile market is being fuelled by
the current dot.com mentality as the
mobile and Internet worlds converge.
''The question is whether the bubble
will burst and affect mobile Internet,"
said Parkin-White.
'The five successful bids were,
TIW 4.4bn, Vodaphone 6bn, BT
4bn, One2One 4bn and Orange 4bn.

Electronics engineers are in big demand
Electronics engineers are in demand
like never before, with job prospects
in the sector predicted to be strong
over the next few months, according
to Manpower's latest Quarterly
Survey of Employment Prospects.
Year-on-year figures for electronics show improvements in the
forecast for job increases. A third of
electronics companies are looking to
recruit in the second quarter of this
year - 33 per cent up from 28 per

50

-10

cent. Companies looking to shed
staff are down from ten to six per
cent.
"As one of the few sectors not to
suffer downsizing in the second
quarter of 1999, it has had a strong
base from which to build a lead that
keeps it well ahead of the national
average," said a Manpower
spokesperson.
Unfortunately for the industry but good for individual engineers the high demand is not matched by
the supply of suitably qualified staff.
"It is exceptionally difficult to
find people at the moment: silicon
designers, anyone to do with ICs and
embedded software engineers are in
particularly short supply," said
Geoffrey King, managing director of
electronics recruitment firm
Cambridge Recruitment Specialists.
"People are being offered crazy
amounts of money to do jobs that
aren't worth that much."
King sees the problem as fundamental. "You can only go on so far

by stealing from your competitors.
The problem is that the supply chain
is not keeping place. The number of
people reading relevant subjects at
university is shrinking.
"It is a huge educational issue.
Kids need to be tuned in to this much
earlier." he added.
Competition for design engineers
is as bad or even greater in Silicon
Valley and other US electronics
centres. As a result some companies
are looking to developing design
groups in new electronics areas
around the world like Bangalore in
India.
''There are some excellent engineers there, but it is a slow process to
bring engineers from India," said
King.
With recruitment so competitive,
companies are having to work to
keep staff.
"It is not necessarily the money, it
is the way people are utilised," said
King. "Give them interesting things
to do and listen to them."

Experts play down mobile phone health risk claims
A government-sponsored report is set to
dismiss claims that mobile phones are a
proven health risk.
The Stewart Inquiry, due to report on 11
May, is expected to conclude that allegations that they cause illnesses ranging from
memory loss to tumours appear to be
unfounded.
The committee of 12 experts is understood to accept evidence that while mobiles
tend to heat up the brain, the heating is not
enough to affect people's health.
The maximum rise in temperature is just
one tenth of a degree, the team were told,
while the normal body temperature varies by
a full degree over the course of a day.
But as a precaution, the committee is

expected to call for tighter controls on
microwave radiation·emissions bringing
them in line with European levels.
The committee will also say there must be
more research by the Department of Health
into the "non-thermal'" effects, which some
other studies have suggested can pose a
health risk.
But the committee, chaired by Tayside
University Hospital Sir Wi!Jiam Stewart,
does accept that the children, who own
300 000 of the 24 million mobiles in Britain,
could be at greater risk if there is any risk.
The report follows 10 months of research
and is expected to call for tighter planning
controls on the siting of mobile phone masts
and urges the National Radiological

Protection Board (NRPB) to conduct regular
spot checks on the 500 masts sited near
schools. It seems that the committee was
struck by the strength of public opposition to
the masts.
But as the final drafts of the report are
prepared, some critics said the committee
had been "captured" by the NRPB and
recently doubts have been cast on the safety
of the hands-free mobiles introduced in
response to the health concerns over
mobiles.
• According to a BBC on-line news report,
Sir William says that he would discourage
his grandchildren from using mobile phones
until further research is completed.

ABRITARY WAVEFORM GENERATORSTORAGE OSCILLOSCOPESPECTRUM ANALVZERMULTIMETERTRANSIENT RECORDER-

·O•
• The sophisticated cursor read outs have
21 possible read outs. Besides the usual
read outs, like voltage and time, also
quantities like rise time and frequency
are displayed .

The HS801: the first 1 00 Mega samples
per second measuring instrument that
consists of a MOST (Multimeter,
Oscilloscope, Spectrum analyzer and
Transient recorder) and an AWG (abritary
waveform generator). This new MOST
portable and compact measuring
instrument can solve almost every
measurement problem. With the
integrated AWG you can generate every
signal you want.

• The versatile software has a user-defined
toolbar with which over 50 instrument
settings quick and easy can be
accessed. An intelligent auto setup
allows the inexperienced user to perform
measurements immediately. Through the
use of a setting file, the user has the
possibility to save an instrument setup
and recall it at a later moment. The setup
time of the instrument is hereby reduced
to a minimum.

When a quick indication of the input
signal is required, a simple click on the
auto setup button will immediately give a
good overview of the signal. The auto
setup function ensures a proper setup of
the time base, the trigger levels and the
input sensitivities.

• Measured signals and instrument
settings can be saved on disk.This
enables t he creation of a library of
measured signals. Text balloons can be
added to a signal, for special comments.
The (colour) print outs can be supplied
with three common text lines (e.g.
company info) en three lines with
measurement specific information.

• The HS801 has an 8 bit resolution and a
maximum sampling speed of 100 MHz.
The input range is 0. 1 volt full scale to 80
volt full scale. The record length is
32K/64K samples. The AWG has a .10 bit
resolution and a sample speed of 25
MHz.The HS80 1 is connected to the
parallel printer port of a computer.

• The minimum system requirement is a
PC with a 486 processor and 8 Mbyte
RAM available. The software runs in
Windows 3.xx / 95 / 98 or Windows NT
and DOS 3.3 or higher.
• TiePie engineering (UK), 28 Stephenson
Road, Industrial Estate, St. Ives,
Cambridgeshire, PE 17 4WJ, UK
Tel: 01480-460028; Fax: 01480-460340
TiePie engineering (NL) ,
Koperslagersstraat 37, 8601 WI... SN EEK
The Netherlands
Tel: +31515415416 ; Fax+31515418819

Web: http://www.tiepie.nl
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Conventional chips may be viable to 2005
US researchers are claiming that
performance limits on conventional
transistors might not be reached as
quickly as first thought.
A transistor's gate oxide layer
was thought to reach a limit at nine
or ten atoms thick, but Bell Labs
researchers think it could work
down to six atoms, or 1.5nm, thick.
"Achieving such thin dimensions
with the required intrinsic

Trainee engineers jam military
satellite with ham radio gear
Military satellites can be jammed with easily-bought
material using information from the Internet. A report
in New Scientist magazine, describes how the US Air
Force tasked two "rookie" engineers to build a UHF
satellite jammer. They succeeded using materials from
high street stores and radio ham swap meets. The total
cost of the jammer, which runs from a simple petrol
generator and can be transported on the back of a pickup truck, was $7500.

Stress claims tri ple

in

s,x months

Increasing workplace stress is boosting compensation
claims on employers - says the Engineering Employers
Federation.
Stress relate!i enquires to the Federation have tripled in
the last six months. "There is also no doubt that, in the
UK, employees are increasingly aware of their rights and
are now routinely looking to litigation rather than using it
as a last resort," said Sandra Howard, head of legal affairs
at the Federation's north west association.
''There is no doubt that we still have a 'long hours'
culture in the UK and that can add to pressures," said
Howard.

reliability was previously thought
to be impossible," said Ashraful
Alam, the Bell Labs' scientist that
Jed the research.
Alam's team showed that a
1.5nm gate could, in theory at least,
run at l V for up to ten years.
Another Bell Labs team proved the
result experimentally.
The life extension to silicon
dioxide (SiO 2 ) as a gate material,

perhaps until 2005, gives engineers
more time to develop alternative
materials.
These include group IVB oxides
such as hafnium oxide and
zirconium oxide which have
leakages up to 104 times less than
SiO•. These can match the
performance of SiO,, but can be
deposited in layers around three
times as thick.

Tool eliminates chip noise errors
EDA start-up Moscape has a tool it
claims can eliminate chip design
errors due to noise.
Called GateScope, the tool can
identify and correct noise problems
caused by cross-coupling, being
found more as designs move to
0.18µm.
"The devastating effects of noise
on functionality and timing are
typically unrecognised until test
chips are produced. Silencing this
noise prior to tapeout is possible
only with the new analytical and
corrective approach embodied in
GateScope," said Fuad Musa,

Moscape's president and CEO.
Smaller design rules and more
advanced processes are bringing
noise problems as cross-coupling
between the narrow pitched metal
interconnect increases. Logic
simulation and static timing
analysis fail to isolate these
problems, Moscape claimed.
The tool, it said, has the precision
to find the smaller errors, reducing
the chance that the design fails to
meet its timing specification.
GateScope runs on Unix, Solar.is
and Linux operating systems and
costs $75 000 per seat, per year.

HP New Colour Spectrum Analysers LAST FEW ONLY
HP141T+ 85528 IF+ 8553B RF-1KHZ ·110Mc/s • f:SOO.
HP141T+ 85528 IF+ 8554B RF ·100KHz-1250M • (600.
HP141T+ 8552B IF t 8556A RF · 20Hz-300KHz · (400.
HP141T+ 8552B IF+ 8555A 10 MC/S-18GHzS • £1000.
HP844JA Tracking Gen Counter 100KHz· 110Mc/s • £200
HP8445B Tracking Preselector DC to 18GHz • £250.
HP8444A Tracking Generator • 5-1300Mc/s • £450.
HP8444A OPT 059 Tracking Gen • 5-1500Mc/s • £650.
HP35601A Spectrum Anz Interlace • f:300.
HP4953A Protocol Anz • ( 400.
HP8970A Nois. f igure Meter+ 346B Noise Head· £3k.
HP8755A+B+C Scalar Network Anz Pl · (250 + MF 180C • Heads
11664 Extra • £150 each.
HP3709B Constellation ANZ £1,000.
HP11715A AM-FM Test Source · f:350.
FARNELL TVS70MKII PU 0-70V 10 amps· ( 150.
MARCONI 6500 Network Scaler Anz • (500. Heads available to
40GHz many types in stock.
Mixers are available forANZs to 60GH1.
HP6131C Digital Voltage Source +-100V½ Amp.
HP5316A Universal Counter A+B.
Marconi TF2374 Zero Loss Probe • £200.
Racal/Dana 2101 Microwave Counter • 10Hz·20GHz • with book
as new ( 2k.
Raeal/Dana 1250-1261 Universal Switch Controller+ 200Mc/s Pl
Cards and other types.
Racal/Dana 9303 True RMS Levelmeter + Head · (450.
TEKA6902A also A6902B Isolator• f:300-£400.
TEK CT-5 High Current Transformer Probe • ( 250.
HP Frequency comb generator type 8406 - (400.
HP Sweep Oscillators type 8690 A+B + plug-in
18GHz also 18-40GHz.
HP Network Analyser type 8407A + 8
110Mc/s • £500 • ( 1000.
HP 8410-A-B·C Network Ana
. plus most other units a
8412-8413-8414-841
Racal/Dana 9301
stock £250-£
Racal/D
M
-(
9,v. ~ a -.,

HP81588 ATT OPT 002+011 1300-1550 £300.
HP81519A RX DC-400MC/S 550-950 £250.
$TC OFR10 Reflectometer - £250.
STC OFSK15 Machjne jointing-+ eye magnifier - £250.

Tory presses labour on
e-government issue
A former Tory science minister is
launching a Parliamentary campaign
to force the government to deliver on
its 'Information Age' pledge.
Robert Jackson believes the government is falling behind in the drive
to put its services on line. The
Wantage backbencher has tabled a
series of questions aimed at discovering exactly how far each Whitehall
Department has got in bringing in egovernroent.
"The UK's strategy for on-line
government is flawed," said Jackson.
''They have produced a 34-page book

that took a year to write but says
nothing."
According to Jackson, none of the
Inland Revenue's dealings with
citizens or business involved the
Internet in 1999, and it will rise by
four per cent by 2002. No dealings at
the DSS will be Internet deliverable
by 2002.
"Ministers make grand promises to
have services on line by 2002 and all
suitable services electronically
available by 2005 but they haven' t
given any indication of how they will
do it," added Jackson.

Babbage gets printer after
150 year wait
Engineers worried about shorter
development cycles should spare a
thought for Charles Babbage whose
printer has just been built, over 150
years since it was designed.
Built by the Science Museum, the
mechanical printer can output
results of calculations with
programmable line width, margins
and number of columns.
The printer can also produce

stereotype plates for use in a
printing press.
The computing part of the system,
Babbage's Difference Engine No 2,
was built in 1991, but the printer had
to wait a few years more.
Both devices weigh in over 2.5
tonnes and contain more than 4000
parts. They were designed to produce
tables used in navigation, engineering,
banking and insurance.
•

LIGHT AND OPTICAL E
Anritsu ML93A & Optical
Anritsu ML93B & Optical L
Power Sensors for above M
Pack MZ95A.
Anritsu MW97A Pulse Echo Tester.
Pl available · MH914C 1.3 • MH915B 1.3 • MH913B 0.85 •
MH925A 1.3 • MH929A 1.55 • MH925A 1.3GI • MH914C 1.3SM •
£500 + one P.I.
Anritsu MW98A Time Domain Reflector.
Pl available· MH914C 1.3 • MH915B 1.3 • MH913B 0.85 ·
MH925A 1.3. MH929A 1.55 . MH925A 1.3GI · MH914C 1.3SM •
£500 + one P.I.
Anritsu MZIOOA E/0 Converter.
+ MG912B ILD 1.351Light Source+ MG92B {LD 0.851
light Source £350,
Anritsu MZ118A 0/E Converter.
+MH922A 0.8 0/E unit + MH923 Al.3 0 /E unit Cl50.
Anritsu ML968 Power Meter & Charger (450.
Anritsu MN95B Variable Att. 1300 (100.
Photo Dyne 1950 XR Continuous Au. 1300 • 1500 £100.
Photo Dyne 1800 FA. All ( 100.
Cossor-Raytheon 108L Optical Cable Fault locator
0-1000M 0-lOkM £200.
TEK P6701 Optical Converter 700 MC/S-850 £250.
TEK OF150 Fibre Optic TOR-£750.
HP81512A Head 150MC/S 950-1700 £250.
HP84801A fibre Power Sensor 600·1200 (250.

WE KEEP IN STOCK HP and other makes of Rf Frequency
doublers which when fitted to the AF output socket of a
SIGenerator doubles the output frequency EG.S0-1300MC/S to
50-2600MC/S price from £250 - £450 each.
SPECTRUM ANALYZERS

HP 3580A 5HZ-50KHZ- £750.
HP 3582A Dual 0.2HZ-25.5KHZ - £1,500.
HP 3585A 20HZ-40MC/S - £3,500.
HP 3588A 10HZ-150MC/S - (7,500.
HP 8568A 100HZ·1.5GHZ - Cl,500.
HP 8568B IOOHZ·1.5GHZ- C4.500.
HP 85908 9KC/S• 1.8GHZ - £4,500.
HP 8569B l OMC/S I0.01-22GHZ) -(3,500.
HP 3581A Signal Analyzer 15HZ-50KHZ - (400.

GNAL GENERATORS
HP8640A - AM-FM 0.5•512·1024MC/S- £200-£400.
HP8640B - Phase locked - AM-FM--0.S-512· 1024MC/S - £500·
£1.2K. Opts 1-2-3 available.
HP8654A - B AM-FM 10MC/S-520MC/S - £300.
HP8656A SYN AM•FM 0.1·990MC/S - £900.
HP8656B SYN AM-FM 0.1·990MC/S- £1.SK.
HP8657A SYN AM-FM 0. 1-1040MC/S - C2K.
HP8657B SYN AM-FM 0.1·2060MC/S-CJK.
HP8660C SYN AM•FM•PM•0.01· 1300MC/S•2600MC/S- £2K.
HP8660D SYN AM-FM-PM-0.01-1300MC/S·2600MC/S - £3K.
HP8673D SYN AM-FM-PM-0.01-26.5 GHz-C12K.
HP3312A Function Generator AM-FM 13MC/S-Dual - £300.
HP3J14A Function Generator AM-FM-VC0·20MC/S -£600.
HP3325A SYN f unction Generator 21MC/S-C800.
HP3325B SYN function Generator 21MC/S - £2K.
HP8673-B SYN AM-FM-PH 2·26.5 GHz- £6.5K.
HP3326A SYN 2CH Function Generator 13MC/S-IEEE-£1.4K.
HP3336A·B·C SYN Fune/level Gen 21MC/S- £400-£300-£500.
Racal/Dana 9081 SYN SIG AM-FM·PH·5·520MC/S-£300.
Racal/Dana 9082 SYN SIG AM-FM-PH-1.5•520MC/S - £400.
Racal/Dana 9084 SYN SIG AM-FM-PH-.001-104MC/S - £300.
Racal/Dana 9087 SYN S/G AM-FM-PH-.001-1300MC/S - £1K.
Marconi TF2008 AM-FM-Sweep 10KC/S·5l OMC/S- £200 Fully
Tested to CJOO, as new+ book+ probe kit in wooden box.
Marconi TF2015 AM-FM•10·520MC/S- £100.
Marconi TF2016A AM-FM 10KC/S·120MC/S - £100.
Marconi TF2171/3 Digital Synchronizer for 201!i/2016A-£SO.
Marconi TF2018A AM-FM SYN 80KC/S-520MC/S - f:SOO.
Marconi TF2019A AM-FM SYN 80KC/S-1040MC/S - £650-(lK.
Marconi TF2022E AM-FM SYN 10KC/S-1.01GHz-£1K·(1.2K.
R & S SMPD AM•FM•PH 5KHz•2720MC/S - (3K.
Anrit su MG3601A SYN AM-FM 0.1-1040MC/S - £1.2K.

ITEMS BOUGHT FROM HM GOVERNMENT BEING SURPLUS. PRICE IS EX WORKS. SAE FOR ENQUIRIES. PHONE FOR APPOINTMENT OR FOR DEMONSTRATION OF ANY ITEMS, AVAILABILITY OR PRICE CHANGE.
VAT AND CARRIAGE EXTRA. ITEMS MARKED TESTED HAVE 30 DAV WARRANTY. WANTED: TEST EQUIPMENT-VALVES-PLUGS AND SOCKETS-SVNCROS-TRANSMITTING ANO RECEIVING EQUIPMENT ETC

Johns Radio, Whitehall Works, 84 Whitehall Road East, Birkenshaw, Bradford 8D11 2ER. Tel: (012741684007. Fax: 651160
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would appear, so w illingly.
Unblinking eyes now scan the

Automatic tracking
ADEPT30 AVT

trunk roads and city centres of
Britain but w ith differing aims and
using different technolog ies.

Serial or VMEbus interfaces can be used in place of the discrete
interfaces (Controller, An alogue etc.)

Andrew Emmerson takes a closer

mitted directly to vehicles fitted with
Trafficmaster receivers when they
pass the next sensor site.

look at who's zooming whom.

Behind big brother
In theory,
Trafficmaster's
number plate
cameras could
be used to
report speeding
vehicles, but
the company
insists its data is
not passed
on to any
outside
agencies.

520

hat prickly feeling on the back
of your neck that you are being
watched is generally put down
to paranoia. Scientific tests at the
University of Hertfordshire to measure skin resistance certainly failed to
detect any change change the test subjects when hidden video cameras were
trained on them.
For the public at large though - and
motorists in particular - this suspicion
may well be justified. Their movements are corning under increasing
surveillance. The UK is now said to
have Europe's largest market for
CCTV equipment, valued at over
£385 million per year.
With most city centres, banks,
shops, airports and main railway stations under 24-hour watch by closed
circuit television (CCTV) the suggestion is now made that British citizens
- 'subjects' may be a better word may be snapped 14 times a day.
Headlines are no longer made when
news reports state that crime suspects
were caught on camera, while the

T

police acknowledge that it takes just
four seconds now to alert them if a
vehicle caught on their cameras is on
the wanted file. Crime rates in CCTV
zones have fallen by up to 50 per cent,
driving wrongdoers out of town centres and into the suburbs.
Initial concern over civii liberties
has now subsided into widespread
acceptance of these high-profile installations. Indeed, according
to
Strathclyde Police, the public has now
become so accustomed to CCTV cameras that they now view them as "simply part of the street furniture".
But what about the not-so-obvious
systems and what are the technologies
involved?

Steady as you go
By now, most motorists in Britain will
have spotted the distinctive cobalt
blue poles carrying cameras and radio
antennas that adorn the majority of
trunk roads. Many people give them a
careful berth, assuming they are a new
generation of speed camera but in fact

their purpose is PTFM, or passive target-flow monitoring.
The
cameras
belong
to
Trafficmaster pie - a company that
first made its name by providing
information about traffic j ams using a
network of sensors along main motorways in Britain. PTFM takes the concept much further by measuring the
time taken by individual vehicles to
cover the known distances between
sensors.
These specially developed infra-red
sensors, installed approximately four
miles apart, 'snap' the number plates
of passing vehicles. Computers at
each site transmit this information
back to Trafficmaster's national control centre in Milton Keynes.
The time taken for a vehicle to travel between each sensor site is calculated. Then, odd spurious resul ts are
rejected - for example, drivers who
have turned off or stopped along the
way - and a pattern is thus built up of
the average speed along the stretch of
road. This information is then trans-
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A potential speed trap
In theory, the system could be used
for identifying speeding drivers or for
tracking individuals but the company
insists the data is not passed on to any
other agency. Indeed, to avoid falling
foul of data-protection legislation, the
first and last characters of each vehicle number taken is discarded. The
remaining character string, or 'tag', is
still sufficiently unique for processing
purposes.
The system is also being developed
to use neural networks. This is a form
of computer intelligence that allows
the software to predict the movement
of traffic flows, and recognise when
traffic congestion is building up or
starting to disperse.
Concern over misuse of data collected is dismissed by a Trafficmaster
spokesperson, who told me, "Under

the terms of Trafficmaster's licence
agreement with the Department of
Transport, we must dump the information gathered immediately it has
been processed. We only read the central four digits of a car's number plate.
In addition, we only read a small percentage of those vehicles that pass by
each site. A 100 per cent sample is not
only unnecessary, but also not desirable- the equipment needed to process that amount of data would be
extremely expensive, and totally
unnecessary."

Expanding rapidly...
Trafficmaster's expanded network
now covers approximately 8000 miles
of motorways and trunk roads in
England, with some 5000 cameras in
use. The service is being extended to
motorists in Scotland and Wales shortly. It provides the most comprehensive, near-nationwide, live trafficmonitoring network in the world.
A further enhancement of the sys-

A complete electro-optical
tracki ng system, above, consists
of an imaging sensor - typically
TV or 1.R - mou nted on a two-axis
servo platfo rm and a tracker
controlling the position of the
platform based on the scene
observed through t he imaging
sensor.
The automatic tracking system
processes video images directly
in real-time to ascertain the
position of a designated object
with respect to the sensor
boresight. An e rror signal derived
by the system from the image is
then used to control the platform
such t hat the platform and
attached sensors accurately
follow the target.
An Octec video tracker is
designed to be integrated with a
servo platform a nd video se nsor.
The video tracker automatically
detects and tracks a single target
in the video picture from the
sensor mou nted on the servo
platform. From this p icture, it
provides an 'output demand' that
controls the positio n of the servo
platform such that the pla tfo rm
and attac hed sensors follow the
target.

Information on-line
CAATS
Mandrake
T rafficmaster
Visionics face recognition
Conspiracy theories

http://www.octec.co.uk/trackers/caats2.htm l
http://www.tssi.co.uk/
http://www.gifford.co.uk/i-contact/tash/tash20.htm1
http://www.trafficmaster.co.uk
http://www.faceit.co.uk
http://www.spy.org.uk/trafficmaste r.htm
http://www.ultranet.com/-bevanrl/saab/trafficmaste r.html
http://www.geoc ities.com/MotorCity/21 9 5/speedtrap_notatrap. htm I#traffic2
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Frames from two videos taken from a helicopter fitted with
CAA TS to illustrate electro-optical tracking, left, and
'scenelock', right, where the camera automatically tracks a
particular picture, regardless of the helicopter's movement.
The demonstration video samples are available for
downloading from Octec's web site.

Mandrake is a
face recognition
system that
automatically
monitors live
images from
closed-circuit tv
cameras and
captures people's
faces as they pass
through the field
of view. Captured
images are
analysed and
compared to a
data base of
known, wanted
people. On
identifying a
wanted individual,
Mandrake raises
an alarm.

tern's software will enable it to predict
when traffic is at its worst and hence
the best time to travel. The accurate
journey time data can be produced in
formats that can be integrated into any
on-board electronic information system, for example, GPS navigation systems.
Plans are in hand to extend the system to France, Germany and Italy.
And the company has recently
announced the development of a new
patented 'mobile' sensor technology.
This will use specially equipped vehicles to actively measure journey times
between two points.
The resulting traffic information will
appear 'seamless' to the end user. It
has been designed to be fully integrated with data collected from
Trafficmaster' s fixed networks.

Eye in the sky
An engaging feature of the numerous
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'Police Stop' programmes on television is the aerial view footage of fastmoving felons taken from helicopters.
Curious minds may wonder how the
cameraman manages to keep the vehicle in shot so successfully and avoid
judder on the images. The answer is
of course a robot and the technology
is significantly more sophisticated
than the first 'heli-tele' systems.
Giro stabilisation was all that was
available when helicopter-mounted
video cameras were first used for public surveillance. That occasion was in
1979, when London's Metropolitan
Police observed the Notting Hill
Carnival.
Many of today's crime helicopters
use the compact airborne automatictracking system (CAATS) developed
originally for missile guidance and
other defence purposes. Infra-red technology tracks vehicle movement
through streets and even behind buildings to drive the camera pod and
maintain visibility.

How electro-optical
tracking works
CAATS is made by Octec Ltd, based
in Bracknell and one of the leading
independent suppliers of digital video
tracking and image processing systems to the defence market worldwide. The company's electro-optical
tracking system consists of an imaging
sensor - either video or infra-red mounted on a two-axis servo platform.
There's also a tracker that controls the
position of the platform based on the
scene observed through the imaging
sensor.
Automatic tracking is achieved by
an electronic system that processes
video images directly in real-time to

ascertain the position of a designated
object with respect to the sensor boresight. This error is then used to control
the platform such that the platform
and attached sensors accurately follow
the target.
Pre-processing,
using
image
enhancement algorithms, is also possible. This allows the target to be
enhanced prior to the 'tracking process' and rejecting unwanted elements
in the picture, or 'clutter'. A number
of selectable options are also available
to allow the operator to select 'positive contrast', 'negative contrast', or
'polarity independent' modes of operation.
Thanks to Octec for helping with
this description.

Just a face in the crowd?
Even more remarkable to non-specialists is the face recognition capabilities that can be used to enhance
CCTV surveillance systems. Notable
in this connection is the Mandrake
system developed in the UK by
Software and Systems International. It
is based on neural-network face recognition technology from Visionics in
the USA.
The software automatically detects,
locates and identifies human faces
from live video or static images, using
sophisticated algorithms for pattern
recognition that mimic how the
human brain recognises faces. This is
carried out continuously and in real
time. Results are tagged with a percentage score of how confident the
computer is that the person spotted is
one of the individuals in the database.
A high-profile system went live in
the London borough of Newham in
October 1998, linked to Newham's
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CCTV street cameras - now 240 in
number - and a database of suspects
supplied by the Metropolitan Police.
At the launch, Newham's chief of
security Bob Lack stated bullishly:
"We have ten or so active muggers
in and around our shopping centres,"
says. "As the system develops, facial
images of known paedophiles may
also be added to the automated watch
list." He added that the computer had
distinct advantages over humans. "If
you stare at a screen for hours, you
tend to glaze over," he said. "But
never forget the need for the human
element. None of our cameras has got
down off a pole and arrested anyone
yet," he added.
Applied responsibly, biometrics can
be used in this way to combat crime,
although civil liberties campaigners
have voiced concern over the system's accuracy and what is done with
discarded recordings. According to
the council, the system does not need
registration under the Data Protection
Act since personal information is not
held on the face recognition system;
only photographs and police reference
numbers are held.

Digital does it better
New-generation digital video recording systems have rendered older analogue CCTV systems obsolete, with
their ability to monitor, archive and
retrieve video data captured on camera. NiceVision, a system designed
for organisations using multiple
CCTV cameras in one or more locations, is a good exemplar of the new
breed, providing 'high-motion' digital
video and audio recording along with
simultaneous playback.
Operated from a rack-mounted platform of NT-based PC computers,
NiceVision offers a high number of
camera and channel capacities. Each
of the 32 channels can be configured
independently to record up to 12
frames a second from each PAL
colour camera connected, with preand post-alarm, and event-triggered
recording options. This allows for
optimal recording methods for both
event and personal identification and
offers enhanced security management
capabilities.
NiceVision permits password·
authorised users to search and find
video segments for playback quickly
from a desktop computer. In this way
security managers and officers can·
review, analyse and respond to events
immediately while continuing to
record
The system's open architecture
allows it to be integrated with existing
access control, alarms and other intrusion detection systems where users
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can set different recording modes for
each independent camera. Modular
and scalable, the system also allows
for multi-user control via local-area
network (LAN), remote access via
wide area network (WAN), and data
transmission over fibre optics or
ISDN lines.

George Orwell was right ...
Where all this takes us is anyone's
guess. Law-abiding citizens clearly
have nothing to fear from enhanced
levels of surveillance. Many indeed
welcome any device that secures
greater levels of Jaw and order.
In any case, Orwell's prediction
from his book '1984' may already be
fulfi.led - There was of course no way
of knowing whether you were being
watched at any given moment; it was
conceivable that they watched everybody all the time.
Old news?
Spying on motorists goes back a lot
further than most people would imagine. Doubtless few Automobile
Association members are aware that
their organisation' s origins lie in a
club that posted 'scouts' on main
roads to warn motorists of speed traps
back in 1905.
Setting that aside and confining our
attention to electronic surveillance,
the first introduction of CCTV for
road traffic control was in Durham
back in 1959 - a world first. The
installation was by Pye of Cambridge,
by the way.
By 1970, wide-area computerised
traffic control with traffic signals
linked to sensors in the roadway had
been introduced in major British
cities, enhanced with CCTV for visual observation of traffic flows.
Use of these cameras for surveillance of individual vehicles - and
persons - dawned a little later. It was
in the early 1980s that CCTV cameras were first linked to computers
specifically for scanning and capturing vehicle registration numbers. The
first experimental installations were
on a bridge overlooking the MI
motorway in Hertfordshire near
Junction 9 and at the Dartford Tunnel.
While the latter's stated purpose was
to catch stolen or suspect vehicles, it

How faces are recognised
Fundamental to any face recognition system is the
way in which faces are coded. V isionics' Facelt uses
Local Feature Analysis, or LFA, to represent facial
images in terms of local statistically derived bui lding
blocks.
LFA is a mathematical technique based on the
real isation that all facial images - or for that matter
all complex patterns - can be synthesised from an
irreducible set of building elements.
These elements are derived from a representative
ensemble of faces using sophisticated statistical
techniques. They span multiple pixels - but are still
local - and represent universal facial shapes, but are
not exactly the commonly known facial features. In
fact, there are many more facial building elements
than there are facial parts.
However, it turns out that synthesising a given
fac ial image to a high degree of precision requires
only a small subset - 12-40 characteristic elements of the total avai Iable set.
Identity is determined not only by which elements
are characteristic, but also by the manner in which
they are geometrically combined - i.e. their relative
positions. In this manner Facelt maps an individual's
identity into a complex mathematical formu la that
can be matched and compared to others.

proved of great value for monitoring
the movements of striking coal miners travelling north from Kent during
the pit strike of 1984/85.
Public surveillance systems have
grown considerably in sophistication,
coverage and geographical extent
since then. Roadways are no longer
the sole targets of coverage. In many
towns and cities entirely separate networks have been established for road

Conlinued on page 525 ...

Honeypot for perverts
"The cameras are already intruding into our private lives. D iana Sampson, who monitors
CCTV for the London Borough of Sutton says, 'I know for a fact that one leisure centre has
cameras in its women's changing room, monitored by men and they can do anything with
those tapes.' CCTV is a honey pot for perverts.
One camera operator in Mid Glamorgan has been convicted on more than 200 counts of
using cameras to spy on women, and making obscene phone call s from the control room."
www.videonetwork.org.
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meet and how. The down side of this
means there is less social interaction.
The report says this could result in
physical society becoming a more
hostile place which people pass
through and do not interact with. In
this dehumanised environment,
people seem less real to each other,
which leads to 'more extreme
reactions, interactions and a
reluctance to intervene in conflict'
when they happen.
Although technology will empower
people, it could also further divide
society into those who have the
technology and those who do not.
This technologically devoid
underclass would have limited access
to mainstream society and be a
breeding ground for dissent and
crime.
The Foresight report offers
extreme scenarios of the future as
food for thought. One involves us
aspiring to live in safe ghettos,
where we view strangers with
suspicion and feel deeply unsafe
when we venture beyond the walls.
The outside world is full of danger the res ult of the division of society

-

e-

ec1es

So the revolution in
communications has enhanced
all our lives has it? Not
necessarily so. It could lead to a
breakdown in society.
Melanie Reynolds explains.

H

ollywood has always had a
penchant for portraying future
civilisation as being a mad,
bad, dangerous place to be. Just
consider 'The Terminator' and 'Mad
Max'.
The movies always seem dark,
portraying an existence full of menace
where the fight is for survival. But it
is, after all, just the movies we think.
It will never really be like that. But
could it be?
The advance of technology is
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usually regarded as improving the
quality of our lives, but what if it is a
catalyst for the deterioration of it
instead? Technology does have the
capability to increase the gap b~tween
the haves and the have-nots that
already exists and with the increasing
divide comes trouble - for all of us.
With the breakdown in
relationships and family life, and the
rise in single person households, the
way we live our lives is already
changing. Adding the buffer zone
effect that communications
technology can bring to this change
gives you a society where people are
isolated and personal interaction is
made more difficult.
As society becomes more insular,
the social pressures that tend to limit
anti-social behaviour will be eroded,
leading to a breakdown in society and
perhaps the post-apocalyptic world of
the movies will seem a bit too close
for comfort.
Maybe this scenario seems a bit far-

fetched and we will never live in a
'Mad Max' world, but it is a
possibility the government is
considering in a consultation paper
called 'Just Around the Corner' by the
DTI' s Foresight crime prevention
panel.
The report is seeking to provoke
people into thinking about the next 20
years where society has evolved along
these lines and crime and crime
prevention are more technology
based.
One of its theories is that
technology allows people to choose to
be isolated in public places. You can
already see this happening with
people using mobile phones.
Although surrounded by others they
are detached from the environment
and even from their immediate group.
Where meetings would once be
social and static, the progress of
technology means they can now be
personal and mobile, meaning people
have a greater choice about who they
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Crime in the e-world
Technology will result in crime taking on a different face. The theft of physical property could pretty much be stopped by technology, for example, by
electronic tagging or by tying the operation of an
item to an individual or a location. The item then
has no value to a thief.
However, if property has no value, that does not
mean crime will go away. Technology will be the
facil itator of crimes instead.
Fraud is one crime ideally suited to the Internet.
It could simply be for financial gain or to get
information to facilitate this. False websites could
record credit card details or personal and financial details which could be used for identity theft identity and the way we prove it will become increasingly important in the future.
As individuals become more adept at using the technology, but less knowledgeable about how it
works, th,ere is a danger of being at the mercy of a small knowledgeable elite and those c,rirninals
without the knowledge may turn to violence or disorder.
The Internet being global also means that crime can go global, making traditional law e,nforcement unsuitable for policing it.
The speed at which technology crimes can be committed also makes catching the culprits far
harder. To stand any chance against the criminals, the police will have to acquire suitable skills.

due in part to technology.
It all sounds pretty dire. But,
although technology will undoubtedly
change our lives it does not have to
change things for the worse. The

answer lies with us and how we
choose to manage the technology.
Being aware of what can go wrong
is half the battle in preventing it from
•
happening.

Behind big brother
. .. continued from page 523
traffic observation on one hand and
for crowd and security control on the
other.
The trigger for security surveillance
was the terrorist threat; in 1994 a network of more than 100 street cameras
were installed in the City of London
for anti-terrorist surveillance purposes.
Installations established since then
have targeted theft and public disorder
in shopping centres, car parks and in
the streets at large.

Northampton:
CCTV centre of excellence
Unlikely as it may sound, the otherwise unexceptional Midlands town of
Northampton is the most densely surveyed town of Britain. Its streets and
car parks are scanned by 200 cameras
- rising to 250 within 12 months outnumbering those of any other town
in Britain and making it the largest
urban system outside London.
Car park cameras are interfaced to
the Police National Computer for
detecting stolen or wanted vehicles.
Public reaction is positive - the system is responsible for an average of
100 arrests a month. And study teams
have come from the USA, Canada and
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Italy to see this remarkable centre of
CCTV excellence.

providing a brutal, yet conclusive picture of the event."

CCTV evidence is
legally conclusive
Legal history was made in March of
this year when confirmation was
given that digital CCTV recordings
had provided the crucial evidence that
secured the conviction of three killers.
The case concerned Bradley Bolton,
murdered in July 1999 in High
Wycombe town centre. This is one of
the first times that footage from a
local authority-run digital CCTV system has been used as evidence in a
major prosecution case.
Wycombe District Council installed
the equipment from NiceVision in
1998 to record a number of public
areas. Detective Inspector Ashley
Smith, who led the murder investigation, commented, "CCTV recordings
are a crucial weapon in criminal
investigation, and we always view
them immediately whenever they are
available. These digital CCTV recordings provided excellent evidence and
some of the clearest CCTV images we
have seen. They allowed the jury to
have clear sight of the incident itself,

The government's
view on CCTV
CCTV works as an effective crime
reduction and detection tool - particularly when used as part of a wider
crime reduction strategy. It has helped
to reduce crime in many parts of the
country and the current CCTV initiative will bring the benefits of CCTV
to a wider community.
Under the Crime Reduction
Programme, some £153million is
available for schemes in England and
Wales for the period up to March
2002, with another £17 million available for Scotland and Northern
Ireland. Initial priorities are tackling
crime problems.in housing areas and
measures to improve the security of
public car parks.
Closed-circuit tv must also retain
public confidence, operating under
detailed codes of practice to protect
individual rights to privacy and adhere
to the principles of the Data Protection
Act 1998. It must also meet the
requirements of the Human Rights
Act 1998.
•
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resistance than bipolar types.
The circuit described below was
used as one of the mini-projects for the
RF Club mentioned in an earlier article.

Ian Hickman has produced a number of circuits for electronics
undergraduates - or anyone - to build, troubleshoot and test. Biased
towards rf applications, the circuits become gradually more complex
and are chosen to be interesting, as -well as instructive. This month's
circuit is simple and suitable for those with little or no prior
experience of constructing and trouble-shooting hardware. Apart
from the components themselves, all that is needed is a dual power
supply or batteries, and an oscilloscope - the electronic engineer's
magic lantern.
his month's project is an audio
oscillator. Oscillators of one sort
or another are key components
in so many electronic applications,
from PCs to mobile 'phones to a simple superhet radio such as the humble
pocket 'trannie'. Traditionally, an
oscillator used a single active device,
such as a single transistor, or in earlier
times, a valve.
The following circuit uses an operational amplifier or 'op-amp', resulting
in an audio oscillator of good performance but low circuit complexity. A
typical op-amp contains a dozen or
more transistors, plus a handful of
other components such as resistors and
the odd capacitor, all implemented in
the same tiny slice of silicon.
With semiconductor manufacture
and testing so highly automated, an
op-amp, while still more expensive
than a single transistor, really costs
very little. And four op-amps in a

T

Op-amp alternatives
This circuit was designed to use a TL084 JFET-input
quad op-amp integrated c ircuits, but the TL081
single op-amp version, o r the TL082 d ual op-amp
would do equally well. Pin connections of all three
a re shown in Fig. 1; there is even a TL084x2 octal
op-amp in a 30-pin package, thoug h I have never
actually seen one.
The connections shown are almost universally
standard for singles, d uals and quads, and a lmost
any internally compensated op-amp, from the 7 41
onwards, should work in this circu it.
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'quad' package cost little, if any, more
than four individual transistors.

The integrated circuit
Op-amps were produced originally as
modules built up from discrete components. The first readily available
integrated circuit op-amp was the 709,
produced in bipolar technology.
I remember pouncing on it with glee
in the 1960s, when it first became
available. It provided me with a
replacement for a discrete op-amp, in a
75Q, 140Q and 600Q standard milliwatt test set I had designed and that
was bought by the Post Office in large
quantities.
Subsequently, the IC became availOFFSET
N1

able from many manufacturers as the
LM709, the µA709, and various other
type numbers. It was widely used,
despite various shortcomings, such as
its tendency to ' latch-up'.
With this device, the sign of the gain
reverses if the limited common-mode
input voltage range is exceeded, turning negative feedback into positive!
The later 741 op-amp was also bipolar,
but unlike the 709 was latch-up free,
making it very useful. It was also
internally compensated for unity gain,
unlike the 709. This was useful, but
non-optimum for use at higher gains.
Later still, CMOS devices, such as
the CA3130 and others, became available, offering very much higher input

NC
4OUT

Vee+

10UT

IN+

OUT

1IN-

4IN-

Vee-

OFFSET
N2

1IN+

4IN+

Vee+

Vee-

IN-

TL081

Vee+

1IN+

1IN+

1IN-

2OUT

1IN-

1IN-

1IN+

2IN-

1OUT

10UT

,our
TL084

Vee-

2IN+
TL082

Fig. 1. Showing the pin connections of the TLOBx series op-amps. Most op-amps
will suffice in this application, and most op-amps have the same pin-out as the
TLOBx series.
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How the circuit works
The following describes how the circuit works. But you may want to get
started straight away, build the circuit
and get it working before reading further. That's fine, but I hope that at
some point, you will take the trouble
to understand j ust what makes it all
work.
And you might find you need to
understand, in order to help you trouble-shoot your circuit if it doesn't
work. Even if it works first time, you
should still want to know just how, for
such is the inquisitive nature of an
innovative circuit designer.
Figure 2 shows the Wien bridge,
invented not surprisingly by a certain
Herr Wien. Mr Vienna's bridge was
designed not for making audio oscillators, but for measuring audio frequencies, in the days before frequency
counters.
At the frequency jHz, where the
reactance of C in ohms, is numerically
equal to the resistance R, the voltage
across the earpiece detector is zero.
Adjusting the value of the two resistors, R, keeping them always equal,
thus gives a null at the frequency
where f=l/(21tCR). How this comes
about is explained in a little more
detail later on.
Figure 3 shows the circuit of an
audio oscillator based on the Wien
bridge. With the component values
shown, it produces a sinewave output
of l.59k.Hz. This frequency is nominal, the actual value depending upon
the tolerances of the components.
Typical tolerance values are ± l % for
metal film resistors, ±2% or ±5% for
carbon film types. But for capacitors,
±I% tolerance is rare and usually only
available in polystyrene- or micadielectric capacitors. A tolerance of
±5%, ± 10% or ±20% is more typical
for the common metallised film types,
and worse still for electrolytics.
The circuit oscillates because there is
positive feedback from the output, in
the form of a potential divider network. The upper arm of this network
consists of a resistor and a capacitor in
series, and the lower arm of a resistor
and a capacitor in parallel.
Analysing the circuit
Figure 4 shows the relationship
between the voltages across the arms
and the current through the components, at the frequency where the reactance of lnF, in ohms, is numerically
equal to the resistance lO0kQ.
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that across the series arm.
Furthermore, since both arms present
a phase angle of 45°, the voltage at
their junction will be in phase with the
applied voltage. Thus assuming there
is a sinewave of l.59kHz at the op-

At this frequency, the voltage drop
across C2 must numerically equal that
across R2. But whereas the drop across
the resistor is in phase with the current,
the voltage drop across C2 will lag the
current through it - and the voltage
across R1 - by 90°.
The impedance of the R2+C2 series
arm will be the sum of the resistance
and the reactance. Although these have
the same magnitude, being in quadrature, they must be added root sum of
squares-wise (RSS), giving the value
141.4kQ, i.e. l00kQx-"2.
For the CifR1 parallel arm, the
admittance is given by RSS adding the
conductance and susceptance, here
both equal to 1/IOOill. Converting the
answer back to impedance gives
70.7ill, or just half that of the series
arm. So, since the same total current
flows through each arm, the voltage
drop across the shunt arm is just half
A2
100k

Unknown
frequency

Fig. 2. The Wien bridge is at the heart
of this design, but it was originally
invented for measuring audio
frequencies. Source and detector may
be interchanged.

V2 C2 1n
E

V1

V3

c,

A1
100k

1n

Sinewave
Output

A3
22k

,J,,
R4
2k2

02

01

IC1:- 1/4 TL084 o r
1/2 TL082 or TL081
See Figure 1 for pin connections

RS
12k

I

r

From

ov

I 10µ

E

01 , 02; 1N4148

- - - - - - +15V

--+----- - 1sv

PSU

Fig. 3. An
audio
frequency
oscillator
circuit
together with
power supply
decoupling,
top right, and
wiring for the
unused
sections of a
quad op-amp.

Fig. 4. Vector diagram showing the
currents and voltages in the frequency
determining arm of the circuit, Fig. 3.
b)
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amp's output, there will be a one third
size replica at its non-inverting input.
All this is actually much clearer from
Fig. 4.

An alternative safe start-up method
If the PSU does not have an adjustable current limit,
and like some units, is not adjustable right down to
zero output voltage, an alternative strategy can be
used.
Simply connect a 470.Q resistor in series with the
+ 15V supply lead, and s imilarly for the -15V supply.
The circuit should draw not more than about 12mA if
using a TL084, or a half or quarter of this if using a
dual or single op-amp. Use 1 kn resistors for a dual,
1.8k.Q for a single op-amp. If the current drawn is as
expected, the resistors can then be removed.

Creating a vector diagram
When drawing a vector diagram such
as Fig. 4, to analyse the action of a circuit, the secret is to start at the right
place.
In this case, V1 is definitely the
wrong place. Start with a voltage that
is simply related to 0V ground, in this
case, V3 in Fig. 4a). Immediately, the
currents I, and le through R 1 and C1
can be marked in, as in 4b), giving
also the total current 11• This flows
through R2 and C2, so the voltage drop
I,R2 across R2 and / 1XC2 across C2 where XC2 is the reactance of C2 at
jHz, namely,
1
- - =R
2rc/C2
can now be marked in, in 4a).
The vector sum of these three voltage drops equals V 1, which has been

shown slightly offset in 4a), for clarity.
You can see that while V 1 and V3 are
in phase, a little third-0 form geometry
shows that V2 actually leads them by
22.5°.
If the resistive potential divider at
the op-amp's inverting input also
results in a one third size replica there,
the signals at the two inputs will be
identical, the Wien Bridge is balanced.
Thus the op-amp sees only a 'common-mode' input, and op-amps have ideally - zero response to common
mode inputs.
If however the voltage at the noninverting input is slightly less than a
third of that at the op-amp's output,
then there is a net input in phase with
the output. 1n view of the op-amp's
very large gain, this is more than
enough to produce an output at the
said frequency.

Sinewave
Sine
input - ~- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - -

100k

220k

Square

Triangle

220k

600R

Fig. 5. Spare op-amp sections can be
used to produce a variety of other
waveforms.

Output

l

10k

The trick therefore, to provide just
enough net drive to give a modest, stable value of output voitage, is to make
the attenuation of the resistive arm
adjust itself to a value marginally in
excess of x3.
When the circuit is first switched on,
before it has a chance to start oscillat\ng, the resistive arm attenuation factor is,

In+ - - ------,...---- - - - ,
640
_ _............._..__"----'--Out
1280

In-

640

rVee-

1
I

---7
10800

10800

I
I

I

Offset N2

Offset N1

Component values shown are nominal
TL081 only
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22kil + 2.2kil + 12k.Q
12kil
which is 3.0167. Thus the positive
feedback exceeds the negative, and the
circuit will start to oscillate. But as the
oscillation builds up, a point is reached

Fig. 6. The long-established and
widely used Tl081/82/84 series opamps feature very low input bias and
offset currents, thanks to their p.
channel JFET input stages. A bipolar
output stage contributes high drive
capability and the overall design,
shown here, results in a 13Vlms slew
rate and a total harmonic distortion
figure of just 0.003%. (Reproduced
courtesy of Texas Instruments)
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where the voltage drop across R4 , and
hence across the diodes, reaches something like 600mV. Thus the diodes
start to conduct, one on each alternate
polarity swing.
When the diodes conduct, their low
incremental or 'slope' resistance effectively shorts out R4 . Thus for part of
each half cycle, the resistive arm attenuation factor becomes approximately,
22k.Q + 12k.Q
12k.Q
which is 2.833. Now, the negative
feedback exceeds the positive, and the
amplitude of the oscillation cannot
build up much further. 1n fact, the
amplitude will settle at that level
where the negative feedback attenuation at the fundamental frequency
component of the output is very close
to, but marginally greater than three,
averaged over the course of a complete cycle.
Note that the attenuation is only as
low as a factor of 3 at the frequency
jHz. At this point, the reactance of C1,
C2 equals the resistance R1, R2 , namely where,
1
- - =R
2rc/C
It increases as you move away fromf,
either up or down in frequency. In
fact, the attenuation of the R1 C1 R2 C2
arm is infinite at 0Hz, due to C2, and
also at infinite frequency, due to C 1.
So with the attenuation to the inverting
input marginally in excess of 3,fis the
only frequency at which the circuit can
possibly oscillate.
The circuit is thus a 'slightly-out-ofbalance' Wien bridge, the out of balance voltage being amplified for driving the input to the bridge.

quencies such as this, layout is completely unimportant, and component
leads can be simply bent as required,
to plug in wherever convenient.

...and getting it to work
The circuit may not work first time,
due to an accidental misconnection,
and this could conceivably damage the
IC. The first-time power-up can be
safely achieved in various ways. For
example, a twin power supply unit, or
PSU, having an output voltage
adjustable right down to zero, and an
adjustable current limit is ideal.
First select output tracking - also
called master/slave operation - where
a single knob controls both the +15V
and the -15V output. Set the master to
+ 15V with the prototype circuit disconnected.
Now set the variable current-limit
control to minimum, fully anticlockwise. This will cause the output voltage to collapse to zero.
The circuit is then connected and the
PSU's output switched on, advancing
the current limit control cautiously
while keeping a close eye on the current meter. If the current does not
exceed the expected ten milliamps or
so as the voltage rises to the preset
± 15V levels, then all is well.
Even if the circuit is not actually
working, at least it is safe to leave on
while trouble-shooting. If on the other
hand, the current increases alarmingly
while the supply voltage is still only a
volt or so, it is wise to switch off and
recheck the circuit.
If you don' t have a suitable power
supply, then use the procedure outlined
in the separate panel entitled, 'An
alternative safe start-up method'.

And if it doesn't
Now try making one...
The circuit can be built up in various
ways. A scrap of 0.1 inch matrix copper strip-board, cut from RS stock
number 433-595 or 433-602 can be
used; the same material, in different
size sheets, is available from all the
usual electronic components catalogues. Alternatively, you can produce
a dedicated printed circuit board,
assuming you have the necessary facilities.
But probably the most convenient
way is to make the circuit up on 0.lin
matrix plug-type prototyping board,
after the style of RS 488-618 or 488933. This has the advantage that the
component leads do not need to be
cut. They can therefore be straightened out again after use, and the components returned to stock to Iive
another day.
With a circuit operating at low fre-
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An oscilloscope should reveal a
sinewave at about 1600Hz, centred
about 0V ground, at the output of the
section of the TL084 op-amp in use.
If the de or average level at the output is not 0V - if it is 'stuck high' or
'low' at near supply rail level - then
the circuit is probably wrongly connected. Alternatively, the op-amp is
dud, but this is exceedingly unlikely if
the device is new.
If the de level is 0V, but there is no
oscillation, then either there is a misconnection, or component tolerances
have conspired to result in more negative feedback tpan positive.
The resistors should preferably be
1% metal film types. Even so, in the
worst case, the resistive arm attenuation could be less than 3:1. Swapping
over C1 and C2 may do the trick; if not
then it will be necessary to connect a
high value resistor of around 1()()ill in

parallel with R5 . The resistor's value
can then be increased until the output
amplitude is, say, lOV peak-to-peak.
On the other hand, should the oscillation build up to nearly 30V peak-topeak, with the peaks clipped, then a
high value resistor should be connected in parallel with R3.

Add-ons
When using a TL084, it is good practice to look after any unused sections
properly, as indicated in Fig. 3.
But once you have got the oscillator
section working, the spare sections can
usefully be employed in one or two
extensions to the circuit.
Such enhancements are shown in
Fig. 5, and include a squarewave output stage, and a buffered passive integrator giving a triangular output.
The triangular wave provided by this
is only an approximation to the ideal,
albeit a good one. But this arrangement does not have the disadvantage
of an active integrator - namely a
propensity to integrate any offset or
asymmetry, resulting in its output
becoming stuck at one or other supply
rail.
A stage providing a variable output
voltage at 6000 output impedance
completes the design.
•

In this series
As explained in a p reliminary article
in the May 2000 issue, th is series is
intended to help students - and anyone interested in getting to grips with
RF design - a background in practical
electronic c ircuitry and troub leshooting.
The series was originally deve loped
as a response to the government's RF
Engineering Education Initiative.
Below is a list of the two tutoria ls that
have already appeared, together w ith
my plans for future articles in the
series - ' Beginners' corner' .

2
3
4

5
6
7

Timer circuit usi ng the 555, June
issue
Audio osc illator - Wien bridge
based, this issue
hte tester
Radio-frequency
oscil lator,
Colpitts type
Audio frequency filter/oscillator state va riable based
Capacitance meter
Radio-frequency oscillator/receiver involving negative resistance
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Visit our website
www.distel.co.uk

THE ORIGINAL S,U RPLUS WONDERLAND!
THIS MONTH'S SELECTION FROM OUR VAST EVER CHANGING STOCKS

Surplus always
wanted for cash!

THE AMAZING TELEBOX

/C's -TRANSISTORS - DIODES

Converts your colour monitor Into a QUALITY COLOUR TVI!

OBSOLETE· SHORT SUPPLY • BULK

Superb quality 6 foot 40U

1 Os000,000 items EX STOCK

Virtually New, Ultra Smart

TV SOUND&
VIDEO TUNER
CABLE COMPATIBLE '

Toe TEL.EBOX is an attradN8 futy cased mans powered txiit, con!ai1i'lg an
ekldroncs ready to plug nto a host of video monnorn AV equi:>ment v.hich
are litted IWtl a COITl)OSie video O< SCART i1put. The composite video OUip<.Jt
'MR also plug drectly into most video lllCOfdefs, aloM'\g reception of TV channels not nOfmaily receivable on most television receivers• (TELEBOX
MB}. Push buton controls on the front panel allow r8C8plion of 8 fuly ILOOable
'off air' UHF ooloor television channels. TELEBOX MB OCMarS virtually al teW
sion fJequencies VHF and UHF including 1he HYPERBAND as used by
most cable TV opera!OtS- Ideal for desktop COll'flUl8r video systems & PIP
(picture in pidure) setups. F0< ronplete ronpatt,;rity - even for monltorn wrthoul
SOll1d - an i'ltegal 4 watt audio amplifie< and low level Hi R aucfo OUlpul are
prov\:jed as standard Brand new -fully guaranteed
TELEBOX ST for composite video Input type monitors
£36.95
£39.50
TELEBOX STL as ST bul lilted with integral speaker
TELEBOX MB Multiband VHF/UHF/Cabfe/Hyperband loner £69.95
For overseas PAL versions state 5.5 or 6 mHz sound specification.
·For cable/ hyperband signal reception Telebox MB should be cont d t a cable type service. Shipping on all Telebox's, code (8)
State of the art PAL (UK spec) UHF TV tuner module
with composite 1V pP video & NICAM hi fi stereo sound
,
puts. Micro electronics all on one small PCB only 73 x 160
'ic 52 m enable full luning control via a simple 3 wire link to an
IBM pc type computer. Supplied complete with simple working program and documentation. Requires + 12V & + 5V DC to operate.

°'

For MAJOR SAVINGS
CALL OR SEE OUR WEB SITE www.distel.co.uk

VIDEO MONITOR SPECIALS

One of the highest specification
• monitors you will
see - •
At this price - Don't miss it!!

i::~ri

.

0 n I £1

~\nw. ~~:e~7s~·

Available from stock !!

Ex demo 17' 0.28 SVGA Mitsubishi Diamond Pro
monitors, Full mutt/sync etc.
Full 90 day guarantee. Only £199.00 (E)

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES 2 ½" - 8"

~~•~~~tr~:t

HARD DISK DRIVES 2½" - 14"

DC POWER SUPPLIES

TEST EQUIPMENT & SPECIAL INTEREST ITEMS
£245
£995
£1850
£POA
£760
£2500
£750
£95
£550
£250
£POA
£6500
£1550
£4995
£3750
£POA
£1800
£675
£POA
£7900
£550
£750
£1800
£POA
£995
£POA
£3750
£9500
£2100
£2200
£945
£2950

Less than Half Price!

Top quality 19" rack cabinets made in UK by
Optima Enclosures Ltd. Units feature
designer. smoked acrylic lockable front door,
lull height lockable half louvered back door
and louvered removable side panels. Fully
ever
adjustable internal fixing struts, ready punched
1/h;.,
1/h;.,
for any configuration of equipment mounting
,plus ready mounted integral 12 way 13 amp
Mi1sublshl FA3415ETKL 14" SVGA Multlsync colour monitor with f,ie
socket switched mains dislribution strip make
028 dol pitch tube and resolution of 1024 x 768. A
these racks some of the most versatile wa
variety cl ,iputs a.lows conrmion to a host of comput- have ever sold. Racks may be stacked side by side and therefore
ers rdL.Cin<l IBM PC's i1 CGA, EGA. VGA & SI/GA
0
0
modes, BBC, COMMODORE (rd.ding Amga 12001
~~,:,,':S?~if:re~~~~: J~a~J'.ng\
ARCHMEDES and APPLE Many features: Etched
OPT Reck 1 Complete with removable side panels. £345.00 (G)
. laoeplate, text swichi'lg and LOW RADIATION MPR
specif<:ation. Fuly guaranteed, in EXCELLENT llttle
Over 1000 racks, shelves, accessories
used cordo:rl.
Order as
lltt& SWlvel Base £4.75
Y 19 (E} MITS-SVGA
19" 22" & 24" wide 3 to 46 U high.
VGA cable for IBM PC Included.
Extemel cables fOf-typeS ol conµJlersavai- · CALL

Just In • Mlcrovitec 20" VGA (800 x 600 res.) colour monitors.
Good SH condition • from £299 - CALL for Info
BRAND NEW• Order as MYOO.
Only £49.95 coc/'1 (BJ PHILIPS HCS35 (same style as CM8833) attractively styled 14"
colour monitor with llll1h RGB and standard composite 15.625
See www.dlstel.eo.uk/data_myOO.htm for picture + full c/'1talls
Khz video inputs via SCART socket and separate phono jacks.
Integral audio power amp and speaker for all audio visual uses.
Will connect direct to Amiga and Atari BBC computers. Ideal for all
All units (unless stated) are BRAND NEW or removed from often video monitoring / security applications with direct connection
brand new equipment and are lully tested, aligned and shipped 10 :~o~0c~n~~il~~
~C~ilro~::cti;;yb~~f~~r~~/u~~J
you with a lull 90 day guarantee. Call or see our web site
used condition - fully tested- guaranteed Only £99 00
www.distel.co.uklor over 2000 unlisted drives lor spares or repair.
Dimensions: W14" x H12¾" x 15Y.." D.
•
(E)
3½" Mitsubishi MF355C-L. 1.4 Meg. Laptops only
£25.95!8)
£18.95 Bl PHILIPS HCS3f Uttra compact 9" colour video monitor with stan3½" Mitsubishi MF355C-D. 1.4 Meg. Non laptop
51/<" Teac FD-55GFR 1.2 Meg (for IBM pc's) RFE
£18.95 B dard composite 15.625 Khz video input via SCART socket. Ideal
SY,• Teac FD-55F-03-U 720K 40l60 (for BBC's etc) RFE £29.95 Bl for all monitoring/ security applications. High quality, ex-equlpmenl
SY.- BRAND NEW Mitsubishi MF501 B 300K
£22.95 8 fully tested & guaranteed (possible minor screen bums). In attracTable top case with integral PSU for HH 5¼" Floppy/ HD £29.95 B tive square black plastic case measuring w10· x Hto• x 13½" D.
8" Shugart 800/801 8" SS refurbished & tested
£210.00 E 240 V AC mains powered.
Only £79.00 (DJ
£195.00 E
8" Shugart 810 a· SS HH Brand New
KME 10" 15M10009 high definition colour monitors with 0.28" dot
8" Shugart 851 8" double sided refurbished & tested
£260.00 El pitch. Superb clarity and modern styling.
£295.00 E
8' Mitsubishi M2894-63 double sided Nl:W
8" Mitsubishi M2896-63-02U OS slimline Nl:W
£295.00 E Operates from any 15.625 khz sync RGB video
£499.00 E source, with RGB analog and composite sync
Dual 8" cased drives w~h integral power supply 2 Mb
such as Alari, Commodore Amiga, Acorn
Archimedes & BBC. Measures only 13½" x 12• x
11•. Good used condition.
Only £125 (E)
2½" TOSHIBA MK1002MAV 1.1Gb laptop(12.5 mm H) New £79.95
2½"TOSHIBA MK2101MAN 2.16 Gb laptop (19 mm H) New £89.50
20" 22" and 26" AV SPECIALS
2½" TOSHIBA MK4309MAT 4.3Gb laptop (8.2 mm H) New£105.00 Superbly made UK manufacture. PIL all solid state colour monitors,
2½" TOSHIBAMK6409MAV '3. 1Gb laptop (12.7 mm H) New£190.00 complete with composite video & optional sound input Attractive
2½" to 3½" conversion kit lc,r Pc's, complete with connectors £14.95 teak style case. Perfect lor Schools, Shops, Disco, Clubs, etc.In
3½" FUJI FK-309-26 20mb MFM 1/F RFE
£59.95 EXCELLENT little used condition with lull 90 day guarantee.
3½" CONNER CP3024 20 mb IDE 1/F (or equiv.) RFE
£59.95
3½" CONNER CP3044 40 mb IDE VF (or equiv.) RFE
£69.00
20"....£135 22"....£155 26"....£185(F)
3½" QUANTUM 40S Prodrl ve 42mb SCSI 1/F, New RFE
£49.00
We probably have the largest range of video monitors In
5¼" MINISCRIBE 3425 20mb MFM t/F (or equiv.) RFE
£49.95
Europe, All sizes and types from 4" to 42" call for Info.
5¼" SEAGATE ST-238R JOmb RLLIIF'Refurb
£69.95
5¼" CDC 94205-51 40mb HH MFM 1/F RFE tested
£69.95
5¼" HP 97548 850 Mb SCSI RFE tested
£99.00
SW HP C3010 2 Gbyte SCSI dlffeMntlal RFE tesled
£195.00
Virtually every type of power
8" NEC 02246 85 Mb SMD interlace. New
£199.00
suppl'Jf. you can Imagine. Over
a· FUJITSU M2322K 160Mb SMD 1/F RFE tested
£195.00
10,000 Power Suppl/es Ex Stock
8" FUJITSU M2392K 2 Gb SMD 1/F RFE tested
£345.00
Call or see our web site.
Many other drives In stock - Shipping on all drives Is code (Ct)

MITS. J. FA3445ETKL 14" Industrial spec SVGA monitors
FARNELL 0-SOV DC@ 50 Amps, bench Power Supplies
FARNELL AP3080 0-30V DC@ 80 Amps, bench Suppy
1kWto400kW • 400Hz3phasepowersources-exstocl<
IBM 8230 Type 1, Token ring base unit driver
Wayne Kerr RA200 Audio frequency response analyser
IBM 53F550f Token Ring iCS 20 port lobe modules
IBM MAU Token ring distribution panel 8228-23-5050N
AIM 501 Low distort10<1 Oscillator 9Hz to 330Khz, IEEE
ALLGON 8360.11605-1880 MHz hybrid power combiners
Trend DSA 274 Data Analyser with G703(2M) 64 Vo
Marconi 6310 Programmable 2 to 22 GHz sweep generator
Marconi 2022C 10KHz-1GHz RF signal generator
Marconi 2030 opt 03 lOKHz-1.3 GHz signal generator.New
HP1650B Logic Analyser
HP3781A Pattern generator & liP3782A Error Detector
HP6621A Dual Programmable GPIB PSU 0-7 V 160 watts
HP6264 Rack mount variable 0-20V @ 20A metered PSU
HP54121A DC to 22 GHz four channel test set
HP8130A opt 020 300 MHz pulse generator, GPIB etc
HP A1, AO 8 pen HPGL high speed drum plotters - from
HP ORAFTMASTER 1 8 pen high speed plotter
EG+G Brookdeal 95035C Precision lock in amp
View Eng. Moel 1200 computerised inspection system
Sony DXC-3000A High quality CCD colour TV camera
Keithley 590 cv capacitor/ voltage analyser
Racal 1CR40 dual 40 channel voice recorder syslem
Flskers 45KVA 3 ph On Line UPS· New batteries
Emerson AP130 2.5KVA industrial spec.UPS
Mann Tally MT645 High speed line printer
l~tel SBC 486/f 33SE Multibus 486 system. 8Mb Ram
Siemens K4400 64Kb to 140Mb demux analyser

19" RACK CABINETS

HP6030A 0-200V DC@ 17 Amps bench power supply
£1950
Inlet SBC 486/125C08 Enhanced Multibus (MSA) New
£1150
Nikon HFX-11 (Ephiphot) exposure control unit
£1450
PHILIPS PM5518 pro. TV signal generator
£1250
Motorola VME Bus Boards & Componenls List. SAE/ CALL £POA
Trio 0-18 vdc linear, metered 30 amp bench PSU. New
£550
Fu,ltsu M3041 R 600 LPM high speed band printer
£1950
Fu ltsu M3041 O 600 LPM pnnter wtth network interlace
£1250
Perkin Elmer 299B Infrared spectrophotometer
£500
£3500
Perkin Elmer 597 Infrared spectrophotometer
VG Electronics 1035 TELETEXT Decoding Margin Meter £3250
LlghtBand 60 output high spec 2u rack mount Video VDA's £495
Sekonlc SD 150H 18 channel digilal Hybrid chart recorder £1995
B&K 2633 Microphone pre amp
£300
Taylor liobson Tallysurl amplifier/ recorder
£750
ADC SS200 Carbon dioxide gas detector/ monitor
£1450
BBC AM20/3 PPM Meter (Ernest Turner)+ drive electronics £75
ANRITSU 9654A Optical DC-2.5G/b waveform monitor
£5650
ANRITSU MS900181 0.6-1.7 uM optical spectrum analyser £POA
ANRITSU ML93A optical power meter
£990
ANRITSU Fibre optic characteristic test set
£POA
R&S FTDZ Dual sound unit
£650
£TTS
R&S SBUF-Ef Vision modulator
WILTRON 6630B 12.4120GHz RF sweep generator
£5750
TEK 2445 150 MHz 4 trace oscilloscope
£1250
TEK 2465 300 Mhz 300 MHz oscilloscope rack mount
£1955
TEK TDS380 400Mhz digital realtime + disk drive, FFT etc £2900
TEK TDS524A 500Mhz digital reallime + colour display etc £5100
HP3585A Opt 907 20Hz to 40 Mhz spectrum analyser
£3950
PHILIPS PW1730/10 60KV XRAY generator & accessories £POA
CLAUDE LYONS 12A 240V s,ngle phase auto volt regs
£325
CLAUDE LYONS 100A 240/415V 3 phase auto volt. regs £2900

I32U - High Quality - All steel RakCab I
Made by Eurocraft Enclosures Ltd to the highest possible spec,
rack leatures all steel construction with removable
side, front and back doors. Front and back doors are
hinged for easy access and all are lockable with
five secure 5 lever barrel locks. The front door
is constructed of double walled steel with a
'designer style' smoked acrylic front panel to
enable status indicators to be seen lhrough the
panel, yet remain unobtrusive. Internally the rack
features fully slotted reinforced vertical fixing
members to take the heaviest of 19" rack
equipment. The two movable vertical fixing struts
/extras available) are pre punched for standard
cage nuts'. A mains distribution panel internally mounted to the bottom rear, provides 8 x IEC 3
pin Euro sockets and 1 x 13 amp 3 pin switched
utility socket. Overall ventilation is provided by
fully louvered back door and double skinned top section
with top and side louvres. The top panel may be removed for filling
of Integral fans to the sub plate elc. Other features include: fitted
castors and floor levelers, prepunched utility panel at lower rear for
cable I connector access etc. Supplied in excellent, slightly used
condition with keys. Colour Royal blue. External dimensions
mm=1625H x 6350 x 603 W, ( 64' H x 25" D x 23¾" W )
Sold st LESS than s third of makers price II

A superb buy at only £245.00

(Gl

42U version of the above only £345 - CALL
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ALL MAIL TO

Dept ww, 29/35 Osborne Rd
Thornton Heath
Surrey CR7 8PO
Open Mon • Fri 9.00 • 5:30

LONDON SHOP
Open Mon • Sat 9:00 • 5:30
215 Whitehorse Lane
South Norwood
On 68A Bus Rout•
,-...Thornton Heath &
Solhurst Park SR R•Jt Stations

Java expert Les Hughes has been experimenting with a tiny controller
designed for Internet connection. Although very low cost, this controller is a
complete computer with Internet, network and serial i/o capabilities, giving it
huge potential for remote i/o and telemetry applications.

eaohour Price £35 each (C) or 4 for £99 (E)
RELAYS - 200,000 FROM STOCK

Save ££££'s by choosing your next relay from our Massive Stocks
covering types such as Military, Octal, Cradle, Hermetically Sealed,
Continental, Contactors. Time Delay. Reed, Mercury Wetted, Solid
State, Printed Circuit Mounting etc. , CALL or see our web site
www.dlstel.co.uk for more infonnation. Many obsolete types from
stock. Save ££££'s

Undoubtedly a miracle of modern technology &
our special buying power ! A quality product lea• . -,
luring a fully cased COLOUR CCD camera at a ..,..,-urr.=111
give away price I Untt features full autolight sensing for ' xs...,,.
use in low light & high light ...,. ·
applications. A 1a mm fixed focus
wide angle lens gives excellent focus
end resolution from close up to long
range. The composite video output will
connect to any composite monitor or TV
(via $CART socket) and most video
recorders. Unit runs from 12V DC so
ideal for security & portable applications where mains power nol available,
Overall dimensions 66 mm wide x 117 deep x 43 high. Supplied
BRAND NEW & full\' guaranteed with user data, 100's of applications including Secur~y. Home Video, Web TV, Web Cams etc, etc.
Web ref~ LK33

ONLY £99.00 or 2 for £180.00 /BJ

NT4 WorkStation, complete with service pack 3
and licence· OEM packaged.
ONLY £89.00 /BJ
ENCARTA 95. CDROM, Not the latest . but at this price I £7.95
DOS 5.0 on 3½" disks with concise books c/w OBasic.
£14.95
Windows for Workgroups 3.11+ Dos 6.22 on 3.5" disks £55.00
Wordperfect 6 for DOS supplied on 3½" disks with manual £24.95
shipping charges for software is code

~~•DISTEL©
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ALL 'H' ENQUIRIES

Visit our web site
www.distel.co.uk

0208 653 3333

email= admln@dlstel.co.uk

FAX 0208 653 8888
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a

uch ooise has been made concerning Java.

custom i/o. That's quite a few features for a device that

Les is

Although origi nally conceived as a technolo-

is no bigger than a normal PC SIMM and only costs

Tec hnical

gy capable of powering embedded systems, it

$50.00!

Architect with

is only recently that Java devices have appeared on the
market. One of the most interesting of these is the Tiny

At the time of writing, TINI firmware was nearing
beta 3. T he processor board has been slightly

SIMM

Rubus.com - a
fast growing

InterNet Interface - or TINI - from Dallas

redesigned to fit a more standard 72-pin

Semiconductors.

rather tbao the original 68-pin connector. Although

Consultancy,

TINI is still beta for both hardware and firmware,

currently working

TINI executes a Java Virtual Machine, which in turn

socket

a-Bu s iness

executes Java 'bytecodes' - io a similar manner to any

recent releases have enhanced performance, stabi lity

w i th a number of

other Java platform. However, although TINI runs

and features.

dot-com c lients.

Java, it is not a hardware implementation of a

VM.

Instead, the current TINI hardware is based on the

Of course, as with any beta product, revisions often
occur and APis and specifications change, based on

Dallas 80C390 micro controller.
The TINI VM, operating system and v arious user

SOFTWARE SPECIALS

All pnces for UK Mai'lland UK CUSlome<S add 17.5% VAT to TOTAL Olde< amount. Minmum orde< £10. Bona Fode account orde<s ao:epted Imm Govemmen~ Schools,
Universities and Local Authorities· mi'lirm.m account order £50. Che<pes C1Vef £100 are subject to 10 wortoog days clearance. Carriage dla,ges (A)-£3.00, (Al)-£4.00.,
(8)=£5.50, (C),.£8.50, (Cl) £12.50, (D)-£15.00, (E)-£18.00, (F)=f20.00, (G)..CALL Alowapprox 6 days for shpping- faster CALL Al gcods stwlied to our Slaroard Conciror6,
of Sale and unless staled guaranteed for 90 days. All guarantees on a retum to base basis. All rig,ts reserved to change prices I specifications wihout prior ndice. Orde<s
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Free software

programs are loaded into flash memory. This enables
simple updates, which are freely downloadable from
the project web site - www.ibutton.com/TINI.
The current TINI board incorporates a plethora of
external interfaces: lObaseT ethernet, Dallas one-wire,
2
I C and RS232. Besides the processor, the TINI board
also contains 512Kbyte of flash memory, 5 l 2Kbyte of
NVRAM and an RTC. Processor address, data and
control busses are brought out to the edge of the board

All of the software required to develop applications for TINI is avai lable
free of charge from various Internet sites. Installing and configuring your
environment in order to get TINI up and running consists of a number of
tasks. Guillaume Fournier's excellent guide at
http://www3.sympatico.ca/gui Ilaume. fourn ier/
describes in detail the process that you should fol low in order to be able
to boot your TINI.

for custom expansion - e.g. memory expansion or
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user feedback. In a similar manner to open-source
software development, TINI has been subject to the
input of a large community. This has enhanced the end
product in a way that is not possible within a closed
environment. Perhaps this open development is the
most unusual aspect of the project.

TI N / - for around $50, you get 10baseT ethernet, Dallas one-wire, l2 C and RS232
interfaces, a pr ocessor, 512Kbyte of flash memory, 5 12Kbyte of NVRAM and an
RTC. At its core is a soft Java vir tual machine that's easy to update.

Establishing a network
While it is not actually necessary to
network TINI in order to start experimenting, you' ll be missing out on the
whole idea that makes TINI so special an embedded network node that runs
Java.
Networking hardware has reduced in
price dramatically in recent years.
Browsing any of the monthly PC magazines shows a whole host of network
cards for less than £15.00-and small
'micro' hubs - i.e. those with somewhere between 3 and 10 ports - for less
than £30.00.
While it is beyond the scope of this
article to delve into the intricacies of
network engineering and the selection
of networking hardwa re, we can examine the steps required to estab lish a
simple TCP/IP network at home.
Of course you'll need a network card
for you r PC. I use a £10 NE2000 clone .
Any 1 0baseT card should do, as long as
it' s supported by your chosen operating
system.
You have two basic hardware
options for connecting TINI to you r
persona l computer. You can either
use a crossover network cable o r buy
a small network hub and patch
leads.* The crossover network cable
has the advantage of being the cheapest but a smal l network hub offers far
greater flexibility for not muc h more
outlay.
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Getting started with TINI
In order to take full advantage of TINI's network
abilities - it is the tiny Internet interface after all - you
will need to connect TINI to a LAN. Many home users
won' t have their own IP network but this need not put
you off. The box 'Establishing a network' shows how
simple and cheap it is now to ' get wired' .
As has become traditional in the world of computing,
our first TIN! program is a network server version of the
'Hello World' classic. Groans aside, this simple application serves a number of purposes.
Firstly, the procedure to compile, build and load an
application onto TIN! is somewhat different from that of
a normal Java application. A simple application can help
with establishing that all is working correctly before we
attempt something more extravagant.
Secondly, the program demonstrates a standard way of
writing a multi-threaded network server. Next time,
we'll be looking at something far more interesting but
until then.. .
listing 1 is the source code for our Hello Server. As
mentioned, this program simply waits for a network
connection, says Hello to the connecting machine, then
closes the connection. Most Internet services such as
web servers, etc., operate in a similar way.
Back to the example. Since this program uses Java's
network and input/output libraries, these are imported at
the top of the file. Next, define the name of the application - i.e. He!loServer. The main method forms the
entry point to the program; this method is called by the

Setting up your network
First, you' ll need to ensure that you
have TCP/IP networki ng installed for
your chosen development platform but this is the easy part as most systems
come pre-configured w ith this option. If
you dial into the Internet, you a lmost
certainly have TCP/IP installed. If not,
for a Windows p latform, you can add
this option in Control Panel-> Network
-> Protocols.
Once you have all of the hardware
installed and connected, you will need
to configure each of the machines on
the network with an address. If you use
yo ur PC for surfing the net then you
should assign a network address from
the range 192.168.0.0 to
192.1 68.255.255. These are from a
range of special addresses that, if they
'escape' from your private network onto
the Internet, can't cause any damage.
Addresses ending in '.0', ' .1' and
'.255' should not be used as they have
special meaning on the network. For
the rest of this article, I' ll assume that
you've chosen 192.168.0.50 for your
PC and 192.168.0.100 for TINI
Addresses are assigned to PCs in
Control Panel -> Network. Find the
TCP/IP protocol that maps to your
network card - not to your dial-up
network adapter! Select properties and
then the IP address tab. Enter your
chosen IP address in the box provided
and 255.255.255.0 into the 'subnet

mask'. You can leave all of the other
boxes empty. You can check your
settings by using the commands
winipcfg on windows 9x and ipconfig
on NT.
TINl's IP address is set using the
ipconfig command thus:
TINI / > ipconfig -a
192 . 168. 0 . 100
You will need to login to your TINI
board using JavaKit over a serial line in
order to run ipconfig. Of course, you
should have installed the firmware and
booted TINI first!
O nce you have two devices configured on the network, try pinging each
one in turn from the other, e.g.,
C: \> p ing 192 . 168 . 0 . 10 0
Pinging 192 . 168 . 0 . 100 with 32
bytes of data
Reply from 192 . 168 . 0 . 100 :
bytes=32 time<l0ms T'I'L=64
TIN!/> ping 192 . 168 . 0 . 50
Got a reply from node
192 . 168. 0 . 50/192 . 168 . 0 . 50
Sent 1 request LS) , go~ 1
reply(s)
This shows that all's OK between the
PC and TINI and vice versa.
*The author means a UTP crossover cable.
Note that there are NE2000 clones that only
have BNC connectors. Ed.
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Java virtual machine when it starts our program.
So what can I do with it?
Our main method defines a Socket field called
client, which is used for incoming connections.
Interestingly, Tina's manufacturer, Dallas Semiconductor, is still a
However, in order to receive these connect requests
tech nology driven company. From the outsider's view - and this is often
from clients, we have to use a· 'serverSocket' to
reflected in Dallas engineers' posts to the TINI mail list - it seems as if the
manage the process.
company produces numerous clever solutions just waiting for a problem
A ServerSocket 'binds' to a particular 'port' and
listens for connections. When a ServerSocket accepts
to come along.
a connect request from a distant.client, it passes the
TINI is more than just a rather cool toy though; it is a near-complete
connection on, in the form of a Socket object, and goes
implementation of the J2ME platform albeit in pre-production, beta form.
back to listening. In this way, you don't have to wait for
At present, judging from the 'TlNI-users' list, real-world TINI
a client to finish using the Server program before others
applications range from data loggers, security systems and network server
can connect.
monitors to GPS-aware systems and simple dial-up gateways. TINI could
It's a bit like phoning your bank's call centre. You
be applied in almost any scenario requiring a networked contro ller; from
dial a single number and your call is routed through to
remote surveillance with an off-the-shelf webcam and wi reless LAN
any available operator, allowing more calls to come in.
technology to home automation using a 051920 and Tesco Direct to
In order to be able to process multiple connections
ensure that you always have a good supply of cold beer!
simultaneously, you can take advantage
of Java 'threads' and make our server
multithreaded. This is what's happening
Listing 1. HelloServer.java. This is a simple server that says 'Hello' to any clients.
in the statement new
Hel loServer (client) . Our main
/* HelloServer . java
method takes the s ocket returned by the
*/
ServerSocket and creates a new
import j ava . io . *;
HelloServer object to handle the
import j ava . net . *;
connection. This object automatically
public class HelloServer implements Runnable
starts a new thread upon creation and
public static void main(String args[]) (
starts talking to the client.
Socket client ;
This action can be seen in the construetry{
tor methods,
//Create a new server listeni ng on port 1234
ServerSocket server= new ServerSocket(1234) ;
serverThread = new
while(true)(
Thread (this) ;
//wait for a call from a client
serverThr ead. sta rt() ;
client= server . accept();
method calls .
The start () method eventually calls
run ( ) method. The run method first asks
the Socket for something to write to the OutputStream - and then turns this
into something that can be printed to.
You then simply print a message to this
Writer.
Once we've sent our message we wait
for a second, to allow you to read the
message and then, rather rudely, we close
our output channel and the socket, thus
cutting off the client before they can
respond to our Hello.

Building the application
Once you have entered the HelloServer
code, you will need to turn it into a
format suitable for the TINI.
First, compile the HelloServer . j ava
file using,
j ava c -boot cla sspath
<TINIPATH>/tiniclas s es . j ar
HelloSer ver . java
replacing the <TIN/PATH> tag with the
location of your TINI installation, for
example, c : \ tini.
The -bootcla s s path directive allows
the compiler, which is written in Java, to
use a different set of core classes
(java.lang, java.io, java.net, etc.,) from
those compiled into the application. You
won' t be running under the standard JVM
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//start a new HelloServer for this c l ient
new Hel loServer (client) ;
}catch(Exception e) {
//No error handling - it's only an example ; -)

Thread serverThread;
Socket sock;
public HelloServer (Socket sock) {
this . sock= sock;
s erverThread = new Thread(this} ;
serverThread . start() ;
public void run( ) {
try {
//Say hel lo, wait a bit and then disconnect
PrintWriter out=
new PrintWriter (sock . getOutputStream( ) ) ;
out .println(nHello from Ti ni! " ) ;
Thread . currentThread() . sleep(lOOO ) ;
out . cl ose();
sock . close() ;
)catch(Excepti on e)
//No error handling - it's onl y an example ; -)
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remember; you'll be using the special TINI VM so special
core libraries are needed.
This should produce a file called HelloServer . class.
Now we need to convert this class file into a .tini file,

(use the standard username root and the password tini)

j ava -classpath <TINIPATH>\ t ini . jar
TINIConvertor - f HelloServer .cl ass - o
HelloServer . tini - d
<TINIPATH>\firmware\tini .db

Now open another telnet window and connect to your
TINI on port 1234:

java HelloServer . tini

&

C : \ >telnet 192 . 168 . 0 . 100 1234

again replacing the <TIN/PATH> tag with the location of
your TINI installation.
This command should produce a HelloServer.tini file.
You will now need to FTP this class onto your TINI board.
Windows and Linux both include command-line FTP
clients, or you might like to use something like CuteFTP.
Nearly there! Telnet to your TINI board:
C: \>telnet 192 . 168 . 0 . 100

The definitive biography of the
century's godfather of invention-from
the pre-eminent Edison scholar "Israel's
meticulous research and refusal to shy
away from the dodgier aspects of
Edison's personality offers a fresh
glimpse into the life of the inventor."New Scientist

After logging in, start the HelloServer with the command

TINI should say Hello and then, after a second or so,
disconnect you.

Until next time
That's all for now. Next time, I'll be looking at some of
the more useful features of TIN!, including the various
web-enabling technologies available. I will be showing
how to hook up the one-wire iB utton interface to a webserver, an RS232 terminal and an i/o port to create a
simple web-enabled security system.

"Remarkable."- Nature

•

Resources
http://www.ibutton.com/TINI
TINI homepage - hardware, firmware, mail lists etc.
http://www3.sympatico.ca/gui11aume.fournier/ Excellent ' Getting Started' resource
Source of all things Java inc. JDK, javax.comm. required for use
http://java.sun.com/
with TINI
Another good TINI resource site
http://www.apms.com.au/tini/
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"An authoritative look into Edison's
working methods, here leavened by
enough personal detail to give the
achievements shape. "-Publishers
Weekly
"Israel's book should go a long way
toward taking Edison out of the
shadows and placing him in the proper
light. "-Atlanta Journal-Constitution
"Exhaustively researched, with strong
emphasis on Edison's methods and
achievements. "-Kirkus Reviews
The conventiona l story of Thomas
Edison reads more like myth than
history: With only three months of
formal education, a hardworking young
man overcomes the odds and becomes
one of the greatest inventors in history.
But the portrait that emerges from
Edison: A Life of Invention revea ls a
man of genius and astonishing foresig ht
whose career was actually a product of
his fast..changing era. In this peerless
biography, Paul Israel exposes for the
first time the man behind the inventions,
expertly situating his subject within a
thoroughly realized portrait of a
burgeoning country on the brink of
massive change. Informed by Israel's
unprecedented access to workshop
diaries, notebooks, letters, and more
than five million pages of archives, th is
definitive biography brings fresh
insights to a singularly influential and
triumphant career in science.

Post your completed order form to:Jackie Lowe, Room L514, Quadrant House,
The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey, SM2 SAS
Fax your completed order form to 020 865 2 8111
UK Price: £15,00 Europe £17.00 ROW £19.00
Price includes delivery

How to pay
(Edison) paperback

0 I enclose a cheque/bank draft for £,----- (payable to Reed Business Informa tion)

Please charge my credit/ charge ca rd
0 Mastercard O American Express O Visa O Diners Club
Credit Card No:

Exp irey Date :

Signature of Cardho lder_ __ _ __ _ __ __
Cardholder' s statement address: (please use ca pitals)
Name_ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ __
Address

- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- - - -

Post Code- - - -- Tel:- - - - -- - - -- - - - -

IDEAS

National Instruments is awarding
over £3500 worth of equipment
for the best circuit ideas.
Once every two months throughout 2000,

Fact: most circuit ideas sent to
Electronics World get published

N ational Instruments is awarding an

The best circuit ideas are ones that save time or money, or stimulate the thought process. This
includes the odd solution looking for a problem - provided it has a degree of ingenuity.
Your submissions are judged mainly on their originality and usefulness. Interesting
modifications to existing circuits are strong contenders too - provided that you clearly
acknowledge the circuit you have modified. Never send us anything that you believe has been
published before though.
Don't forget to say why you think your idea is worthy.
Clear hand-written notes on paper are a minimum requirement: disks with separate drawing
and text files in a popular form are best - but please label the disk clearly.

Low-power switch-mode
mains power supply
regulators. Obtaining a suitable
S
output is simply a case of winding a
few turns of insulated wire over the
mall mains transformers of
about 1W rating tend to run hot
and produce a large external hum
field. This switching power supply
provides an alternative.
Keeping the pulse length very
short in the output device allows the
use of a low inductance toroid
normally found in low voltage

Warning
If you are not fully conversant with the

requirements for, and practices relating
to, designing circuits that connect
directly to the ma ins, do not attempt to
replicate this circuit. Explosion, lethal
electric shock or fire could result from
the simplest of oversights. Ed.

top of the original winding. Thus
this circuit is especially suitable
where an output with a very high
degree of isolation is required,
perhaps up to several kilovolts.
Omitting the high-voltage smoothing capacitor after the bridge rectifier saves one somewhat undesirable
component and increases efficiency
- although reducing output; however this means the low-voltage
outputs will need smoothing to lowfrequency standard.
About one watt can be expected
with the values shown, but output
can be increased to the point where
heating of the toroid becomes a
problem by increasing the value of
the capacitor coupling the Schmidt
oscillator to the tripled buffer.
If supplying low power - perhaps

r - - - - - -~ -- - < p - - - --

£50Winnerl
Mains
230V

100n
400V

as a built-in battery eliminator or
nickel-cadmium battery charger the circuit can easily be built into a
35mm film c o ntainer. The 4093 was
used because several were to hand.
More logical choices might be
40106 or 74Cl4 hex Schmidt
inverters.
A s urprisingly small ferrite toroid
of the type normally used in s upply
filters proved perfectly adequate,
with a primary of 60 turns and a
secondary of 7 turns.
A s mall load should always be
connected to this type of circuit.
The original circuit had a second
diode in place of the 2mH inductor.
If the circuit does not work, reverse
the connections from the toroid
secondary, as only one way round is
correct.

A Ziemacki

Rotherham
C83

=~T~=

.." ~4 7 1 !+ 0

---: : ~ 2 0 0µ
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awarding a LabVIEW package worth over
£700 to the best circuit idea of the year. *
About National Instruments

N140 50
The NI 4050 is a full-feature d igital multimeter (DMM) for hand-held and
notebook computers with a Type II PC Card (PCMCIA) slot. The NI 4050
features accurate 5 1/z d igit DC voltage, true-rms AC voltage, and resistance
(~hms) measurements. lts size, weigh!, aod low power consumption make it
ideal for portable measurement~ and data logging with hand-held and notebOQk

Software
Our company is best known for our innovative software
products. The National Instruments charter is to offer a
software solution for every application, ranging from very
simple to very sophisticatei:I. We also span the needs of users,
from advanced research to development, production and
service. Our nagship Lab VIEW product, with its
revolutionary, patented graphical programming technologys,
continues to be an industry leader. Additional software
products, such as LabWindows/CV I, ComponentWorks,
Measure and VirtuillBench, are chosen by users who prefer C
programming, Visual Basic, Excel spreadsheets, and no
programming at all, respectively.

•

DC Measurements: 20mV w250V DC; 20mA to I 0A

•

AC Measurements: 20mVons to 250V rms; 20rnA rms to IQA rms;

•

True rms, 20Hz to 25kHz

•

Up to 60 readings/s

•

UL Listed

• 51/i Digit Multimeter for PCMCIA
LabV IEW
Lab VIEW is a h ighly
productive gcap,hical
programming environment

H ardware
Our software products are complemented by our broad
'Selection of hardware to connect computers to real-world
signals and devices. We manufacture data acquisition
hardware for portable, notebook, desktop, and industrial
computers. These products, when combined with our
software, can directly replace a wide variety of traditional
instruments at a fractiQn of the cost. In 1996 we expanded our
high-performance E Series product line in PCI, ISA and
PCMCIA form factors, shipped our first VXI data acquisition
products, and added remote (long-distance) capabilities to our
SCXI signal conditioning and data acquisition product line.
Our virtual instrumentation vision keeps us at the forefront
of computer and instrumentation technology. National
Instruments staff works actively with industry to promote
international technological standards such as IEEE 488,
PCMCJA, PCJ, VXI plug&play, Windows 95/NT, and the
Internet. More importantly, we integrate these technologies
into innovative new products for our users.
• All published circuit ideas that are not eligible for the pri~es detailed hese
will earn their authors a minimu"' of £35 on<! up to £100.

IRF840

Very small mains transformers tend to run
hot, and they produce a significant hum
field. This circuit was designed to
overcome the problem.

published over each two-month period. At
the end of the 12 months, National is

computers.

~-~ -

£500 each for the best circuit idea

National Instruments offers hundreds of software and
hardware products for data acquisition and control, data
analysis, and presentation. Sy utilising industry-Standard
computers, our virtual instrument products empower users 1n a
wide variety of industries to easily automate their test,
measurement, and industrial processes at a fraction of the cost
of trad itional approaches.

- - - - - - - - - - --<1>-----+.V

1N4148

Nl4050 digital multimeter worth over

tha t combines easy- to-use
graphical development with
the flexibility of a Rowerful
p rogramming language. It
offers an intuitive
environment, tightly
integrated with measurell)ent
ha,dware, for e ngineers and
scientists to quickly produce
solutions for data acquisitio(l,
data analysis, and data
presentation.
•

Graphical programming ~evelopment environment

•

Rapid application development

•

Seamless integration w ith DAQ, GPIB, R S-232, and VXI

•
•

Full, open network connectivity
Built-in display and file I/Q

National Instruments - computer-based measurement and automation
(C83)
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National Instruments, 21 Kingfisher Court, Hambridge Road, Newbury, Berkshire, RG14 5S/ . Tel (0 1635 523545), Fax (01635) 5243!15
info.uk@ni.com www.ni.com.
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Solid-state drive circuit for valve amplifiers

,-----+-- +16V

(C82)

his solid state drive circuitry
was developed to replace the
earlier valve stages in my Quad 22
amplifier, leaving just the KT66
output valves and the GZ34
rectifier. Referring to the circuit
diagram, Tr 1 and Trz form a longtailed pair phase splitter.
The op-amp on the right
establishes a virtual earth at the top
of R7. So any change in Tr 1's
collector current is exactly
mirrored, in antiphase, at the
collector of Tr1. Thus the drive to
the output valves is co~pletely
free of any common-mode
component.
Components R11 and C4 form the
usual 'step network' or transitional
lag, the values being optimised
empirically to produce the best
squarewave at 2kHz at the
amplifier output.

,I1oon

I100n

68µ
C3

Res. 455kHz

Adjust
for4V rms
R1
470k

100n
A150~

+16V

All diodes - 1N4148

150p

Buff./phase
splitter

LO

X Input

I

10k

L1 - air core, high a

10k

l

1sop

L2 - Toroid, purple, 25mm O.D.
2 X SOT 36SWG bifilar

R10
220k
1W

C5 100n

- -1---

-------,,-------11 f - - -

I~

C4 56p
+14V

Input
1.4Vrms

100n

3

+13.SV

+13.SV

8

+

C6 100n

R11 33k

•

C1

Drive to output
valve control grids

Tr2
MPSA
42

Tr1
MPSA
42

R1
1M

1/2 OP275

+

+4.0V

7

5

6
4

•

-9V

R5 39k
R2
100k

Virtual earth 0V
Constant
current

I

i

R7
2k7

This solid state drive circuit produces
exactly balanced outputs.

C2
47u

KCummins
Castle Green,
Isle of Wight

Setdc
balance
-5.6Vstabilised negative supply
Negative feedback
from output transformer
secondary

R12 470R
01
5V6

C3
470µ

D13

---------- ov

2n2

Adjust C2 for 1 oomv at gate oITr1

I 1oon

C3 to resonate L3 at 455kHz

Ten year index:
new update

Quadrature
demodulator

I

£50 Winnerl

Source
follower, Vp

10k

150p

av

10k

~150p

Phase noise meter

P

hase noise measurements on a
variable-frequency oscillator or
synthesiser can be made with a
spectrum analyser - an expensive
approach. For the specific case of
measurements at a fixed frequency
of 455kHz, a cheaper solution is
possible.
This circuit locks the low-noise
reference oscillator to the signal
under test by using the phase error to
control a reactance modulator,
implementing a PLL. The reactance
modulator uses a junction FET with
a low pinch-off voltage of about
1.4V.
A bipolar transistor in Clapp
configuration forms the reference
oscillator. The transistor is very
loosely coupled to the tank circuit,

a

B

thus imposing very little loading on
it.
The following buffer's tank circuit
suppresses any harmonics, and
provides a 90° phase shift. Outputs
of the quadrature demodulator are de
coupled to the inputs of an oscilloscope used in the XJY mode.
Phase noise deviations are indicated directly on the screen, a complete
circle indicating ± 180° peak phase
noise. The probability distribution of
the phase deviations is intermediate
between Rayleigh and Gaussian
normal distributions 1.
The -3dB roll off is 3Hz, determined by R I and C 1 - an essential
feature of the design. The receiver or
transceiver under test must be
provided with a 455k.Hz output.

TABLE OF CONTENTS

Hard copies and floppy-disk databases
both available
220k
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R9
220k
1W

T

(Vripple=0.01 %)

(01 3)

, - - - - - - - - - - +HT

Y Input

l

Trimmer C2 must be adjusted so that
the rms voltage at the gate of Tr 1
does not exceed 100m V. The
performance of the completed
equipment may evaluated using a
FET crystal oscillator.
Wim de Ruyter
Oudkarspel
The Netherlands
C82

Reference
I. Hick.man, I, 'Noise', Electronics
World, Feb. 1998, pp. 146-151.

Information
Subject Index
Analogue Design

Audio
Avionics
Broadcasl
Communications

Whether as a PC data base or as hard copy, SoftCopy can
supply a complete index of Electronics World articles going back
over the past nine years.

Components

Computing
Consumer Electronics

The computerised index of Electronics World magazine covers the
nine years from 1988 lo 1996, volumes 94 lo 102 inclusive and
is available now. It contains almost 2000 references to articles.
circuit ideas and applications - including a synopsis for each.
The EW index data base is easy lo use and very fast. It runs on
any IBM or compatible PC with 5 12K ram and a hard disk.
The disk-based index price is still only £20 inclusive. Please
specify whether you need 5.25in, 3.5in DD or 3.5in HD format.
Existing users can obtain an upgrade for £ 15 by quoting their
serial number with their order.

Photo copies of Electronics World articles from back
issues are available at a flat rate of £3.50 per
article, £1 per circuit idea, excluding postage.

Related reading
May, Patrick, 'Seeing through noise',
Electronics World, Nov. 1997.
Downie, N, ' Anti-jitter - new circuits,
Electronics World, Oct. 1999, p. 859.

Hard copy Electronics World index
Indexes on paper for volumes 100, 101 , and 102
are available at £2 each, excluding postage.
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The Electronics World Sottlndex runs from
January 1988 to May 1998 and contains
references to l .3JJ articles and fill cIrcu11 ideas
There IS a separate author mdex wrth full cross
references Repnnts can be obtained for all the
ar11cles ,n th,s mdex • see the Information
section for more details For up lo date
mformatton abou1 Electronics Wor1d see our
websde al hllp /!www softcopy co uk

Control Electronics

Dig~• I & OSP Design
History

•
The EW index data base price of £20 includes UK postage
and VAT. Add an extra £1 for overseas EC orders or £5
for non-EC overseas orders
Postal charges on hard copy indexes and on photocopies
are 50p UK, £ 1 for the rest of the EC or £2 worldwide.
For enquires about photocopies etc please send an sae lo
SoftCopy Ltd. Send your orders to SoftCopy Ltd,

1 Vineries Close, Cheltenham GL53 ONU.
Cheques payable to SoftCopy Ltd, please allow 28 days
for delivery.
e-mail at SoftCopy@compuserve.com, tel O1242 241455
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Love
vinvl?
If you treasure your vinyl collection,
this book is for you. Featuring articles
from the pages of the US magazine
Audio Amateur and other sources, it
contains absolutely everything the
serious LP music collector needs to
get the most out of both vintage
records and the highest quality new
pressings.

£50 Winnerl

Log frequency sweep generator
wept frequency responses are
usually displayed as log
amplitude against a log frequency
baseline. This circuit generates an
exponential waveform to control a
generator whose frequency is
proportional to an input control
voltage. It does so without relying
on the transfer function of a
semiconductor device.
In addition to the exponential
waveform, the circuit generates a
linear sawtooth voltage for
horizontal deflection of an
oscilloscope, giving effectively a
log frequency base, and a blanking
waveform for the oscilloscope's Z
modulation input.
An exponential voltage is
developed across a capacitor, C14,
the transfer function being,

S

The voltage is exponential since the
current through Rs is proportional to
the voltage across C 1, so that the
rate of increase of voltage is
proportional to its present value.
The capacitor voltage is amplified
by a factor of 2 by /C13, and applied
via Rs back to the capacitor. Schmitt
trigger /C1b discharges capacitor C1
and also generates the blanking
signal. Op-amp /C23 amplifies the
exponential sweep, and 220k.Q
potentiometers P 1, P2 permit
adjustment of the centre frequency
and sweep width respectively, the
sweep voltage being buffered by

time as the exponential waveform is
reset by Tr2 . Sawtooth amplitude is
adjusted by P2-6 (l0k.Q).
Bernard Van den Abeele

Evergem
Belgium
C79

- - Sawtooth
Exponential

I

10

V

8

The horizontal sawtooth sweep
output is generated across C5 ,6,? or
Cs by constant current generator
Tr4 , giving sweep times of lOms to
10s, approximately. The sawtooth
waveform is reset by Tr3 at the same

/

~6

/

0
>4
2
0
0

/

,/
~

--

20

40

+15V

/

P,

T ime (ms)

s
Exponential
~ ~ . . . . - - - - - - - O o ut

220k

IC2
pi 11

100n
Set centre
frequency

Post code
Daytime phone number_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

R3

-15V

----'\/1,,A___

68k

Collected from the high point of this old-new again
technology, 'The LP is Back!' brings a wealth of information
to help you keep your existing equipment in top form and
help you understand and appreciate the best in new products
available from cartridges to turntables. Published 1999,
160 pp., Sin by 10 1/ 2 in , softbound.

Or debit my Visa _ _ Master Card _ _ (tick one)
Card number ___ _

£11.49
£11.99
£13.98

Europe

ROW

/

Card-holder's signature:

Sw1c

l
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1k8
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R21

100k

+15V
~ - - - - - - ' R14

33k

14

Tr2

Sawtooth
out

BC547

Sw1a

BC547
R1s

18k

Post the coupon to:
The LP is back, Electronics World, Quadrant House, The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey
SM2 SAS, or fax 0208 652 8111,

Sw1 b

Tr3

7

How to order:

or e-mail

Cg
22µ

Set sweep
frequency

0

Expiry date

D3

1N4148

This circuit
provides the
tuning voltage,
horizontal
sweep and
blanking
voltages for
swept frequency
measurement
display on an
oscilloscope.

Fully inclusive prices:
UK

+

P6 100k
10k

56k

Rg

I enclose a cheque for £._ __

D2
1N4148

R20

Rs

- - J \ l \ , ~ 1 \ - - - - -- - '

and cartridge

Address

120

100

27k

• Cleaning discs

long-play record listening

80

(C79)

C,s

• Equipment that will improve the quality of

Name

I

V

60

• How to build a cleaning machine
Please send me _ _ copies of The LP is Back!

I

R1

Articles feature:
• Calibrating and maintaining your tonearm

~

V

s

IC2c•

(C79b)

12

Tr1

BC547

+l +l +l
Cs
100µ 10µ

Cs

C7

1µ

0

Ca
100n

jackie.lowe@rbi.co.uk
Blanking/Sync

'------- - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - -- - - - - - < > out

Please make cheques payable to Reed Business Information
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There is not much point in going too mad specifying a high
bandwidth conventional probe for your scope; a 250MHz
probe may be adequate for a 200MHz scope. The probe is
adjusted to optimise the response of the pair and the result is
adequate, within the limitations of measurement with this
type of probe.

Normalised frequency

F~0. 10.0.104... 1.20
✓I +

Fig. 1. Error
caused by finite
bandwidth/ risetime. Fis
normalised
frequency, i.e.
the signal
frequency divided
by the instrument
bandwidth. It can
also be
considered as the
inverse of
normalised rise
time.

Percentage error at any particular
normalised frequency

Error( F )=(1-~)x100

F'

,00, - - - - - - , - - - - -- - - - - -- ,

High-speed measurements

Getting the most from your

oscilloscope
egardless of the type of oscilloscope you are using,
there will be an error as the measured signal approaches the bandwidth/rise-time of the scope.
A convenient number to remember is that a 100MHz scope
has a rise time of 3.5ns. All other bandwidths can be scaled
from this; for example a 50MHz scope has a rise time of 7ns.
This is expressed by,
350ns
Rise time= - - - bandwidth

R

where bandwidth is in megahertz.
If you can believe the bandwidth of your oscilloscope, then
you can get an idea of the possible error at any frequency by
using the normalised amplitude factor,

Normalised amplitude factor= ~ f
l+ jx B

=~I= ~
~

2

v l +F

wheref is the operating frequency and Bis the oscilloscope
bandwidth and normalised frequency JIB. This factor was
used to plot the graph of Fig. 1.
What this means is that at a frequency equal to the band-
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Leslie Green presents an
overview of useful oscilloscope
features. He also highlights areas
where errors can occur in this
final article describing how to use
your oscilloscope to the full.

width of the oscilloscope, the factor is 0.7071 - a 29.3%
error. Values shown in Table 1 illustrate the point.
Note that values below about 1% are probably an unreasonable expectation of the general flatness of the frequency
response of the oscilloscope. An even more important point
is that the scope badge of 100MHz says that the bandwidth
should not be below 100MHz; it is possible that you have got
a 'good' one with 150MHz bandwidth, or even 200MHz.
There is another way to view the measurement errors introduced by using an oscilloscope and a probe, each having a
finite bandwidth/rise-time. The measured value of rise time
is the root-of-the-sum-of-the-squares, or ·RSS, of the individual rise-times of the scope, probe and signal.
Using this theory, a lns edge measured on a 350MHz/lns
scope will read l.4ns. This is not always a good approximation though, as the formula relies on the overshoot on each of
the individual step responses not exceeding about 3%.
It is often possible to evaluate the response of your system
using this formula and decide that your circuit has more than
infinite bandwidth. For example, your scope has a measured
rise-time of3.5ns (100MHz). You measure the rise-time of
your circuit as 3.4ns. And you conclude from the mathematics that your circuit's rise time is therefore j0.8ns; the real
answer is that your circuit is overshooting heavily.
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It is not easy to say when a measurement becomes 'high
speed' . Certainly, 500MHz/700ps signals are high speed
and lMHz/350ns signals are not- as far as measuring them
with a scope is concerned.
Note that the technique of using a probe socket, or tinned
copper wire coil, to connect to the circuit is also appropriate for high-frequency measurements, Fig. 2. Trying to use
the probe hook and long earth-lead supplied with the probe
is just not workable at high frequency.
A normal 1: 1 scope probe has an input impedance of typically lM.Q//60pF. The capacitance is so high because it
contains the capacitance of the scope input, which is generally l0-30pF, and a long length of coaxial cable. This is
no use at all at even modest frequencies.
People generally use 10: 1 probes, which have input
capacitances in the range of 10-1 SpF. These capacitances
do not depend strongly on the scope input capacitance
because of the long coaxial lead. But these probes can not
be used to very high frequencies either. The problem is that
the L5pF of the probe is too low an impedance at high frequency and it Jowers the perceived bandwidth.
The probe may be displaying an accurate representation
of what is occurring at its tip, but it has caused the edge to
be much slower than it would be in its unloaded condition.
It is important to bear in mind that modern high-speed
logic systems can not be considered 'verified' until the
logic transitions have been viewed on a high-speed scope
and the timings have been measured and toleranced; it is
not sufficient just to verify that the prototype works.
Modem CMOS technology can easily produce Ins edge
speeds. These can be a real liability. If they are not correctly
terminated, and have to travel more than a couple of inches, then the reflection can cause logic failure. This is a particularly pernicious problem as the logic may work most of
the time, but then fall over at high temperatures once every
two weeks or so.
The source impedance of a CMOS gate may be around
1000 so the 15pF probe gives a time constant of l.5ns and
a rise-time of 3.3ns. All the wriggles, bumps and foldbacks
on the edge become invisible and you can no longer find
the problem in your circuit.
The answer is to use a probe with a much lower capacitance. It is possible to obtain 100: 1 probes that have a low
input capacitance of around 6pF. But then it becomes difficult to look at low-level signals and the probe bandwidth
itself may be a limiting factor.
Conventional 1:1, 10:1 and 100:1 probes are 'passive'
probes. A better answer is to use an 'active' probe. This
way you can get plenty of bandwidth at a high signal sensitivity.
There are only two drawbacks with active probes. Firstly
they cost anything from £100 to £1500 each. Secondly their
output voltage is generally limited to around ±0,6V.
The maximum input voltage to the probe is therefore calculated from the probe attenuation. Typically a 1:1 active
probe can handle ±0.6V, a 10:1 active probe can handle ±6V
and a I 00: I active probe can handle ±60V. Clearly, to look at
a 5V logic swing you need to use a 10:1 active probe; this
may have an input capacitance in the l-2pF region.
Because of this source impedance loading problem, active
probes may be necessary to make accurate measurements
below I 00MHz and/or signal levels below 1V. Passive 10: I
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5000 probes with bandwidths
up to 3GHz are also available
and can be of use on low
impedance circuits. In their simplest form, they consist of a
4500 resistor in series with a
500 coaxial cable, terminated
in the 50.Q input resistance of
the scope.

Table 1. Errors due to bandwidth limitation.
Normalised
frequency (f/8)
0 .1
0.2
0.5
0.7
1.0

Error
0.5%
1.9%
10.6%
18.1%
29.3%

Floating inputs
Engineers sometimes want to measure circuits that are i;nains
referenced. This would occur in off-line power supplies, for
example.
Some people have a 'solution' for this; they remove the
earth from the scope. But manufacturers clearly state that this
is not an acceptable connection mode. Also, considering that
a manager could be sued from a health and safety viewpoint
for allowing this activity, removing the earth connection is
out of the question.
In order to meet rf emission limits, it is common for scopes
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Fig. 2. Discussed in the May issue, this /ow-noise probing technique lends itself to
measuring high speed logic. Note the other earthing coil so that pins on the other
IC can be manually probed. Use 24SWC for the probe tip coil and 22SWC for the
earth coil.
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Earth clips must not be used on
the probes to connect to this circuit

Buyers' tips

+

! have often seen test gear left on the
Probe pair 2A, 2B
measures the high-side driver

Fig. 3.
Measuring the
drivers of an
off-line
switcher.

+

Driver

Driver

If the 'L' and 'N' rails are isolated
trom the mains supply (floating)
make the probe earths all go to one
of the rails; the rail measured by 1B
is a good one to use in this case

Probe pair 1A, 1B
measures the low-side driver

I

This rail is alternately
at line and neutral potentials
to have mains filters on them. These have capacitors to earth
to meet the filtering requirements. They may also have bleed
resistors to earth to stop you getting zapped when you touch
the plug pins after unplugging it from the mains. Pull the
earth offtbe scope and the instrument's case floats to some
unpleasant potential, due to the earth leakage current having
no place to go.
Now the unwise might think that this problem can be overcome by using an isolation transformer. The scope can now
be hung onto the output of a mains bridge rectifier - taking
the scope's case alternately to neutral and live potentials.
Such a set-up is great, provided you don't need to touch the
scope to change range and you don't need to connect it to a
computer or external plotter - and provided you don't mind
hanging a vast capacitance on your circuit.
You see the case has a very large metal area and there is
always some earthy material nearby to which it will have
capacitance. This capacitance will be charged by drawing a
current from the circuit under test. Of course having gone to
the trouble of risking life, limb and legislation by removing
the scope's earth, it is rather disappointing to find out that it
is still not possible to measure both the low-side and highside drivers of the off-line switcher at the same time.
Running the circuit rather than the oscilloscope from an
isolating transformer would help with the safety aspects, but
you would still have problems with charging currents. The
isolation transformer would tben need to swing in potential if
the output of the bridge were to be earthed by the scope.
Also, systems involving large motors would need the mother of all isolation transformers to power them!
Fortunately there are such things as scopes with individually floating inputs; there are also floating-input converter
boxes that take a floating input and transfer the signal across

CMRR versus frequency
Caution is needed with isolated inputs. CMRR versus frequency may
well not be given as a parameter of the equipment but this does not
mean that it is invariant with frequency. In fact it is highly frequency
dependent as the common-mode current increases linearly with
frequency. This is because the admittance of the guard-box to earth
capacitance increases linearly with frequency. It is therefore quite likely
that an isolated measurement system will give a worse effective CMRR
than a differential system at even moderate frequencies - perhaps as low
as a few kilohertz.
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an isolation barrier to the measuring equipment. This is OK
at low frequencies, but there is still a common-mode charging current. Fortunately this current is much less than for a
whole scope as the input guard boxes are physically quite
small.
Note that if the isolated scope input's OY - i.e. the one connected to the scope's internal guard box - is connected to a
high impedance point in the circuit under test then the common-mode current will have a much greater adverse effect.

Differential inputs
Another solution to the same problem is to use a scope with
differential inputs; a probe with differential inputs is virtually
the same thing as far as its use is concerned.
Using this type of equipment, both the high-side and lowside drivers of an off-line switcher can be viewed at the same
time; this is vitally necessary to make sure that the timing is
set up correctly.
.
Differential probes are available that convert conventional
scope inputs into differential inputs. These cost anything
from around £150 to well over £1000, depending both on the
performance and the name badge.
Differential technology can require 3 or 4 connections per
measurement rather than the conventional 2, the number used
depending on the system being probed. When measuring an
earthed system, it is not at all obvious whether or not one
should use the earth clips of the probes, as the resulting earth
loop may cause more trouble than it is worth. Try it and see
which works best on your system.
It is essential that the circuit being probed has an earth reference. On a floating system, the scope itself can be used to
provide the earth reference via the earth leads on the probes.
Continuing with the task of measuring the drivers of an offline switcher, Fig. 3 shows the connections necessary if the
switcher is driven direct off-line. Note that the earth clips are
not used at all.
If the system is powered from an isolating transformer and
there is no defined earth path then it is essential that the earth
clips are used; a power rail would be the most sensible place
to tie the system to earth.
Two extra terms are necessary for you to see if the differential system you are considering is suitable for your use;
these are common-mode input voltage range and commonmode rejection ratio (CMRR).
The common-mode input voltage is the average voltage,
measured with respect to earth, of the two differential inputs.
If this exceeds the common-mode input voltage range of the
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shelf because nobody wants to use it.
Some manager or accountant bought it
because it had a good banner
specification a nd looked like good
value. On a real-ti me scope this
banner specification might just be
bandwidth; on a DSO it would include
sampling rate.
But when it comes down to using the
instrument, you find out why it's so
cheap. Try to move the traces and
change the range and you need to fight
your way through the maze of the user
interface. Or how about something
simple like changing the trigger level?
Having once used a scope that has
trigger level markers on the screen, I
can assure you that you wou ld not
want to go back to randomly wiggling
the trigger control about, trying to get

the scope to t rigger.
This is especially true when you want
to set t he scope up to capture a
transient event; you have to set the
trigger level half way between where
the trace is now and where you expect
it to go - a hideous task without trigger
level markers.
Try before you buy is the key here. If
the manufacturer is too mean to give
you a decent demonstration of the
equipment, then you can a lways rent
one for a week to ensure that the scope
is suitable for your appl ication. The
banner specifications don't tel l you
much about how a scope really
performs or w het her it is user friendly.
It is necessary to convince managers
and accountants that the cost of a
piece of equipment does not stop at
the initial purchase. A new scope
should last for years; th is is so muc h
the case that several manufactu rers will

differential equipment, then overload and malfunction can be
expected.
Common-mode rejection ratio is a measure of how much
output you get for a given common-mode input voltage.
Reading a few specifications will reveal that CMRR is strongly dependent on frequency, getting dramatically worse at high
frequencies. CMRR is usually given in decibels; this can
obscure the problem for those not so familiar with the decibel.
Remember that 40dB is a factor of 100 whereas 80dB is a factor of 10000.
I wilJ continue with the example of a high-side driver directly connected to the mains live, which is also known as the
'line' or the 'phase' connection. Clearly this live line is ultimately referenced to earth and the common-mode voltage is
roughly 240✓2=339V peak. Always use peak voltages for
common-mode input levels.
With 80dB CMRR, the output voltage, referred to the input,
is 339/10000, which is 34mV peak. This is a fairly low noise
level for the measurement of a 15V gate drive waveform.
Clearly the situation gets a lot messier when probing after a
bridge rectifier. The common-mode voltage is now a halfwave rectified sine wave and therefore contains significant
high frequency harmonic content.
Calculating the resultant output voltage is not possible
because the relative phases of the harmonics are not specified
by a plot of CMRR versus frequency alone. A worst-case
analysis ,would add the harmonics, assuming them to be inphase.

Bandwidth-resolution trade-off
Most designers realise that there is such a thing as a speedaccuracy product. If the fastest available a-to-d converter is
500MS/s at 8-bits, then you to tend to expect that there will be
125MS/s 10-bit converters around as well.
The same thing is true in scopes; if you want a greater number of bits or a more sensitive input then you tend to find that
the bandwidth is lower as a result. Thus you either buy an
accurate relatively low-frequency scope or a less accurate
high-frequency scope. What would be really nice would be to
trade off bandwidth against resolution in the same box. Some
DMMs and timer/counters trade off number of digits against
update rate, which is a similar concept.
A new generation of DSOs can now perform this feat using
a combination of ultra-fast digital signal processing and ana-
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give you a five-year warranty.
The tota l cost of the equipment has to
be considered. This defin itely includes
servicing costs and total down-t ime.
When checking out a supplier it is wise
to see what thei r service facilities are
like; service costs and turn-around
ti mes should affect p urchasing
d ecisions.
Another rising consideration in
purchasing considera tions is the law.
With health and safety legislation
becoming more sign ificant to
employers, there are growing concerns
about test equipment sold without the
re levant UL/CSA/IEC/EN safety
specifications.
Managers pu rchasing equipment that
is not cert ified as ' safe' to some
internat ional safety standard ma y get
prosecuted if something nasty happens.
W ithin Europe, it is il legal to buy
equipment unless it is CE marked.

logue jiggery-pokery. If these are applied effectively, the basic
differential non-linearity of the converter is significantly
reduced - a factor of four improvement is easily achieved.
Small-signal accuracy of the converter is genuinely enhanced.
You really have to see this to believe it.
This is in stark contrast to the scopes previously mentioned,
whose bandwidth can not be relied on. In these resolutionchanging scopes the bandwidth is clearly announced as it is
reduced and you get something in exchange for the loss. Note
that large-signal accuracy is not improved by this technique
on its own.
One particular use of this type of scope is to zoom-in on
fine detail in a waveform without overloading the amplifiers.
When a waveform fills the screen from top to bottom, that is
the limit of fully guaranteed operation on many scopes. A
good scope would allow you to click the sensitivity up a
notch, so that the signal is 2 or 2.5 times larger than the
screen. You would still be able to shift the trace around and
see the signal with reasonable accuracy.
Note that this feature is only workable at low frequencies. It
definitely does not apply at the upper frequency end of the
scope's range. This sort of operation of a scope is not at all
well specified and some scopes are much better at it than others. The higher resolution of these scopes allows you to zoomin on the signal without overloading the amplifiers at all.
Given that the data is stored in high-resolution form, it is
then also possible to zoom in on fine detail after the signal has
been acquired. This is useful for some transient events - particularly where the expected signal size is relatively unknown.
By setting the amplifiers to a less-sensitive range, the
higher resolution means that there is a better chance of capturing the desired transient event and seeing something useful. Another use of this type of scope is that the usual
2mV/div sensitivity can be usefully increased to 125µV/div,
albeit for bandwidths below 1MHz.

DSO store length
The question that should be on your lips is "Why would anyone want more data acquired than they can see on the
screen?" As screens tend to display only about 500 to 1000
points, why acquire more? In fact there are many different
applications where a longer store length is useful, although it
is also probably true that many users don't take full advantage of the longer stores.
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One advantage of a long store is that you can acquire a
screen full of data then zoom-in on a particular area to
look at some of the fine detail. This is only particularly
useful if the event is difficult to reproduce. If you can just
re-run the test with the timebase and trigger delay set to a
different position then this is the easiest way to view
detail. If, however, your test is to blow up an ocean liner
then you may want the acquisition system running for an
hour before the test until an hour after the test to make
absolutely certain that you get the data you need.

Another use of long stores is for signal processing
applications. The longer the acquisition length, the lower
the potential noise floor in an FFT. Fast Fourier transforms allow you to convert a time-related signal that you
have acquired to a frequency-related signal, of the kind
seen on a spectrum analyser.
Note that even if your scope does not handle FFTs
itself, it is often possible to down-load the data to a pc to
get some serious processing power on the j ob.

Random noise w ill produce the leading pulse
shown. Adjusting the trigger level seems to show
that there is a spike of both polarities present. This
is a characteristic of random noise, a rising or
falling edge will always occur somewhere and the
scope will trigger on it.
In this case the random noise was obtained by
setting channel 2 at 2mV/div and feeding the CH2
output (1 0mV/div) into channel 1. Channel 2 is
acting as a w ideband amplifier with a gain of S,
so that the noise level is more easily viewable.
Note that the rubbish after the leading pulse is
constant between the two traces. This is usually
indicative of either a start of sweep or triggerbreakthrough effect on the scope.

I have described certain basic measurement situations and
illustrated which ones are are best made on a real-time
scope as opposed to a DSO. In summary, the point is that
with a real-time scope all you can do is look at the waveform. The most you can do by way of signal processing is
to invert the trace and/or perhaps add it to another trace
that is occurring at the same time on another channel.
However, the possibilities of data manipulation, once
the data has been digitised using a DSO, are limited only
by your imagination. Automatic measurements of risetime, overshoot, pulse width, frequency and production
limit-testing are just the obvious, everyday ones. The
conversion of the time-domain data to a spectral response
using an FFT is likewise common place.
Having downloaded the data into a computer, however,
you are then free to apply the most hideously obscure filtering algorithms to convert the complete pile of unintelligible rubbish that you acquired into some meaningful
result. It is this ability to play digital games, with what
was once a real signal, that will inevitably mean that the
market for the DSO will increase with time, while that of
the real-time scope will fall.
There is also no doubt that more enlightened purchasers
of DSOs do so to buy a ready-made acquisition system
for measuring whatever it is they really want to be doing.
This is a very cheap way of buying decades of experience
in acquisition system design, encapsulated in a single
box.
Less fortunate engineers, unable to convince their managers/accountants, may struggle for weeks to create a
one-off acquisition system to plot widget production, not
realising that two weeks of lost production of widgets and
three weeks of engineering effort costs more than the
DSO would have cost!

Round-up
In this short series of articles, I hope that I have given
you some hints about making better and more meaningful measurements - with or without an oscilloscope.
Sometimes a scope is not the correct measuring device,
but always the method of connection of the scope to the
circuit is crucial.
In this modern world, an engineer who cannot use an
oscilloscope is effectively like an adult without a driving
licence. If you feel that this applies to you, then you
should read your scope manual carefully and play with
the instrument until you are comfortable and competent
with it.
Once you master the basics of measuring using a DSO,
you can go on to more advanced measurements. Did you
realise that it is useful to deliberately under-sample (alias)
signals on a pair of DSO inputs? The DSO then acts as a
frequency transfer standard with sub-ppm accuracy,
regardless of the absolute timebase accuracy of the DSO.
Understanding the basics means that you will be able to
devise your own tricky ways of getting the most from
your oscilloscope.
•
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. BASIC Stamps
Still the easies! and fastest way to
get your p roiect up' and going.
8 or 16 1/0 pins, eosy-lo-reod
BASIC inslruclions plus on-board
comms ond simple inlerfacing to

PIC Emulators
from Tech Tools
Mathias In-Circuit Emulator
e l 6C5X lo 20MHz

Please quote Electronics World when seeking further information

peripheral chips.

I 6CXX fo 25MH, and dafo breakoo,Ns
Modular design
TfJJe inregroted ·N1nd-ows Environment
Supporls slandard assemble,s and compile,s
True Bondoul Ch,p se1 based
• 0 rogramroers a nd adaptors also available
Full deta,ls al www 1ech-1oals com

•
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Development system
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PIC'n
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New to PlCsor
iust wantin9 to learn
new tricks?
We slock lhe e xcellent Square 1
senes of PIC pr mers
See our web s1 te for contenls

SX· Key Emulator
·
SX chips ore EEPROM ba~, PIC l 6C5x pin
compatible mic10s wilh up to 1OOmips
performance.
• Full speed debugging on production chips
• lnlegroled Windows environmenl
• Softwore configured-oscillator
• 18 lo 52 pin reprogrammable devices
• SX Blitz low cost programmer also
·a vailable. Full details and software al
www.parallaxinc.cam

SERIAL LCDs reduce display hassleWe slock o range al alphonumeH,:; ano graphic disploys oil fitted
w,Jh ser,al RS232 ·nt .face boards· 2xl6 IO 4x40 and up 10
128"64 g1oph1c. s,ze
15232 data entry terminal un~ olllO avoiloble
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The science lab in a PC
Output

The Vanguard is an off-tbeshelf CPCI development system
from APW Electronics. The
thermally-managed, EMC
screened, wired and powered
modular unit lets the system
integrator specify the
combination of components
needed. Conforming to
IEEEll0I.10, the 19in. unit can
be fitted with a centrallymounted eight-slot backplane,
allowing for left and right-hand
system slots. It can also have a
16-slot CPCI monolithic
backplane, in which two eightslot backplanes share power and
ground planes and can be linked
by a bridge module to give a
system with 14 useable slots. It
conforms to PICMG CPCI 2.1
rev 3.0 or, for telecoms, to
Hl 10. It is compatible with 32
and 64-bit data transfers and
supports 33 and 66MHz
operation with 3.3 and 5V
signalling.
APW Electronics
Tel: 01489 780078

VDSL transformer
Two VDSL transformers from
Pulse, for use with Broadcom's
BCM6010 scaleable DSL
transceiver chip, support data
transfers up to 25.92Mbit/s. The
transfonners are available as
surface mount devices (B4025)
or in through-hole packages
(B4008) and are used in
Broadcom's VDSL transceiver
reference design (BCM96011).

The DrDAQ is a low cost data logger, from Pico Technology.
It is supplied ready to use with all cables, software and
example science experiments.
·

DrDAQ represents a breakthrough in data logging.
Simply plug DrDAQ into any Windows PC, run the supplied
software and you are ready to collect and display data.
DrDAQ draws its power from the parallel port, so no batteries
or power supplies are required.

Tel:

Very low cost

v
v
v

Built in sensors for.light, sound (level and
waveforms) and temperature
Use DrDAQ to capture fast signals (eg
sound waveforms)
Outputs for control experiments
Supplied with both PicoScope
(oscilloscope) and Picolog (data logging)
software

Pulse
Tel: 01483 401700

150MHz digital oscilloscope
Four true channels and
acquisition speed up to
50GS/s on the Metrix
OX2000 digital oscilloscope
from Chauvin Arnoux enable
testing of complex signals up
to 150MHz bandwidth.
Measuring four signals at
once, it has autoset and undo
functions, extended memory,
analysis capacity, including
FFf function, and a 17.8cm
hi-lite fast-scan display. A
VGA output provides the full
display on a colour computer
screen. A dual-time base
function allows zooming in
on part of the reference
signal while displaying the
whole recording and up to
eight curves on the screen.

Single board
computer
TheMAT915 PICMG
processor card supports flipchip PGA Pentium Ill
processors in speeds from 500
to 750MHz. It also supports
multimedia AGP video, flat
panel and analogue video,
Ethernet, SCSI and
Compactflash disk. Features
include a parallel port, two
serial ports, infra-red port,
keyboard, mouse, USB, IDE
and floppy. Support of AGP
video allows dual independent
display outputs -TV, flat panel
or CRT - with video input and
capture. Options include 8 or
l 6Mbit video memory and
Panellink for digital flat panels.
The video input channel
supports composite or S-video
input as NTSC or Pal, with a
Samsung decoder. It can also be
used with the Celeron 300 to
566MHz processor and suits
OEM and embedded
applications. Features include
best effort boot, automatic
recovery and a customisable

There can be up to 16
automatic and cursor
measurements.
Se!f-calibrating for offset

Award bios. There is a choice
of Adaptec or Symbios SCSI,
both providing Ultra2 LVD
SCSI. Converters to 50-way
connections are also available.
Microbus
Tel: 01628 537333

Synchronous buck
converter
An integrated synchronous buck
converter IC for powering
baseband and PA circuitry in
satellite phones and other
mobile communications
handsets is available from

takes 5 minutes without
measuring instruments.
C.'1auvin Arnoux
Tel: 01628 788888

Vishay. Capable of delivering
up to 600mA output, the
Si9167BQ will serve multi-cell
and multiple battery chemistry
configured cell phones, smart
phones, communicators, web
phones, PDAs and other
systems powered by two-cell
lithium ion batteries. It operates
at up to 2MHz. Efficiency is
typically 95 per cent under fullload conditions.
Vishay Intertechnology
Tel: 001 6 10 644 1300

24-bit a-to-d converter
Linear Technology has
introduced the LTC2402 twochannel 24-bit no latency deltasigma AID converter in a 10-pin
MSOP. It is for applications
where an extra channel is
needed for sensor
compensation, cold junction
compensation and measuring
ambient temperature in pressure
sensors. The extra channel also
allows sensing and
compensating for voltage drops
in remote RTD connections. It
provides automatic channel

480 396395 Fax· 0148
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NEW PRODUCT
Please quote Electronics World whe n seeking further information
selection (ping-pong) for
continuous monitoring of two
inputs such as thermocouple
temperature probe and a cold
junction temperature sensor.
Two or three wire i/o allows
two channels of 24-bit data over
two wires for isolated
measurements such as smart
sensors. It includes an on-chip
oscillator.
Linear Technology
Tel: 01276 677676

2Mbit ternary CAM
Sibercore Technologies has
introduced a packet forwarding
engine, the Sibercam Ultra-2M.
Based on a ternary content
addressable memory (CAM)
architecture, it performs up to
100 million multilayer, muJtiprotocol look-ups per second
and can support OC-768
(40Gbit/s), OC-192 (l0Gbit/s)
and OC-48 (2.4Gbit/s)
transmission systems.
Sibercore Technologies
Tel: 001613271 8100

Logic analyser
software
Tektronix has added Dragonfly
Software Development LLC
and Synapticad to its embedded
systems tools partners programme, bringing the number
of partners to 26. Also several
embedded systems tools partners announced products at the
recent Embedded Systems
Conference. These support vari-

ous applications on the TLA
logic analyser family.
Tek tronix
Tel: 0 1344 392243

RJ45 connector
A thinner version of the RJ45
single-line data socket has been
introduced by Honda. The
MOD connector is 10.2mm
deep. W ith a mating plug, it can
be used for connecting a
modern, printer or data PBX at
up to 19 .2kbit/s with untwisted
wire. Faster transmission protocols, such as Ethernet, can be

different on resistances. They
are also available in TO-220
and TO-263 packages. The 60,
80 and lO0V units are in production and the 150 and 200V
models are sampling.

An EMA brushless motor from
Papst, the 933 7032 100 EMA,
provides an output of 400W and
measures 90mm diameter by
68.5mm long. Efficiency is 74
per cent and weight less than
1.8kg. The motor is also
available as an OEM platform
supplied in basic or custom
form including different shaft
configurations, application
specific performances,
connection options and factory
fitted gearboxes. Drive
electronics allow speed control
from 300 to 5000rev/min,

Honda Connectors
Tel: 01793 523388

MOSFETs
Fairchild has announced
Powertrench MOSFETs at 60,
80,100,150 and 200V. For use
in de-to-de converters, servers
and PC power supplies, they
are suitable for 48V input dcto-dc modules, such as those
used in telecoms. They come in
SO-8 and DP AK packages with

Omnigrid connector range
for backplanes in

automation and telecoms
applications . Contacts, size
and configuration can be
specified to suit each
application. Power and
signal contacts can be mixed
in the same housing. The
right-angle version is based
on Chicklet V tails press fit
contacts for board extensio n
and front i/o. T he 2.5mm
grid is adapted for high
speed i/o systems .
Combined with the
Omnigrid Coaxid cable
connectors, the 90°
Omnigrid front i/o is a
suitable interface for single
e nded transmission up to
622Mbit/s.
Molex
Tel: 01252 720720
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Power supply

Brushless de motor

handled via twisted pair wire. It
has a standard eight-pin interface with gold plated contacts.

'

over 1.2Gb of Info ~ ~&P and VAT

wrne ,our PIC programs In BASIC! - No STAMP REQUIRED!

Papst
Tel: 01264 333388

Fairchild Semiconductor
Tel: 01793 856819

Right-angle backplane connector
Molex has added a rightangle version to its

variable direction of rotation,
and active braking using an
external resistor network.

PIC MicroJ:D-ROM
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Lambda has introduced a 300W
version of its JWS power
supply for use in process
control, industrial ATE,

Packed with information, data sheets, application notes, programs
diagrams and tutorials. Includes TETRIS and PING PONG with
sound and video out of a single PIC 16F84. Basic language
assembly routines and macros for hundreds of commands. Data
sheets on thousands of devices, micro's, memory and support chips.
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Quicker and easer than 'C' or assembler. PIC BASIC Is a true complier providing faster
e xecutlon and shorter programs than BASIC stamp interpreters, built in 12C routines
and serial comms upto 115K Baud and full BASIC STAMP compatibility make writing for
the Microchip PICmicro·s easy! PIC BASIC compiles your basic language p r0gram s to
Microchip Hex format for use with In-circuit emuallors or for program m ing directly Into the
P IC CHIP. Supports PIC12C67x, PIC14Cxxx, P IC 1 6C55x, 6xx, &xx,84, 92xand 16F87x
Full documentation with synlax examples are provided in the 168 page user manual. A
t e c hnical support malling list Is provi ded for life time support.

LCD DISPLAYS
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facltlUes, compile with debug to pnx:luee as.sembty commented with your Basic commends

PIC BASIC and PIC BASIC PRO compile tight efficient codo withOut tho use of a basie
lntorpreter. Supplied with a 168Page manual. explaining each command and worked examples
FREE Programmers FIie Editor,

4lllhz and 20MIIZ from 45P

Download the full 168 page P IC BASIC M A N UAL and sam pl e programs

http://www.picbasic.co .uk
Order Online via ou r sec ure server
http://www.crownhill.co .uk

PIC16x84 programmer Kit

• Low cost p rogrammer for PIC12Cx:xx, PIC 12CExxx, PIC14Cxxx, PIC16C505, 55x, 6xx,
7xx.84, 9xxPIC 16CE62x and PIC 16F87x

• ZIF adaptors aro aval1able for 8/18 In 40/28Pln OIL., 8 , 18 and 28 SOIC, 44 P in MQFP,
44 and 68 P in PL.CC

• Upgrada ble software is supplied for future PIC Miero's
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telecoms and industrial
computer applications. It
accepts an input of 85 to 265V
ac or 120 to 330V de and comes
in seven versions from 2 to 48V
de with 60 to 6.5A respectively.
Power factor correction is fitted
and is rated at 0.99 typical at
lO0V ac full load and 0.95 at
200V ac. Able to support
parallel operation, it has an
output current balance circuit
for multiple unit designs.
Features include overcurrent
and overvoltage protection,
thermal shutdown, remote
sensing and remote on-off
control. Fan cooled, it operates
between - 10 and +60°C and
measures 120 by 92 by 190mm.
Lambda
Tel: 01271 856666

Digital multimeter
The 2700 digital multimeter
from Thurlby Thandar also
works as a data acquisition
system or data logger for an
IEEE488, RS232, PC-based or
stand-alone system. It allows
temperature characterisation,
data logging, precision
measurement and control and
mixed-signal data acquisition.
There are 13 measurement
functions including signal
conditioning and mx+b scaling.
The unit has up to 80
differential analogue input
channels, each individually
configurable, in one half-rack
system with built-in i/o and
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FREE Windows Front End.

PIC BASIC PRO Includes samples programs and code to support Smart card read&wrlte.
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isolated switching. Including
two slots for plug-in cards, it
has the accuracy and
traceability of a 6.5-digit 22-bit
DMM. A button allows
switching between front and
rear measurement inputs. Five
plug-in cards are available: the
7700 20-channel differential
multiplexer with automatic

cold-junction compensation;
7702 40-channel differential
multiplexer; 7703 32-channel
differential multiplexer; 7705
40-channel, single-pole control
and actuator module; and 7706
multifunction i/o module. It
comes with Windows-based
application software to
configure the DMM and

The Distributor with
20,00-0 hard-.to"'find lines
EX STOCK!!!
Semiconductors
We have one of the largest ranges of discrete parts in the
UK, both new and obsolete types and, it'we do nofhave it in
·
stock, we can usually source it for you.
Call or fax for our latest Semiconductor stock list.

Computer products
We carry in stock everything to make a Personal Computer.
CPUs - Memory - Motherboards - Cards - Scanners Modems - Sound Cards - Speakers - All types of Drives Cases - PSUs - Monitors etc
Call or fax for our latest Semiconductor stock list.

display, analyse and archive
test data to a PC. Testpoint and
Labview are also supported.
Thurlby Thandar Instruments
Tel: 01480 412451

•
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TFT colour LCD
module
Sunrise Electronics has
announced an NEC 46cm
colour TFf LCD module with
a digital interface and 170°
horizontal and vertical viewing
angles. The
NL128102AC28-04 provides
8-bit RGB in 256 steps for 16.7
million colours at up to SXGA
resolution of 1280 by 1024
pixels. It is mechanically
compatible with the
NL128102AC28-01/01A
analogue interface 46cm
module that provides electrical
compatibility with existing
CRT monitors. It uses an
analogue signal processing
technique that ensures

• ..
compatibility with CRT
displays without an additional
analogue-to-digital converter.
Sunrise Electronics
Tel: 01908 263999

Audio power amplifier
Designers of audio systems for
portable and desktop
applications can use a filterless
Class-D audio power amplifier
announced by Texas
Instruments. The TPA2000D2
is a stereo amplifier with an

Board-to-cable connector
The Hirose MQ172 board-to-cable system from Flint is for
making power connections to handheld systems. The threecontact PCB receptacle is 3.9mm high with dimensions of 6.4
by 6.0mm. Current capacity is 3A. It is also available in a
four-pin version and both have a two-point contact design
and a lead construction that provides shock and vibration
resistant connection to the PCB. The use of a snap Jock
system and keyways helps ensure positive, error-free
insertion. Plugs have solder bucket contacts, so they can be
used with various cable types. The plug case and cable
bushing are integrated into a one-piece body, so assembly is a
matter of pressing the case into position once harness work is
complete. The receptacles come in embossed tape-and-reel
for automatic pick-and-place installation.

Develop and test complete micro-controller designs without
building a physical prototype. PROTEUS VSM simulates the
CPU and any additional electronics used in your designs. And it
does so in real time. *
•

CPU models for PIC and 8051 and series
micro-controllers available now. 68HC 11
comming soon. More CPU models under
development. See website for latest info.
• Interactive device models include LCD
displays, RS232 terminal, universal keypad
_plus a range of switches, buttons, pots,
' -··~ ..r-.~-.. -

Flint SMD
Tel: 01530 510333

•

•

Components & equipment

•

Capacitors - Resisitors - Connectors - Potentiomete,rs Cables - Batteries - Speakers - Amplifiers - Lamps Microphones - Fans - Pqwer supplies - Tra~sformers Buzzers - Sirens - Fuses and Holders - LEDs - LCDs Relays - PA Systems - Tools - Test Equipment - etc
Fax or write to us for our latest catalogue

•
•
•
•

Semiconductor Supplies International Ltd
Dawson House, 128 -130 Carshalton Road,
_ _ _ _ _ __. Sutton, Surrey, England, UK. SM1 4TW
020-8643 1126 (Sales and Technical Queries)
Fax: 020-8643 3937 (For International use +4420)
e-mail: sales@ssi-uk.com Web: ssi•uk.com

•

Extensive debugging facilities including
register and memory contents, breakpoints
and single step modes.
Source level debugging supported for
selected development tools.
Integrated 'make' utility - compile and
simulate with one keystroke.
Over 4000 standard SPICE models included.
Fully compatible with manufactu rers' SPICE models.
DLL interfaces provided for application specific models.
Based on SPICE3F5 mixed mode circuit simulator.
CPU and interactive device models are sold separately build up your VSM system in affordable stages.
AR ES Lite PCB Layout also available.
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' E g. PROTEUS VSM can simulate an 8051 clocked at 12MHz on a 300MHz Pentium II

Write, phone or fax for your free demo CD - or email info@labcenter.co.uk.
Tel: 01756 753440. Fax: 01756 752857. 53-55 Main St, Grassington. B023 5AA.
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output power of 2W rms or 4W
peak into 40 speakers. The 5V
amplifier provides four internal
gain settings. Shutdown control
helps prolong battery charge
life by limiting total supply
current to less than lµA. Using
PWM, it samples the input
audio signal at a rate of 12
times the audio band and then
recreates the audio signal at the
speaker.
Texas Instruments
Tel: 01604 663000

Touch-screen
controller
Burr-Brown's ADS7846 is a
single-chip touch-screen
controller for battery-operated
systems such as PDAs, pagers
and mobile phones. It provides
onboard voltage reference,
tempera~re sensing, battery
monitoring and touch-pressure
measurement. It measures a
change in resistance as the
screen is touched. The resistive
change is then used to
determine where contact was
made. Power consumption is
less than 0.6mW with powerdown control and single-supply
operation of.2.7 to 5.25V.
Burr Brown
Tel: 001 520 746 1111

Voltage/current
calibrator
The Y okogawa CA11 is a
battery operated voltage and
current calibrator for the field
calibration of process
measurement and control
instruments. The unit combines
source and measurement
facilities, so it can be used for
testing control loops that
include measurement functions
and transmission outputs. These

554

outputs can include current
loops and voltage outputs to
devices such as recorders and
data-acquisition systems. A
one-touch function causes the
output to step up or down in
five equal steps on the 4 to
20mA or I to SV ranges. For
loop checks, it has a sink
function in which the loop
voltage is used to simulate a
two-wire transmitter and a
sweep function increases or
decreases the output level at a
constant rate. Measurement
ranges are from IOµ V to 30V
and lOµA to 24mA. Accuracy
is ±0.05 per cent for
measurement and source
functions.
Yokogawa
Tel: 01494 459200

Temperature sensor
A temperature sensor on a
1206-sized surface mount chip
has been developed by
Heraeus. For -50 to + 130°C
use, the sensor can replace a
thermistor in temperature
measurement or temperature
compensation applications.
Based on thin-film platinum
technology, it is available as a
100 or 1OOOQ device in two
tolerance classes. Temperature
coefficient is positive and
complies with Din EN60751.
Maximum drift over 1000
hours at 130°C is 0.06 per cent.
Sensors come in blister reels
that are compatible with
automated assembly
techniques.

ring reversal, it accommodates
DID signalling in PBX and
CLID applications. The device
also has unbalanced detection
for applications requiring
ground start. It can take a
programmable current range
between 20 and 30mA, and
loop lengths above 18000 in
voltage foldover mode.
Mite/ Semiconductor
Tel: 01793 518000

30V and 20V trench
MOSFETs
Intersil has announced trench
MOSFETs to provide power
management in notebook PCs,
mobile phones and lithium-ion
battery pack protection
applications. The 30V
ITF861xx and 20V ITF870xx
come in TSSOP8 and TSOP6
packages. The ITF861xx logiclevel MOSFETs are either
single p channel, single n
channel or dual n channel
devices. The p-channel devices

design

perform high-side load control
switching in ACPI circuits and
notebook PCs, such as battery
disconnect switching and
battery charge switching. The n
channel devices perform
low-side load control switching
and can be used in switching
regulator circuits such as power
control circuits in notebook

.
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The new fully integrated electronics CAD
system with schematic, simulation, PCB,
New Version 1.2

autorouting and CADCAM modules as standard.
•

Brings the power of desk top publishing to EDA.

•

Publication quality feature rich schematic production.

•

New generation dynamic netlist navigator with project management.
Superb quality CADCAM output, including R-274X and Excellon.

•
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Wizards automate key features.

•
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Compatible with TINA Pro 5.5.

I.
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No pin limits!

Eleclronlc Doolgn St udio from £199
Pnoe fl)(cJudes VATaod P&PWhQ,eapplleabkt
30 DAY MQf,,,'E.Y BACK GUARANTEE
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PCs. The 7.8m.O. on-resistance
single n-channel version is for 5
and 3.3V supply rail switching
in hotplug applications such as
servers and Raid. The ITF870xx
sub logic-level range includes
single and dual p and n channel
devices.
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Tel: 01344 350250
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Java virtual machine
Scenix has introduced a virtual
machine (VM) for embedded
applications that is
programmable in Java. For use
with the company's SX
communications controller

30% discount for EW readers
on dmm with frequency, capacitance & inductance

Subscriber line IC

Four-channel analogue video buffer
From Zetex, the ZXFBF04 provides four channels of analogue
video buffering for multi-channel applications where broadcast
quality is not required. These include video switching matrixes
and multi-channel a-to-d input buffers in instrumentation, signal
acquisition and security. Small signal bandwidth is above
I 00MHz, while I V peak-to-peak bandwidth is more than
20MHz. Slew rate is typically 40Y/µs. Each channel draws
l.9mA and the buffer is powered from a ±5V supply. It comes
in a I 4-pin SOIC package.
Zetex
Tel: 0161 622 4560

~~

Features
3.5 d igit 43 ranges 0.25%
AC & DC voltage & current
Resistance to 20Mohm
Capacitance to 2000uF
Frequency to 20MHz
Inductance to 20H
Diode, continuity & logic test
Auto pwr off, data & peak hold
Overload protection
Input warning beeper
Rubber holster

Heraeus
Tel: 01246 454849

Mite! has launched the
MT91610 programmable
subscriber line IC that provides
a line card interface between a
switching system and a
telephone line. The device uses
sine wave ringing above 70V
rms to reduce the risk of
crosstalk on adjacent lines. It
supports battery feed, userdefinable line and network
balance impedance, and
off-chip audio gain
programming. The device goes
into power-down mode when
not in use to reduce power
consumption in short-loop
applications such as pair gain
and wireless local loop. With
on-hook transmission and top

~,. .. . .. . ... .

Vann Draper Electronics Ltd
The test & measurement specialists

www.vanndraper.co.uk
Equipment from Grundlg, Kenwood, Hameg,
'Tektronix, Hitachi, Fluke, Avo and many more.

~-----------------~I
Use this coupon for your order

Please supply me :

...... LP300 multimeter(s) at £59.00 inc vat & del

Vann Draper is offering the professional quality LP300 digital multimeter to readers of

Name :

Electronics World at a 30% discount. The LP300 normally sells at an a lready low price of
£81.08 but is available to readers for only £59 fully inclusive of vat & delivery.

Address :

:he meter is supplied ready to use complete with test leads, rubber holster, battery, operating
instructions and a 12 month guarantee.
Data sheets for all products are published on our web site at www.vanndraper.co.uk
including the new pc based 20MHz 40Ms/s digital scope & spectrum analyser for £159

Tel No :
Total £

To order your meter simply post the coupon to :
Vann Draper Electronics Ltd, Stenson House, Stenson, Derby DE73 1HL.
Or Tel 01283 704706
Fax 01283 704707
Email sales@vanndraper.co.uk

Cheques payable to Vann Draper Electronics Ltd
or debit my visa, mastercard or switch card :
Card type :

Key Specifications
DC volts
AC volts
DC current
AC current
Resistance
Capacitance
Inductance
Frequency
Size and weight

200m, 2V, 20V, 200V, 1000V. basic accuracy 0.25%
200m, 2V, 20V, 200V, 750V - basic accuracy 1.0%
200uA, 2mA, 200mA, 10A- 200mA & 10A fuse protection
200uA, 2mA, 200mA, 1OA - 200mA & 1OA fuse protection
200ohm, 2k, 20k, 200k, 2M, 20M - protection to 500Vrms
20nF, 200nF, 2uF, 20uF, 2000uF • by test leads or socket
2mH, 20mH, 200mH, 2H, 20H - by test leads or socket
2kHz, 20kHz, 200kHz, 2MHz, 20MHz - auto ranging
200 x 95 x 55mm, 5009 (with holster)
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Card No:

Expiry date :

Switch iss No :

Signalure:

I

Overseas readers can still obtain this d iscount but carriage
charges vary according to country. Please telephone. fax,
email or write to Vann Draper.
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chips, it occupies 3k 12-bit
words of on-chip program
memory. It can be stored in the
on-chip flash memory of an SX
chip and executed as needed to
run compiled Java code. The
PC-based integrated
development environment Jets
the designer communicate with
a VM resident on an SX chip
for source-level debugging,
variable inspection and setting
multiple user-defined
breakpoints. It is based on the
Java card specification with
modifications to improve
performance in memoryconstrained embedded
applications. For example,
s!:rlngs have been added so
operations do not need to be
done serially, and native
methods have been included
that can call routines written in
assembly language. It runs on a

withdrawn without damaging
the retaining mechanism or the
connector.

50MHz, 50Mips Scenix
controller, which has 256byte of
SRAM and 4k 12-bit words of
flash program memory on chip.
The controller lets the VM
execute Java byte code at up to
lMips, and the lk remaining
memory can be used for other
functions.

Radial/
Tel: 020 8997 8880

1.8V micros

Scenix
Tel: 001 650 210 1500

Coaxial connector
Radiall has launched the UMP
surface mount coaxial
connector comprising a boardto-board link and adaptor.
Footprint is 4.4 by 3.6mm and
height 2mm when mated. The
receptacle and plug weigh 0.03
and 0.08g respectively and
mating can take place after the
PCB has been installed.
Frequency range is de to 6GHz.
Applications include 900 and

1900MHz mobile phones and
portable computing devices.
VSWR is 1.02: 1 at 900MHz,
1.06:1 at 1800MHz and 1.16:1
at 5GHz. It can be mounted on
the PCB or used as an edge
connector. An extraction tool is
provided to disengage the
connector. The tool, when
inserted, eases up the retaining
clip letting the receptacle be

Hitachi has announced the
H8/3847R microcontroller with
a 16MHz 8 and 16-bit CPU
core that operates from 1.8 to
5.5V. Applications include
domestic and industrial
electricity meters and battery
powered data loggers and
sensors. It is pin compatible
with the H8/3847 but can
execute a 16-bit addition in
250ns and an 8-bit multiply in
l.75µs. Its LCD controller can
display up to 160 segments and
its asynchronous event counter
counts external pulses while the
device continues at low power
operation. The 32kHz sub-

LOW-POWER

Low-P.ower CMOS VLSI Circuit Design

CMOS VLSI

A comprehensive look at the rapidly growing field of low-power VLSI design

CIRCUIT OESIGH

Return to Jackie Lowe, Room L333, Quadrant House,
The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey, SM2 SAS

Please supply the following title:

Low-Power CMOS VLSI Circuit Design
Total._ _ __
Nome
Address

Postcode
Telephone
Method of payment (please circle)
Access/Mastercard/Visa/Cheque/PO
Cheques should be made payable to
Reed Business Information

Credit cord no_ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

career

Low-power VLSI circuit design is o
dynamic research area driven by the
growing reliance on battery-powered
portable computing and wireless
communications products. In addition, it hos become critical to the continued progress of high-performance
and reliable microelectronic systems.
This self<ontoined volume clearly
introduces each topic, incorporates dozens of illustrations, and
concludes chapters with summaries and references. VLSI circuit
and CAD engineers as well as researchers in universities and
industry will find ample information on tools and techniques for
design and optimization of low-power electronic systems.

Topics include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fundamentals of power dissipation in microelectronic devices
Estimation of power dissipation due to switching, short
circuit, subthreshold leakage, and diode leakage currents
Design and test of low-voltage CMOS circuits
Power<onscious logic and high-level synthesis
Low-power static RAM architecture
Energy recovery techniques
Software power estimation and optimization

totally change your life
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Signed
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Frequency Synthesis
by Phase Lock
Frequency synthesis is an important element in the design of all
communications equipment, but has taken on new life recently
with the advent of new hand-held wireless devices. This technology not only allows wireless transmitters to change frequencies quickly, but also gives high reliability and security in transmissions. Thus, mobile devices such as cell phones can utilise
this technology to change frequencies until a suitable one is
found for the location in which it is being used.
• Emphasises the fundamentals
of frequency synthesis
• Based on a course that Dr.
Egan has been teaching for over
20 years at Santa Clara
University
• Provides a link to the Wiley ftp
site for the use of associated
MATLAB exercises
• Taken together with Phase
Lock Basics by the same author,
the two books provide readers
with complete coverage of the
field.
CONTENTS Introduction; The
Elementary Phase-Locked
Synthesizer; Modulation,
Sidebands and Noise Spectrums;
Frequency Dividers; Phase
Detectors; Higher Order Loops;
Wilfiolfl f. Egon
Sampling Effects; Architectures;
Large-Signal Performance,
Natural Acquisition; Acquisition
Aids; Spectral Purity; Computer
Aided Engineering,

frequency
Synthesis by
phase Lock

UK Price: £64.00
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Europe £66.50

ROW £69.00

* * Price includes delivery and package * *
Return to Jackie Lowe, Room L333, Quadrant House,
The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey, SM2 SAS
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Total_ _ __
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Address

Postcode
Telephone

Please quote Electronics World
when seeking further information
oscillator allows the use of
various operating modes,
including module standby and
watch mode, where the
oscillator can be used to provide
the timebase for a real time
clock. It comes in a 100-pin QFP
orTQFP.
Hitachi
Tel: 01628 585163

Single-chip modem
Insight Memec has launched a
single-chip modem
semiconductor that provides one
interface for connection to any
telephone network in the world.
Developed by Conexant Systems,
the SmartSCM combines a
modem controller, data pump,
ROM, RAM and a universal
silicon DAA telephone-network
interface. It includes the functions
needed to incorporate global
internet connectivity into internet
appliances such as game consoles
and handheld devices. Versions
support V.32 bis, V.34 and V.90
modem modulations. Because
the devices are pin-compatible,
users can start with a lowerspeed modem modulation and
migrate to a higher speed without
changing the hardware design. It
comes in a 128-pin TQFP.
Insight Memec
Tel: 01296 330061

20MHz function
generator
Kenwood has introduced a
20MHz microprocessor
controlled programmable function
generator. The FGE 1202 has a
frequency range of 0.2Hz to
20MHz in eight decade ranges
with an accuracy of 0.05 per cent
in frequency lock mode. Wave
shapes include sine, square,
triangle and de. Output level is
variable up to 20V with additional
attenuation of - 20 and -40dB.
Internal and external sweep are
standard. Microprocessor control
lets the start and stop frequencies

be digitally set and run in
logarithmic or linear modes
sweeping positively or negatively
as selected. An integral 16 by 2
backlit LCD provides frequency,
parameters, set up and operational
information. A nonvolatile
memory lets up to 30 setups be
retained or can be used to cycle
test conditions for repetitive
applications. An RS232 interface
lets the unit be controlled and
data saved to and loaded from a
PC. An optional Windows
software package supports the
interface. Features include TTL
output, AM and FM modulation
modes, symmetry and de offset.

THE INVENTOR OF STEREO

The life and Works cf

Kenwood Electronics
Tel: 01923 655292

Safety supplies
Acal has developed two metalcased power supplies for safetycritical applications. The
VLTlOO is in an enclosure
measuring 97 by 146 by 36mm.
Power density is 0.37W/cm3 and
typical efficiency at full load
86%. Weight is less than 340g
and it can be convection cooled
up to full rated output at 50°C.
Single output supplies have
outputs of 3.3, 5, 12, 15, 24 or
48V, while multiple output units
have ±3.3, ±5, ±12, ±15 and
±24V. All accept inputs from 90
to 264V ac. The VLT130 comes
in the same size case. Power
density is 0.43W/cro3 and
typical efficiency at full load
82%. Weight is 355g. Quadoutput supplies come with 3.3
and 5V outputs as standard, and
options of ±12, ±15 and 24V de
outputs. The 3.3V output
provides up to 16A and the 5V
output up to 14A: Single-wire
current sharing is available
across V 1 and V2 outputs for
dual-redundant or power sharing
applications. The single-output
version has de outputs of 3.3, 5,
•
12, 15, 24 or 48V.
Acal
Tel: 01252 858585
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his book is the definitive study of the life and
works of one of Brita in's most important
inventors who, due to a cruel set of
circumstances, has all but been overlooked by
history.
Alan Dower Blumlein led an extraordinary life in
which his inventive output rate easi ly surpassed that
of Edison, but whose early death during the darkest
days of World War Two led to a shroud of secrecy
which has covered his life and achievements ever
since.
His 1931 Patent for a Binaural Recording System
was so revolutionary that most of his contemporaries
regarded it as more than 20 years ahead of its
time. Even years after his death, the full magn itude
of its detail had not been fully utilized. Among his
128 patents are the principal electronic circuits
critical to the development of the world's first
electronic television system. During his short working
life, Blumlein produced patent after patent breaking
entirely new ground in electronic and audio
engineering.
During the Second World War, Alan Blumlei n was
deeply engaged in the very secret work of radar
development and contributed enormously to the
system eventually to become 'H2S' - blind-bombing
radar. Tragically, during an experimental H2S flight
in June 1942, the Halifax bomber in which Blumlein
and several colleagues were flying, crashed and all
aboard were killed. He was just days short of his
thirty-ninth birthday.
For many years there have been rumours about a
biography of Alan Blumlein, yet none has been
forthcoming. This is the world 's first study of a man
whose achievements should rank among those of
the greatest Britain has produced. This book
provides detailed knowledge of every one of his
patents and the process behind them, whi le giving
an in-depth study of the life and times of this quite
extraordinary man.

Contents
Earliest days
Telegraphy and telephony
The audio patents
Television
EMI and the Television Commission
The high- definition television period
From television to radar
The story of radar development
H2S - The coming of centimetric radar
The loss of Halifax V9977
Legacy
To Goodrich Castle and beyond
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extremely important. The necessary
accuracy is difficult to achieve. The
most accurate commercially available
units in this respect are the Quad
ESL-63 which use an electrostatic
phased array and the Manger planar
speaker (produced in Germany)
which achieves the same result using
propagation delays in the diaphragm.

Crossover problems

In this third article on the topic of room
acoustics, John Watkinson explains
the importance of a loudspeaker's
off-axis response.

I

n the first two parts of this debate,
I showed that the room and the
speaker are inseparable and ideally
should be considered as a system.
This is not always possible especially in domestic installations
where the speaker designer has little
control. However, there are certain
criteria that loudspeakers need to
meet. Whatever the domestic acoustic
may be, meeting these will improve
results.
In a stereo system, two speakers
Fig. 1.
Reverberant
sound is
produced off
the axis of the
speakers.
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can only give spatial accuracy for
virtual sound sources located between
them. Reverberation in the listening
room then provides ambient sound
from all remaining directions.
The resulting reverberant sound
field can never be a replica of that at
the microphone, but a plausible
substitute is essential for realism and
its absence results in an
unsatisfactory result. Clearly the
traditional use of heavily damped
rooms for monitoring is suspect.

Achieving reality
If realism is to be achieved the direct
sound and the reverberant sound must
both be uncoloured. Figure 1 shows
that most of the reverberant sound in
a listening room is due to excitation
by sound radiated in directions other
than the central axis of the
loudspeakers.
It is thus clear that the quality of the
off-axis sound is just as important as
the quality of the on-axis sound.
Concentrating on the on-axis
performance to the detriment of the
off-axis performance produces a
loudspeaker with a coloured
reverberant field.
An uncoloured reverberant field
requires that the loudspeaker should
produce the same level and have the
same frequency response over a wide
range of directions. The output may
fall as the off-axis angle increases,
but it must do so gradually.
Figure 2 shows that the directivity
function or polar response should be
broad and independent of frequency.
If the directivity varies with
frequency, the frequency response
off-axis will not be the same as it is
on-axis.
It follows that for realistic results
the polar diagram of the loudspeaker
and its stability with frequency is
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A common shortcoming with most
loudspeaker drive units is that output
becomes more directional with
increasing frequency. This is the
reason for the multi-way speaker with
a frequency-dividing crossover
between the units. Unfortunately if
the individual drive units are not
appropriately specified, crossing over
between them produces a step in the
directivity.
Figure 3a) shows that although the
frequency response on-axis may be
ruler flat, giving a good-quality direct
sound, the frequency response offaxis may be quite badly impaired as
at Fig. 3b). In the case of a multiple
drive unit speaker, if the crossover
frequency is too high, the LF unit will
have started beaming before it crosses
over to the tweeter which widens the
directivity again. Figure Jc) shows
that the off-axis response is then
highly irregular. As the off-axis
output excites the essential
reverberant field, the tonal balance of
the reverberation will not match that
of the direct sound.
The skilled listener can determine
the crossover frequency, which by
definition ought not to be possible in
a good loudspeaker. Figure 3 also
shows why the listening-from-thenext-room test, mentioned last month,
works. The radiation leaving through
the open door of the listening room
will have the frequency response of
Fig. 3c) and the colouration will be
audible.

Subconcious effects
In the listening room, the resultant
conflict between on- and off-axis
tonality may only be perceived
Off

(a)

(c)

(b)

subconsciously. It may cause
listening fatigue where the initial
impression of the loudspeaker is quite
good, but after a while one starts
looking for excuses to stop listening.
The hallmark of a good loudspeaker
installation is that you can listen to it
indefinite)y and that of an excellent
installation is where one does not
want to stop.
Unfortunately such instances are
rare. More often loudspeakers are
used having such poor off-axis
frequency response that the only
remedy is to make the room highly
absorbent so that the off-axis sound
never reaches the listener. This has
led to the well-established myth that
· reflections are bad and that extensive
treatment to make a room dead is
necessary for good monitoring.
The dead-room approach has no
psychoacoustic basis and has simply
evolved as a practical way of using
loudspeakers having poor directivity.
The problem is compounded by the
fact that an absorbent room requires
more sound power to obtain a given
SPL. Consequently heavily treated
rooms require high power
loudspeakers, which have high
distortion and often further sacrifice
polar response in order to achieve
that high power.

Coloured ears
A worse consequence of monitoring

On

On
axis

I

Directivity at
two frequencies
(a)
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using speakers with a poor off-axis
response is that the user' s ears
become first accustomed and then
imprinted with the col9ured
reverberant sound. In other words
prolonged exposure to a poor speaker
actually distorts one's ability to
assess the quality of another speaker.
I discovered this the hard way when
a prototype speaker with a ruler-flat
frequency response was loaned to an
experienced audio engineer who had
worked for years with the same pair
of nameless speakers.
Theloaned speaker was returned
because it was said to have a peak in
its response - which it did not have.
After a polite enquiry, the frequency
of the peak was estimated. This
turned out to be exactly the crossover
frequency of the loudspeakers to
which this engineer was accustomed.
He was using a two-way speaker
having a small dome tweeter. This
requires a high crossover frequency at
which the woofer is beaming badly.
The resultant is a serious notch in the
off-axis power response.
I haven' t named the speaker
concerned because there are any
number of speakers like it and they all
sound pretty much the same. These
are called 'bookshelf loudspeakers'
because by putting a plank across a
pair of them a useful bookshelf can be
made. The transducers are best left
disconnected.
•

Fig. 2. Directivity
functions for
loudspeakers. a)
cosine - good, b)
omni - good, c)
typical speaker
with lobespoor.

Fig. 3. In a),
directivity may
be narrower at
high frequency,
FH, than low, Fi.
b) Frequency
response off-axis
is then impaired.
c) Directivity will
improve as the
speaker crosses
over to the
tweeter, but this
will put a dip in
the off-axis
response.

Tweeter

Woofer

I

\

Frequency response

Off-axis frequency response

(b)

(c)
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It works with early
computers too
PC parallel ports, old and new
The PEE-I
programmer was
designed to be used with most existThis diagram shows the pin-out of the original IBM PC
ing PCs with original or standard parparallel port's DB-25 female connector. This port's
C()_._..,.,_.,..
allel ports. It has been successfully
hardware consisted of three 8-bit registers: the data
DO- -+<> """''--c1
tested on a number of PCs, ranging
register, D0 _7, the status register, S0 _7, and the control
6-1-4-- S3
D1-+-+o
from turbo XT to 386, 486, and
register, C0_7 . Each register was accessed using a unique
,__._.._.... c2
02--+o
Pentium PCs.
address.
O-l-,._......
03 .....___,..,.,
At the circuit's heart is the Intel
Originally, the data register was designed to output
8031/8051 microcontroller. The
D4----11-<i
data to printer, so it was unidirectional and has only
entire circuit comprises five ICs.
output capabi Iity; the status register was designed to flag
D5---4----J'-"
Octal buffer /C1 is a 74LS541 with
the printer's status, providing signals such as 'paper
D6- ---11-<i
three-state outputs. It acts as an interempty', so it has input only capability. But the control
D7-+--kl
face between the PC's parallel port
register has input and output capability.
S6--.,'-"
data register and the programmer.
A few bits in the status and control registers were not
87--..i-tl
When the control-voltage level at
used, so these bits, or more precisely the pin that
S5----..J...n
/C 1 pin JG and 2G, which are tied
represent them, are not seen on the connector.
together, goes 'low', the buffers are
S4- -+o
Furthermore, some bits are inverted for convenience.
enabled and 8-bit data from the PC is
Mnemonics indicating inverted signals are often shown
transferred through it to the 8031 's
with an 'overscore', as opposed to an underscore, or
port Pl, that is pin 1 to pin 8. If the
prefixed with a slash character by the way.
control level is set 'high', then the
3-state outputs are in high-impedance
and so the data is completely
blocked. The control voltage is
applied by the 8031 's port 3 bit 0,
Talking to each other
Interruptions
marked as P3.0.
How do the PC and the programmer When using interrupt 1 to read
A 74LS157 quad 2-to-l data seleccommunicate each other? One soluEEPROM contents, a typical sestor, IC2, is responsible for transfertion involves a special control/status
sion would be as follows. First, the
ring data from the 8031 to the PC via
signal line between the PC and the PC sends a 'high' level signal to
the parallel port's status register, pins
programmer that operates a 'polling'
the parallel-port control register bit
S4-S7. Because the status register is
scheme. This special line on the pro/Cl , on pin 14, where it is inverted
not completely available to the outgrammer side is connected to port 3,
to a 'low' level signal to activate
side world, a byte of data input to the
bit 4. On the PC's side it connects to
the 803 1's /INTI.
PC is divided into two steps.
the parallel-port control register bit
It will take several machine
First the low-order four-bit data DO, · CO, which is pin 1 on the DB-25 concycles for the 8031 to respond the
DI, D2 and D3 - called the low-nibnector shown in the separate panel.
interrupt, so, the PC cannot immeble - are transferred. Then the highThe line has a special property in
diately read the data. Rather it
order four bits D4, D5, D6 and D7 that if, and only if, both sides are
needs to wait for that short period
the high-nibble - are transferred.
held in logical high, state then the
of time. The 8031 's P3.l pin, which
Select pin S on /C2 controls these two
line is logic 'high'; otherwise, if any
connects to the parallel-port status
steps. When S is in logical 'l' level,
side becomes 'low', the entire wire
register bit S3, signifies whether
the low-nibble is selected; when S is
will be 'low'. Such a property is usudata is actually available.
logical '0', the high-nibble is selectally implemented using inverter
When the 8031 enters the interrupt
ed. It is easy to write software to
gates with open-collector outputs.
service routine, it first puts this pin
combine the two nibbles into a byte,
Another scheme for data commu'low'. Only after it has read the data
including the inversion of bit S7.
nication between a PC and a profrom EEPROM and put the data to
Microcontroller /C3 is an 8031
grammer is achieved through the
port 1 does it pull this pin 'high' to
type. It controls the programmer
803l's external interrupt sources.
signify that data is available. So the
operations and communications with
The 8031 has two external interrupt
PC keeps checking pin S3 until it
the PC. As you may know, the 8031
pins: /INTO on pin 12, or P3.2, and
becomes 'high', then it reads in the
has four 8-bit registers, called ports. /INTI on pin 13, or P3.3.
data from the status port.
Port 0 includes pins 32-39 and carries
When a low external signal is
A polling scheme is used for the
both data and the low-byte address in
applied to either pin for some period
housekeeping, such as sending a
multiplexed form. Port 2 includes pin
of time, the 8031 suspends its curcommand from the PC to the pro21-28 and forms the high-byte
rent instruction execution and jumps
grammer, or sending the number of
address register. In this application,
to execute the instructions written
bytes to be written to the programport 1 on pins 1-8 is used as a data
for that specific interrupt service
mer. I use the polling scheme here
i/o port between the PC and the proroutine. Data transfer between a PC
because in such cases the number
grammer, and port 3 on pins 10-17 is
and programmer under such an
of data bytes to be sent is only one
used for status and control functions.
'interrupt-driven' scheme can take
or two, so the speed is not imporCapacitor C4 connected to 8031 's
place much faster than the normal
tant. Furthermore, human speed to
reset pin provides reset operation to
polling scheme, so this is what I've
touch the keyboard is still much
put the chip in known state after implemented here for EEPROM proslower than that.
power up. The LED showing the sysgramming.
An 8MHz ceramic resonator
tem status connects to port P3, bit 5
Specifically, interrupt 0 is
instead of a crystal provides the
on pin 15. Port P3, bit 0 connects to
employed for EEPROM writing and
system clock signal. The resonator
/C1 pin lG and 2G to control the trierasing routines, while interrupt 1 is
has its own built-in capacitors so no
state buffers as discussed above.
used for EEPROM reading routine.
external capacitors are needed.

c3

Programming
If you are still using
UV-erasable EPROMs,
this programmer
should save you an
inordinate amount of
time. Designed to
interface with
anything from a 386
PC upwards, Guo-yin
Xu's parallel port
programmer handles
popular electricallyerasable PROMs
ranging from the
2804 to 28256.
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EPROMs?
W

hen developing microprocessor and rnicrocontroller
systems, you usually need
external memory ICs. Ultra-violet
erasable PROMs and electricallyerasable and programmable PROMs,
i.e. EPROMs and EEPROMs, are two
major non-volatile memory alternatives
used for storing data or control code in
a digital system. They hold what is
referred to as the 'firmware.'
The main advantages of EEPROM
over EPROM are that it requires no
erasure before reprogramming, and it
requires only one 5V, or lower, rail.
The only disadvantage is that
EEPROMs still cost more than their
equivalent EPROMs. But the price
gaps are becoming narrower or
insignificant, especially for the low
capacity components.
When you begin developing a project, you might have to modify your
code frequently. If that is the case, then
you would be better off using EEPROM rather than EPROM. If you opt
for EPROM, although the device may

be slightly cheaper, you will have to
buy an ultra-violet EPROM eraser and
wait 15 minutes for erasure. During
such a design phase, an EEPROM programmer is invaluable as a quick and
economical project development tool.
Programmer for electrically
erasables
The PEE-1 parallel port EEPROM programmer described here, and shown in
the photograph, is just for that purpose.
It programs the most popular,

28(C)04
28(C)16
28(C)64
28(C)256
EEPROMs, and it accepts both binary
and Intel hex format files.
The programmer also contains a
unique feature that lets you demonstrate some of your programming
results using the programmer itself, so
you won't have to build a Jot of prototypes. This is particularly helpful to the
beginning user.
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Demultiplexing the
address and data

nal at its address latch enable (ALE) pin.
1bis pin connects to the latch-enable pin,
LE, of the 74LS573, so the octal latches
are enabled and the low-byte address is
appears at its outputs (pin 12-19).
Later, when the 8031 outputs its data
information to the same pin 32-39, the
ALE signal is changed to logical 'low',

The 74LS573 octal D-type latches,
/C4 , de-multiplex the 8031 's data and
low-byte address. At the beginning of
each machine cycle, the 8031 outputs
the low-byte address information to
pin 32-39, along with a logic 'high' sig-
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so the latches are disabled. Now the data
can only go to the data bus.
In the next clock cycles the 8031 outputs its high-byte address information.
This is combined with the low-byte
information latched at the 74LS573 output pins. By this way the 8031 acts just
as if it has 16 address lines.
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A double-sided, plated-through hole
printed-circuit board is recommended for
this project. You can make your own
board, or you can get one from the information source given at the end of this
article.
Without inserting any IC, tum the
power on. Use a DMM or voltmeter to
check the voltages at the LM7805 regulator output pin, and at each IC socket's
Vee pin. They all should be about SV. If
this is the case, then your board seems
okay.
Now tum off and carefully insert all
five ICs in their sockets. Make sure that
no pins are bent outside their sockets.
Also pay attention to prevent static discharge damage to the CMOS devices.
Turn the power on again. You should
see the LED light. 1bis indicates that
you've done a good job. You can now
proceed to tum the power off and connect a DB-25M/F cable between your
programmer and the PC.
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EPROM IC5 is shown as a 2716 but it
could just as easily be a 2816 EEPROM
if the project were just under development. 1bis device stores the system control program.
Finally, the 28-pin zero-insertion-force
socket is used to hold the EEPROM chip
to be programmed. For the 28(C)04 or
28(C)16, the chip is placed in the socket
with pin 1 to the socket's pin 1, and the
slide switch SW is set to the position
where Al3 is tied to the SV rail. For the
28(C)64 or 28(C)256 chips, the slide
switch SW is set to the other position to
provide the additional address lines.
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Using the programmer
The programmer software is an easy-touse menu-driven system. There are two
programs available to make the PEE-I
programmer work with the host PC: the
communication program PEEi I .EXE
which resides in the PC's memory (supplied on a 3.Sin disk) and the controller
monitor program P031WX.BIN which
resides in the 2716 EPROM of the programmer.
With both your PC and the PEE-1 programmer power off, connect a DB25M/F straight-through cable between
the PEE-I and your PC's printer port
LPTl. Make sure the connection is finn
and good at both sides. Otherwise you
may get erroneous data when you run
the programmer.
There are two example program files,
LEDIA.BIN and LED2A.BIN, supplied
on disk with the programmer. These are
the sample programs to light up and
blink the LED mounted on the programmer board. It's best to try them out to see
if they work as expected when you first
run the PEE-1 programmer.
To start using the PEE-1 programmer,

July 2000 ELECTRONICS WORLD

Parts List
All resistors are 1/4-watt, 5%.
R1
220.Q
R2
1000.Q
Capacitors
C1
100µF, 25V, electrolytic
C4
4.7µF, 25V, electrolytic
C2,3,5-8

0.1 µF, ceramic

Semiconductors
74LS54 l
/C1
Octal buffers w ith 3-state outputs
/C2
74LS1 5 7
Quad 2-to-1 data selectors
/C3
8031 /8051
Microcontroller (Intel)
IC4
74LS573
Octal D-type latches
/Cs
Programmed 2716 EPROM
LED
Red light-emitting diode
Miscellaneous
CR 8MHz ceramic resonator (with built-in capacitors)
SW DPDT slide-switch
Right-angled PC mount DB-25P connector, DB-25M/F cable, coaxial
power jack, solder tail IC sockets, 28-pin ZIF socket, AODC
power adapter, solder, fou r 4-40 screws and nuts, etc.

put a 28(C)04 or 28(C)l6 EEPROM in
the ZIF socket and set the slide switch as
mentioned earlier. Then turn the power
on for your PC and the programmer.
From your hard disk or any floppy drive
containing the supplied programs., type:
PEEI 1 and press <return>.
A menu now appears on the screen.
From there you activ11te the 'Device
Select' submenu to select the device
you' ve already put in the ZIF socket.
Then you can proceed to program the
device.
Suppose you choose the option "Write
a Disk File to EEPROM". When you
press <return>, you see another line
appearing on the screen asking you
about the file name and extension you
are going to write. Type in LEDlA.BIN
or LED2A.BIN as you like. After pressing <return>, in just a second the EEPROM 'Programming Successful' message appears indicating that the
programmer works fine.
To demonstrate your success, turn the
PEE- I power off and temporarily
remove the 2716 EPROM from its socket, then replace it with the newly programmed EEPROM. Then power it up
again.
If now you see the LED blinking (for
LED IA.BIN) or double blinking (for
LED2A.BIN), then you have been successful in EEPROM programming and
demonstration. You don't have to build
your own circuit but simply use the programmer itself to demonstrate your
result; this is a unique advantage of this
•
PEE-1 programmer.

Technical support
The following items are available from G. Y. Xu,
PO Box 14681, Houston, TX 77021 , USA,
phone: (713) 741-3125 .
Website: www.geocities.com/xumicro
Email: gyxu@cmpmail.com
•
•
•

e

Assembled and tested PEE-1 Programmer
$59.95
Complete kit (software, PCB, hardware,
cable and AODC power adapter) $49.95
PCB and software only- $25.95
EEPROM 2816 2K bytes) - $4.50

Send cheque or (International) money order (US
funds only). Please add $15 ($5 in USA, $6.00 in
Canada) for shipping and handling. The software
includes the PC .EXE file, the eprom hexadecimal
code and the two LED routines for verifying the
programmer's operation.
Alternatively, software only is available from
Electronics World Editorial, Quadrant House,

The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey SM2 SAS in return
for a cheque or postal order for £14 to cover the
floppy disk, copying, postage and administration.
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Semiconductor Data sheet site 1
produced 43 application notes
available for download. These
covered both specialised and general
purpose functions.

: I

Variable-gain circuits
I

n the December 1999 issue, I
introduced a wide-bandwidth
AGC circuit based on the OPA660
IC from Burr Brown. This circuit
provided a constant output voltage
when presented with a varying input.
Other circuits provide a similar
automatic gain-control mechanism to
dramatically boost low-level input
signals. Some also reduce high-level
inputs, to allow a steadily increasing
output voltage with input increase.
When a known input signal is to be
processed, a gating circuit can be

Bugs
As I write, Microsoft has just released a patch to e liminate yet another
security weakness in its Windows 95, Windows 98 and Windows 98
SE operating systems. This most recent bug is called 'DOS Device in
Path Name'. It is so called because it has been found that when the
operating system attempts to read or write to a file which contains
certain reserved DOS keywords w ithin its name, it crashes, showing
the 'Blue screen of death'.
This file access can be maliciously triggered when you download a
Web page that has been embedded with malicious code, when you
open a n e-mail message on Hotmail, or s imilar Web-based e-mail
service, or simply when you type the code at a DOS prompt. When
the computer encounters the sequence of characters and tries to
process them, it crashes.
Internet users with the above operating systems - especially those
who use a Web based e-mail service - are advised to download this
security patch from Microsoft.
Web E-mail breach - ' Dos Device in Path Name'
http://www.microsoft.com/technet/security/bulletin/MS00-17.asp
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Dolby 8

Cyril Bateman has been using he
internet to see what th~ could
find on variable gain circuits,
including those that feature in
Dolby B, companders and
automatic gain and level
controllers.

0

,.~_""

used to 'clamp' or 'key' the circuit's
output voltage levels to a reference in
the signal being processed. One early
widely used IC that I recall, the
Motorola MC1352, was used to key
the video IF stages of domestic
colour television receivers almost 30
years ago. This circuit effectively
eliminated 'aircraft flutter', which
plagued early receivers.
Today, similar specialised
functions are common for a range of
RF signal processing applications. A
simple search for AGC on the Global
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Companders
For professional recording systems,
an alternative system called DBX was
often used. This compressorexpander, or compander, system
achieved significant noise reduction
without needing frequency boost or
cut. Using compression techniques, it
reduced the dynamic range of signals
recorded to tape in a controlled
manner. The DBX system used the
rms rectified input signal as its
control voltage.
Tape recordings suffer from two
dynamic-range restrictions. Tape can
overload when presented with highlevel signals. Secondly, tape noise
becomes intrusive with low level
signals. These combine to restrict the
usable dynamic range.
On playback, DBX control circuits
were used to reverse the process,
expanding signals back to their
original levels, offering a much
increased dynamic range. The system
could produce a 1lOdB dynamic
range, subjectively free from noise.
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Fig. 1. Depicting the frequency and amplitude of selective boost, applied during the
Dolby-8 recording processing.
z
A low cost IC, the Signetics
NE570/571 2, was developed to
improve the signal-to-noise ratio on
crowded telephone circuits. It used
exactly this same companding
approach, providing a 2:1
compression/expansion of signals.
This allows an original dynamic
range of lOOdB to be transmitted as a
50dB range signal. Reversing this
control, it is expanded back to the
100dB range of the original signal, in
the process attaining up to 45dB of
noise reduction, Fig. 2.
The 570 and 571 each comprise two
channels containing a full-wave
averaging rectifier, a variable gain
cell and a summing node operational
amplifier. While this variable-gain
function could be provided using
conventional OTA circuits, gain of an
OT A varies with temperature. Philips
designed a low noise, low distortion

0

z

-UJgi

0

z
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8

OUTPUT
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-------...,_I
1_ _ __---- -20
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-40

-40

- 80

~o

Fig. 2. A 100d8 dynamic-range signal compressed to S0dB for
transmission (recording), then expanded back to its original
dynamic range when received (playback).

and temperature independent,
linearised transconductance
multiplier gain cell.
Capable of operating well above
audio frequencies and introducing
little distortion, this IC became
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Another early variable gain circuit
was used to reduce noise levels rather
than control circuit gain. The
ubiquitous 'Dolby B' circuit was
responsible for the univer.sal
acceptance of the compact audio
cassette.
During recording, loud signals were
recorded unchanged, but lesser signal
levels received a degree of high
frequency boost. A sliding band filter
was used to control the frequency and
degree of boost. Both varied
depending on the immediate
spectrum being processed, Fig. 1.
This system's success resulted from
a perceived quality improvement
playing 'Dolby B' processed tapes on
all cassette systems - even those not
incorporating the Dolby B playback
circuits.
Commencing May 1975, Wireless
World published in a three part article
a Dolby-B design, sui table for home
construction by the way.

Ororll

A new twist on web e-mail based bugs. If a Windows
computer is forced into processing certain reserved
DOS keywords, it crashes displaying a blue screen.
ELECTRONICS WORLD July 2000

Fig. 3. The NE572 - a compander
suitable for use in hi-fi systems offers high-quality and substantial
noise reduction. Its gain-control
components have many other uses.
Shown here together with an NE5532,
it produces a high-performance
levelling system.
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+15V

>----t~--+- OUTPUT
2Vp-p

4700

-15V
Fig. 4. An RF levelling loop suitable for use up to
25MHz. The circuit maintains a constant 2V pkpk output, with inputs varying from 0.6 to 1.3V
rms.
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Fig.5. The TL026 is easily
configured as a 2V pk-pk
output AGC amplifier with a
32d8 control range using
only a TL082 and 1N914.
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l
popular for high-fidelity home tape
recordings. In November 1978,
Wireless World published a circuit by
D. Harrison using the NES70, which
claimed to reduce cassette tape
recorder noise by 30dB.
The NES70/S7 l provides three
useful building blocks usable to
1MHz. These can be configured to
provide a number of functions other
than the simple compander shown in
the current data sheet. The original

Signetics Consumer Circuits
handbook for the NES70/S71
included 12 pages of application
circuits. These included a fast-attack,
slow-release limiter, a voltagecontrolled attenuator, a variable-slope
compander and an automatic levelcontrol circuit.
Other variants on these ICs have
since been introduced, including the
NES72 which has its OdB reference
set at 1OOmV. This device is intended

More information...
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Global Data sheet Library
Philips Semiconductors
Texas Instruments
National Semiconductor
Mitel Semiconductor

http://www.semi.com.tw
http://www-us.semiconductors.philips.com
http://www.ti.com
http://www.national.com
http://www.mitel.com

Automatic level control
The basic automatic level-control
circuit, Fig. 2 from the January 2000
issue, provided performance to
10MHz and 20dB gain control.
Addition of an output-driven, halfwave rectifier and gain-control
buffer, produces a low-cost, RF
levelling stage. This simple circuit
features low output drift and
distortion. Usable to 2SMHz, it
produces a constant 2V pk-pk output,
with inputs from 0.6 V to 1.3V rms,
Fig. 4.
For higher frequencies, a number of
dedicated, variable-gain-amplifier
devices are available. Two that
caught my attention, the TL026 3 and
the CLCS20R4, offer a large AGC
range, wide bandwidth and low phase
shift, combined with easy control of
gain.
Automatic gain contro.1
The TL026 provides differential
inputs and outputs in an eight-pin
package. It has a SOMHz bandwidth,
peak gain of 38dB, and an AGC
range of SOdB. A change in voltage
of ±180mV on its AGC pin relative
to its reference pin voltage will send
its gain from minimum to maximum
Fig. 5.
The CLCS20 offers an increased
bandwidth of 160MHz, a 40dB AGC
range and differential input to singleended output, all in a 14-pin package.
Maximum gain of the device is preset
using one external resistor. Preset
gain can range from +6dB to a
maximum of +40dB. Set to +6dB,
voltage-controlled gain ranges fn;im
+6dB to less than -34dB. Set to
+40dB it ranges from +40dB to less
than OdB.
The CLCS20 provides high
impedance, differential voltage inputs
with better than 0.5° linear phase
deviation up to 60MHz, and 0.04%
signal non-linearity at 4V pk-pk
output.
With a gain-control bandwidth of
100MHz, the CLCS20 simplifies
AGC/ALC loop stabilisation. It can
also be used for amplitude
modulation and voltage-controlled
filters. Gain is minimum with zero
volts applied to the gain control input,
and maximum with +2V applied. An
evaluation board is available both for
DIP and SOIC package versions4 Fig.
6.

for hi-fi studio-quality systems. The
SAS77/S78 provide a resistorprogrammable OdB reference level,
adjustable between lOmV and IV,
Fig. 3.
A number of application notes on
this topic are available for
downloading. But perhaps AN 1762,
which includes an overview of seven
Philips compander chips, provides the
best introduction. ANl 762 can be
downloaded as 8020.PDF from
Philips' site2 •
As discussed in the January issue,
many designs rely on the gain
control, made possible using a
transconductance amplifier.
Essentially a variable-gain amplifier,
with its gain control driven from a
rectified voltage derived from the
amplifier's output signal, can be used

400MHz-bandwidth gain control
The SL6140 integrated circuit was
designed by GEC-Plessey
Semiconductors, now part of Mite!
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to provide automatic gain or level
control.
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Fig. 6. The CLC520
amplifier internal
block diagram,
together with the
external circuit
components provided
on the Cl.C730029
evaluation printed
circuit board.

and outputs of the device to a SQQ
system, gain can be increased. The
SL6140 circuit can be used as a highfrequency, tuned AGC amplifier with
narrow-bandwidth and high gain. As
described in AN4S, with input and
output stages tuned and matched to a
son system, the circuit can provide a
3SdB power gain at 100MHz, Fig. 7.
My next Internet article will
explore other, non-standard methods
that can be used to control signal
•
amplitudes.

Semiconductor!i. Housed in an eightpin package, this design offers a
70dB gain control range with a
400MHz bandwidth when loaded
with son.
Its open-collector outputs allow you
to trade off gain against bandwidth.
Loaded with son, the device
provides lSdB gain and 400MHz
bandwidth. With a lkn load, gain
increases to 4SdB but bandwidth
reduces to 2SMHz.
By tuning, or matching, the inputs

-------.-+v
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AGCINPUT
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c,
SOOINPUT
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2

•

20
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I

Fig. 7 . This simple 100MHz tuned
AGC amplifier, provides 35d8 of
power gain and 70d8 gain control.
It is detailed in application note
AN45.
2-20p
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The New Ranger

~

LabProg 48
Flagship universal programmer, for Microprocessors,
EEproms, Eproms, Flash memory etc.
Normal selling price exclusive of VAT and delivery £356.00,
discount price £302.60.
UK delivery £15.00 - next day courier
EC delivery £45 - OHL or UPS normally 1-2 working days
Delivery outside EC £55 - OHL or UPS 2-3 working days
VAT @17.5% is applicable only to UK and EC orders.

Company orders in
EC (not UK) where
the company is VAT
registered and the
VAT number is
produced at the time
of order, can be
shipped exclusive of
VAT.

·XL Series
Ranger 2 for Windows
£170
NEW Ranger 2XL
•£500
-NEW Ra11ger Xi. from £950
FREE Website Download Demo

CG
The Complete integrated
Schematic PCB Layout
Package

J"-Lffl[tfuRK·

t

SEE PROG
Serial EEprom programmer with enhanced facilities.
Normal selling price excl usive of VAT and de livery £49.95,
discount price £42 .46.
UK delivery £7.00 (Royal Mail special next day delivery)
EC delivery £10.00 (Swift Registered ai r mail 5-7 working

Advanced Systems & Technology for PCB Manufacturers
Email: sates@seetrax.com Website: www.seetrax.com

Old Buriton Lime Works, Buriton, Petersfield, Hants. UK GU31 SSJ
Tel: (44) 01730 260062 Fax: (44) 01730 267273
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The Headphone Amplifier Box
Balanced or unbalanced microphone or line input
to headphone output
Professional portable units operating from an internal PP3
battery or external mains adaptor
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• Rack mounting frequency shifter for howl reduction
in public address and sound reinforcement.

* Precision transformerless balanced input * Bridged
headphones o_utput drive* Sensitivity selectable_over a wide
range of input levels * Low noise and distortion
* High common mode rejection * Loop through facility
* Extensive RFI protection

The Balance Box (precision mic/line amplifier ) The Phantom Power Box - The OneStop DIN rail mounting
radio frequency interference filter and voltage transient
protector for voltage and cun;:ent loop process signal Jines .

Conford Electronics Conford Liphook Hants GU30 7QW
Information line 01428 751469 Fax 751223
E-mail contact@confordelec.co.uk
Web http://www.confordelec.co.uk/catalogue/
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Unique 15% reader discount on Crownhill's
range of versatile programmers

days)
Delivery outside EC £12 (Swift Registered a ir mail 5-7
working days)
USA £45 (OHL or UPS 2-3 working days)
VAT @17.5% is applicable only to UK and EC orders.
Company orders in EC
(NOT UK) where the
company is VAT
registered and the VAT
number is produced at
the time of order, can
be shipped exclusive of
VAT

• Mono box types

PIC Prog

• 5Hz Fixed Shift Boards for constructors and
equipment manufacturers

Universal Pie Programmer

* Broadcast Monitor Receiver 150kHz-30MHz.
* Advanced Active Aerial 4kHz-30MHz.
* Stereo Variable Emphasis Limiter 3.
·* PPM10 In-vision PPM and chart recorder.
* Twin Twin PPM rack and Box Units.
* PPM5 hybrid, PPM9 microprocessor and PPM8
IEC/DIN -50/+6dB drives and movements.

SURREY ELECTRONICS LTD
The Forge, Lucks Green Cranleigh GU6 7BG
Telephone: 01483 275997 Fax: 01483 276477

Normal selling price exclusive of VAT and delivery £99.95,
discount price £84.96.
UK delivery £7.00 (Royal Mail special next day delivery)
EC delivery £10.00 (Swift Registered air mail 5-7 working
days)
Delivery outside EC £12 (Swift Registered a ir mail 5-7
working days)
USA £45 (OHL or UPS 2-3 working days)
VAT @17.5% is applicable o nly to UK and EC orders.
Company orders
in EC (not UK)
where the
company is VAT
registered and the
VAT number is
produced at the
time of order, can
be shipped
exclusive of VAT

Programmers
for all occasions
Crownhill Associates is offering an exclusive 15% d iscount on
any product in the company's programmer range to any reader
of Electronics World unti I 31 August 2000. This unique reader
discount is of particular interest in t hat the range of
programmers on offer is competitivley priced even without the
discount.
For more details on the of range programmers, see
Crownhil l's web site, detailed below, and the company's
advertisement on page 551 of t his issue.
Crownhill Associates Limited, 32 Broad Street, Ely,
Cambridge CB7 4AH England, UK.
Tel: +44 (0) 1353 66 67 09 Fax +44 (0) 1353 66 67 1O
sales@crownhill.co.uk
http://www.crownhill.co.uk
http://www.edsim2000.com http://www.picbasic.co.uk
http://www.cambsnet.co.uk for your FREE Internet account
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Via your PC for just £59,
excluding VAT - but postage
free* and including Pico
Technology's renowned
PicoScope virtual-instrument
package and Picolog data
logging software.
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Add:

DrDaq samples fast enough to capture audio frequencies. This is a someone whistling measured via
DrDAQ's built-n microphone using PicoScope running on a PC under Windows 3.1, 95, 98, NT or 1000.

pH

Built-in sensors

two external
temperature probes
for an extra £40.
*UK postage only, please contact us for o/s carriage
prices

PH
Extwn•I

Temperature
Light

pH
Temperature

••n•or 1

Oto 10°c
Oto 100

Resolution
0.2
1dBA
5mV
100n @1okn
400Q@ 100kn
0.1 °c
0.1

3%fsd
2% @100kn
2% @100kn
2°c @25°c
Not calibrated

0-14
-10 to 105°c

0.02pH
0.1°c@ 25°c

Calibration dependent
o.3°C@ 25°c

Accuracy
Not calibrated

To obtain your DrDAQ, please fill in and post the coupon below to DrDAQ,
Electronics World, Quadrant House, The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey SM2 SAS, or fax
020 8652 8111. E-mail jackie.lowe@rbi.co.uk for details of postage-free prices for
extra sensors, extension cables and the book, 'Data logging in practice'.
Please send me:

General specifications
Connection to PC
Input channels
Sampling rate
Overload protection
Digital outputs
Dimensions

Range
±100
55 to 100dBA
0-5V
0-1MQ

External sensors

Exlwn•I •ensor 2

''Whitt a partnership!''

Channel
Sound waveform
Sound level
Voltage
Resistance

Parallel port D type
7 internal, 2 internal
1O to 15kS/s
±30V
1 ttl, 1-3kQ Zout
55 by 70 by 20mm

Quantity?

'
'

Produd
DrDaq

1-off fully-inclusive price
£69.33

DrDAQ+2 extra

\

temperature sensors

:,-

£92.83

DrDAQ+2 extra

temperature sensors
+ pH electrode

Key features
• Built-in sensors for light, sound
and temperature

£116.33

Total

For which I enclose (please tick if cheque): 0 Acheque payable to Reed Business Information
• Measures pH
• Complete and ready to use at a
fraction of the cost of other data
loggers
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• Output for control experiments
• Picolog data logging software
included
• PicoScope software included
providing virtual oscilloscope,
spectrum analyser and more
• Teacher and student software
library of scierce available at
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Rod Cooper has been investigating Windows
2000 from the CAD user's viewpoint. He's
found that this new NT-based operating
system offers maior benefits, but it will mean
new hardware and applications software for
many users.

N

ow that all the hype and commotion surrounding
the launch of Windows 2000 is over, it is a good
time for a measured examination of what this OS
offers those in the field of CAD/CAM.
As most potential purchasers will already know, there are
two versions of Windows 2000, one for servers to challenge
Linux, Unix and the like, and the other for general business
use.
The business version is called Windows 2000
Professional, and is the topic of this review. Of the huge
amount of money spent on developing this system, I think it
likely that much of it has gone towards the Server version
and the new and much talked about Active Directory. A lot
of investment seems to have gone into networking
generally, and into administration tools, Fig. 1.
The Professional version is an uprated version of NT, with
most of the best features of Windows 98 fused in to create
what amounts to a hybrid NT5.
The concept of using the existing Windows 95/98
interface with the more robust NT kernel is an excellent
one, but Windows 2000 is clearly not the all-purpose
definitive version of Windows that the pundits were
predicting. It is aimed squarely at the business sector, with
many features only a business would be interested in. These
include control of individual users on multi-user machines,
and other similar tasks you would expect only an
administrator to perform.
Indeed, on the side of the Windows 2000 box, it makes
this perfectly clear in a section labelled "Which Windows is
right for you?" by directing certain potential purchasers
away from Windows 2000 and back towards Windows 98
as the platform for consumer software, internet access,
music, multimedia, games, video, etc. This is a telling
statement, but in fact Windows 2000 does have features like
Table. Comparison of boot-up times from various systems.
PC

Pentium, 133MHz
32 Mbyte RAM

AMO K6-2-500
128Mbyte RAM,
Dual Pentium 400MHz,
256Mbyte RAM
Apple Mac G4 450MHz,
128Mbyte RAM

574

Op. system

Time

WIN3.11
WIN95
WIN98
WIN2000

40 seconds
1 minute 20 seconds
1 minute 35 seconds
4 minutes 30 seconds

WIN2000

1 minute 30 seconds

NT4, SP6

2 minutes 50 seconds

Mac OS 8.6

1 minute

the CD player, sound recorder and media player.
Comments in the computer press centre on the lack of
support for such things as 3D hardware. This may be
important for certain categories of CAD/CAM user. And
there have been comments that some popular high-end AGP
graphics cards may give only basic functionality under
Windows 2000.
Contrary to what was expected prior to the launch of
Windows 2000, Windows 98 is to be developed further with
another version currently under development, code-named
Millennium. It is scheduled to appear later this year. But
Windows launch schedules are, as everyone realises by
now, variable quantities.

What hardware will you need?
The absolute minimum for Windows 2000 Pro is a 133MHz
Pentium with 32Mbyte of RAM, and a 2Gbyte hard disk
with at least 650Mbyte free.
I initially tried loading the system using somewhere near
the minimum requirement, but performance was poor.
Using the recommended minimum increases the amount of
RAM to 64 Mbyte. At this level, Microsoft claims that
Windows 2000 is 25 to 30% faster than Windows 98.
However, there are reports that if you use 128Mbyte or
256MByte of RAM there are further significant increases in
performance, so this indicates the real amount of RAM you
should aim for in order to take fuU advantage of the
operating system's potential. There's no point in buying a
high performance car and then running it on paraffin.
This increase in speed is offset by the longer boot-up
times though. It is interesting to compare boot-up times, as
in the Table. This is not a definitive table, but shows a
snapshot of the general situation.
Typically, Windows 2000 takes up about 600 to
650MByte of hard disk space. There is Jess opportunity to
lighten the load by omitting components with this version of
Windows. For example, I always left out screen savers,
Paint, the accessibility tools for the disabled, the games, and
a few other things when installing Windows 95/98, but with
Windows 2000 you get them whether you want them or not.
It is possible to leave out some Internet and networking
tools. You can also retrospectively delete some of the things
you do not want.
If you have 64Mbyte of RAM, don't be surprised if
Windows 2000 consumes 50Mbyte or more. This doesn't
leave much memory for heavy-duty applications like CAD.
Autorouters, for example, like plenty of memory.
Hard disk space and RAM are cheap. But for a small
business with a few machines to upgrade and staff to retrain,
the costs can mount rapidly. In this case you will do well to
assess the benefits of Windows 2000 carefully and weigh
them against the real overall cost.

Human requirements
If you use Windows 95 or 98 regularly, then you will take to
Windows 2000 easily. Although several changes have been
made to the interface, most of the familiar aspects are still
there, albeit in an upgraded and altered state.
If you are trained in NT4 with no experience of Windows
95/98 then no doubt you have some catching up to do.
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Installation
Windows 2000 comes on a single CD which gives you the
choice of upgrading your existing system, if it is based on
Windows 95/98 or NT 3.51 or 4.0, or performing a new
installation from scratch. It is not possible to upgrade from
Windows 3.x.
If you upgrade an existing Windows installation, the
procedure is straightforward. It is very similar to setting up
Windows 95 or 98.
If you are sitting in front of a PC with an empty
formatted hard disk, then you must have a working CDROM, preferably one you can boot from, as most modem
ones are. The CD is bootable. You may have to alter the
bios to include the CD-ROM drive in the boot sequence.
You could have problems if you are without a CD-ROM
drive that is bootable, as I was. In this·case, the first part of
a fresh installation requires four floppy disks to initiate the
setup, and these must be downloaded from the CD. These
disks did not come with the shrink-wrapped box. This
presupposes you have a working CD-ROM drive, but of
course if you have a blank hard disk you don't. You could
mess around getting it up and running, download the
floppy disks and then install, but this is time-wasting.
Happily, I had access to a second PC already running
Windows 95 and this did the trick. However, without this
second PC, I would have had much more work to do to
download these files. I think these four floppies should be
included in the box as part of the package.
Before installation you have to decide whether you want
to run the FAT32 disk filing system or Windows NT's
own specific NTPS system. The advantages of FAT32
over FAT16 were explored in my Windows 98 review in
the August 1998 issue.
NTPS has further advantages over PAT32. For example,
if you decide to use NTFS you will not find Scandisk in
the system tools, because NTFS already does the job of
Scandisk as it goes along, i.e. finding disk faults, marking
them down and rescuing data.
This is a much superior system because the inevitable
hard-disk faults that crop up will be found by NTFS long
before you would find them yourself in the no.rmal course
of events using Scandisk. Consequently there is less risk of
loss of data.
The other advantages consist of a batch of small
improvements rather than any large single step. Amongst
these are better file integrity, better use of disk space, and
support for very large drives up to 2Tbyte, without the loss
of performance you would get with FAT.
Like FAT, NTFS still fragments with time, probably
more slowly than FAT, so you will still need to
defragment on a regular basis. A fragmented NTFS hard
disk eventually becomes just as slow. The defragmenter
used is from Executive Software, Fig. 2.
However, if you drop FAT in favour of NTFS, you will
Jose compatibility with systems using FAT. Th.ts may be
important if you use dual-booting with another operating
system and want access to common files.
Also, you will not be able to boot to a plain Dos prompt,
which is so useful when things start to go wrong. But if
you intend making a clean break with the legacy of the
past, the best advice may be to bum your boats and use the
demonstrably better NTFS.
Installation takes over an hour, during which time you
are asked questions. Earlier versions halted installation
until you had answered the questions, which meant that it
was not possible to do an unattended installation. This was
a particular bind if several machines had to be upgraded.
An interesting feature in WIN2000 is that you can use a
template, answering the questions in advance, so you can
start the install and then walk away. If you have several
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machines to set up, I recommend this method. It is not
difficult to use, and works well provided all the machines
are to be set up with an identical configuration.
If you envisage re-installing on a regular basis, or if you
use several removable hard disks on one machine, it is also
worth considering this method.
It is wise to check your hardware before starting to
install 2000. This can be done from the 'Hardware
Compatibility List' on the CD, or you can get a more upto-date list from Microsoft at www.microsoft.com/hcl.
There is a utility called SysPrep that you can use to
check if your system will run Windows 2000.

Compatibility issues
Windows 95/98 bad a dual-purpose nature in that it was a
32-bit system that had to accommodate existing 16-bit
software. Windows 2000 is not dual purpose so it will not
run many Windows 95/98 applications and drivers.
For example, I discovered that my Logitech mouse
driyer would not work. But I found that Logitech was
alrel)dy offering a new driver for Windows 2000, available
for free download on its web site. Logitech advises though
that you must remove the old mouse driver before
installing Windows 2000 over a copy of Windows 95/98.
It seems there is no clear-cut way of finding out which
existing products will work and which will not. From what
I can deduce from experiments with various programs,
those labelled 'WIN95/98 compliant' are unlikely to run,
as they may have some 16-bit code. Those labelled 'for
WIN95/98' with no mention of NT have a small chance of

.l

Fig. 1. Windows 2000
provides much more
information about the
system as a whole and
the means to configure
and adjust, like these
'administration tools'.
But as you may be able
to see from the lower
screen shot, the
operating system can
use a lot of memory.
Compare the total
physical memory with
that available. Paint
Shop Pro V3.11 was
used to do the screen
capture and it seems to
run fine by the way.
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Windows 2000 is a useful addition - especially if you are
looking at a frozen screen with just an error code on it. It
should forestall some calls to technical support.
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Fig. 2. Windows
2000's

defragmenter
works with both
disk filing system
options, i.e.
FAT32 or NTFS.
Windows NT
users will be
pleased to see that
the defragmenter
is now supplied
with the operating
system.
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running, and those with NT in the title will probably run.
Adaptec's Easy CD Creator 3.5c -designed for
WIN95/98 and NT - is an example of an application that
may cause you significant problems. If you succeed in
installing this using the Adaptec self-starting installation
procedure, it will subsequently prevent Windows 2000
from even starting. If you use the Install Software utility in
Control Panel, it will give you a message that the
installation cannot proceed.
Adaptec has issued a patch to enable Easy CD Creator
3.5c to be used with WIN2000, and this can be
downloaded from their website. However it is only a
partial cure because it does not fix the very useful Direct
CD part of the Creator suite. To get a working version of
Direct CD you are obliged to buy the complete new Easy
CD Creator Suite.
Although I have picked Adaptec's software as an
example, many other applications fall into the same
category. There may or may not be a patch, and the patch
may or not do all you require from it. The process of
approving applications to run on Windows 2000 is under
way but progress seems slow.
It is still possible to run Dos programs in a 'Dos box',
even if you have NTFS, provided they don't try to seize
control of the machine as some are prone to do. For
example, I ran the XTREE Dos utility successfully.

Reading matter
You get two booklets in the box. One is a slim 'Quick
Start Guide', about installation, and also describing the
setting-up of the system after installation. There is plenty
of essential advice in this little guide; how to decide on
installation choices, a brief section on the FAT versus
NTFS option, a section on improved security against
unauthorised users, on creating user/administrator accounts
if you are in control of a firm's computer system,
configuring passwords, setting up dialling rules, shared
resources like printers, etc., and all the other paraphernalia
of typical business use. The information is packed tight;
skip a sentence and you' 11 miss something vital.
The other, larger booklet is a 107-page guide which
expands on the installation procedure, the use of dual-boot
systems, partitioning, and gives a little more information
on the differences between FAT and NTFS. It also delves
into the basics of working the WIN98-style desktop essential reading if you are a NT4 convert - the basics of
LANs and Internet connections, and adding hardware.
In the appendix are the most important Stop Error Codes,
and what to do about them. In the WIN98 manual there
was very little in this respect. Including these codes with
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If you come from a Windows 95/98 background then the
desktop wiJI seem instantly familiar. You could be
forgiven for thinking you were in Windows 98, but on
closer inspection you will find many small changes.
In transferring the Windows 98 interface, almost every
aspect has been given an overhaul, generally for the better.
Strangely though, small things that were criticised in
Windows 95/98, are still there. These may be minor gripes,
but they have a tendency of becoming major irritations
when they are encountered every working day.
For example, the sheer illogicality of using the 'start'
button on the taskbar for shutting down the PC, is
anathema to logically-minded people - i.e. most engineers
-and has become something of a joke. But it remains. It's
as though Microsoft is thumbing its nose at the critics.
Another one is the close/minimise/restore buttons at the
top right-hand corner, which are still too close together for
some people to click on easily. The 'My Computer' logo
which many found rather childish - I admit I renamed this
immediately - still persists, as well as 'my documents'.
Now, for good measure, there's also 'my network'.
Strangely for a business-oriented operating system, four
games are included, and the rather elementary Paint
program, as well as a splendid choice of wallpapers. Will
the average business user welcome these? On the other
hand, most of the changes to the Windows 98 interface
that have been made are clearly improvements.

Improved driver handling
Although plug-and-play is a feature carried over from
Windows 98 that NT4 users will welcome, there are bound
to be times when a third-party driver will still be needed.
In the past, drivers for add-on cards such as modems,
video cards, etc., tended to be a bit of a mixed bag. Some
were excellent, but others were a source of built-in
instability unfairly blamed on the operating system. Of
course, you could say that a well-designed operating
system would fend off these badly-written third-party
drivers, and in a sense this is what Windows 2000 does.
Third-party manufacturers can now have their software
approved for use in Windows 2000 by being given a
digital signature. With this system, approved drivers are
installed easily. The system administrator can set the
system so that non-approved drivers can be halted on
installation, or a warning message displayed to the effect
that, if you go ahead and install, it is at your risk.
What a shame this simple system for sorting the sheep
from the goats was not introduced years ago. It would have
enhanced the reliability and the reputation of the previous
versions of Windows no end. Perhaps the obstacle was one
of cost, as a fee is charged for this approval.

called 'power users' but in effect we are all in this
category, as over a period of time everyone puts on and
takes off applications of one sort or another.
I have noticed that Windows 95/98 systems that are left
undisturbed, and their applications consistently used in a
routine way, run for a much long time without crashing.
The recent review of pcb-CAD and simulators gave me
some first-hand experience of this, as Windows 98 would
first wobble and then crash as the review programs were
installed and removed one after the other.
Even using one of the many uninstaller utilities that are
on the market did not provide a dependable cure. I tested
Windows 2000 out with a few installs/uninstalls which I
knew would have unsettled Windows 98, and the system
seemed to carry on unaffected. Also, it seems that if a
badly-written application crashes, Windows 2000 will
soldier on. This is impressive!
Part of the new reliability comes from Windows File
Protection, which runs in the background and guards
critical system files from being overwritten. If a file gets
corrupted, the most likely source being a badly compiled
third-party application, WFP replaces it with a clean file,
either from a back-up copy or from the Windows 2000
CD. This throws the responsibility for any shortcoming in
this particular respect back on to the originator of the thirdparty application. File protection works well. You can try
it yourself by altering a system file, then checking for its
restoration.
Secondly, the Windows installer/uninstaller is also said
to be better at its job, leaving less in the way of debris after
a program has been uninstalled, or if an install has misfired and collapsed.
It has been suggested that the Registry was one of the main
causes of unreliability. Third party programs would insert
Registry entries on being installed but not remove them
completely on removal. This resulted in a much-enlarged
Registry - so-called 'Registry bloat', with many irrelevant
and potentially trouble-causing entries. Also, other files
such as DLLs would be left lying around at random.

Installation failure
Having an installation fail to complete is common
experience. It leaves everything in a state of limbo.
The Windows Installer in Windows 2000 is designed to
return the system to a clean state if the install fails.
Moreover, it can prevent conflicts between applications
using shared resources. It can repair applications by
replacing files that are found to be bad, and do a few other
unexpected things as well.
More importantly, uninstalls are more thorough. Registry
entries are removed, and there's better control over DLLs
and other application files.
The message here is, if you want the increased reliability
of Windows 2000, let the operating system handle all the
application installs and uninstalls.

In summary

Help?
The help files are much improved and expanded, with
better and longer explanations, better links, and more
detail. Some of the help text is written with the assumption
of a certain level of Windows know-how and appears to be
directed at experts, but the beginner is also well catered
for. I think most Electronics World readers will welcome
this expansion and increased depth.

Stability issues
One of the major causes of unreliability of Windows in the
past has come from installing and then removing
applications. This type of instability was blamed on so-
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Critics of Windows 2000 will see it as an oversized
operating system that promotes yet more technology churn
- i.e. a large increase in resources and total cost with not
much to show for it. Here is the law of diminishing returns
operating with a vengeance.
But in mitigation of this argument, the price of new PCs
has fallen considerably, as has the cost per megabyte of
hard disk drive space and memory. Given that some
improvement to the reliability of the existing product was
really needed, it is difficult to see what could be done to
Windows and at the same time avoiding the creation of a
certain amount of technology churn - without starting
again from scratch that is.
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Relative to NT, Windows 2000 has improved support for digital imaging devices
like cameras.

Cameras and scanners
Support for digital cameras and scanners is much improved. Now that
digital cameras with high resolutions have made an appearance, they
have become more a part of the technical scene, so engineers will
welcome their easier implementation in W indows.
The number of devices catered for is not large, as the screen shot
shows, but then the digital camera and scanner world is awash w ith
products. New models appear and old models are discontinued at an
amazing rate, so it would be unreasonable to expect an operating system
to keep pace.
Also included is a basic image-manipulation program.

Certainly, the extra checks and balances introduced to
combat the known instability of Windows 95/98 are to be
welcomed, as is the more reliable NT kernel. However, if
you are already an experienced user of Windows 95 or 98
and are having no particular problems it is not easy to
justify a move to Windows 2000.
The deterrents to adopting Windows 2000 are firstly the
incompatibilities with existing systems introduced by the
superior NTFS - although you can drop down a notch and
adopt FAT on installation if you really want. Secondly, the
32-bit operation may make some of your current Windows
95/98 applications unusable. Thirdly, the increased
hardware requirement may make your existing PC
redundant. Certain stand-alone CAD/CAM users may find
the administrator tools get in the way.
However, if you are running Windows 95/98 and you are
suffering persistent and debilitating instability, then
Windows 2000 Professional is an attractive proposition,
provided you have a machine that can be easily upgraded,
or you are prepared to buy a new PC.
If you are running NT4 and you find it unfriendly, then
Windows 2000, alias NT5, is a natural progression. By
following this route, you wlil not have the dilemmas listed
above that Windows 95/98 users have to face, apart from
some staff retraining to cope with the new interface.
For those who have clung on to Windows 3.x waiting for
something better than Windows 95/98 to appear - and I
have observed many smaller businesses doing exactly that
- then Windows 2000 will have considerable appeal. For
these users, a clean sweep of hardware and software may
•
make good sense.
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Transistor pair Tr5 and Tr6 are
designed to have a voltage gain of
about 6. As a result, output from the
linear phase 74HC4046 detector, /C4 is
0 to 5V.
When amplified by a factor of 6, the
0-5V signal produces a linear O to 30V
de error voltage for the varicap diode.
This arrangement allows the module to

Adiustable PLL
for receivers

inductance values, so 4, and u, are
180mm and 190mm respectively. To
make these two inductors, simply cut
two lengths as stated from ordinary single-core hook-up wire and wind them
around a pen, etc.
Output from the VCO is lightly coupled to Trg which amplifies the signal.
Further amplification takes place in

produce very wide span ranges.
Resistors R25!R24 and C24 make up the
loop filter, which in this case is a single-order lag/lead filter type.
An FET, Tr7, is at the heart of the
free-running voltage-controlled oscillator, or VCO, which is a Hartley variant. Where L6 and u, are concerned, it
is easier to talk of wire lengths than

Fig. 2. Main PLL board includes a step-up voltage converter for supplying
the 33V needed to operate the varicap over its full range.
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Darren Heywood's 46 to
7 6MH:z phase-locked loop
module is tuned by simply
turning a ten-turn
potentiometer. It was originally
designed to form the master
oscillator of a short-wave
receiver, ·but it is easy to adapt
it for other applications.

T

his phase-locked-loop module was
designed to be the master oscillator in a short-wave receiver.
The most common method of overcoming image channel interference is
to up-convert the first IF to 45MHz.
This PLL spans 46 to 76MHz in
500k:Hz steps or increments and so
covers the entire HF band. It can easily
be adapted to cover other frequency
ranges simply by adjusting the
zero/span potentiometers and/or changing u,.
Assuming correct set-up, stepping
through the frequency range involves
the user simply turning a ten-tum
potentiometer.

Circuit overview
The module accepts an unregulated
12V supply, regulating it to 8.3V via
/C2 in conjunction with Tr1, Tr2, and
Tr16· It is capable of delivering up to
300mA. A 5V regulator, /C1, supplies
5V to the various TTL chips.
A 74HC4060 oscillator/divider produces the reference frequency, outputting a very stable 125kHz on pin 4.
There's a 250k:Hz signal available at
pin 5. This feeds a Class-C amplifier,
Tr3, that generates about 60V.
Regulation by ZD2 limits the output
across C 14 to about 33V. This voltage
is needed to drive the BB909B varicap
diode.
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Fig. 1. PLL board linear voltage regulators. In the 8V supply, three
medium-power transistors are used in parallel, giving an output
capability of about 300mA.
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Tr9. Resistors R39 and R38 bias JC5
just on its switching threshold. Note
that IC5 is actually used as a divideby-four prescaler; the 'VHCT' TTL
family is capable of working up to
160MHz.
Transistor Tr10 provides an output to
a frequency meter while Tru's output
can be fed directly into a mixer, such
as the NE602.
Output from pin 9 of JC5 is then fed
into !Cw. This device, together with
/C9, makes up the programmable
dividers. The output of IC9 at pin 13 is
fed back to IC4 pin 3 for comparison.
Transistor Tr15, combined with ZD3,
generates a stable 3.3V reference. This
reference is buffered by 1Cn/Tr13 and
then fed into pin 9 (V,e/2) of the
ADC0804 analogue-to-digital con-

verter. Potentiometer VR 1 affords span
adjustment while VR2 adjusts zero.

my application though, I only needed
60 steps of SOOK.Hz to cover a
30MHz range. This covers the entire
HF band.
Output frequency of the PLL circuit
is found using,

Setting up
To calibrate this PLL, connect a frequency meter to the counter output.
Rotate VR3 to its earthy end and adjust
zero, via VR2, as required. Then rotate
VR3 for maximum and adjust the span,
VR1 for the upper frequency limit.
Repeat this procedure a few times
until you obtain the correct lower and
upper frequencies.
Since the ADC0804 is a successiveapproximation type a-to-d converter,
it requires continuous active-low
strobe pulses on its pin 3. This is
achieved by /C6.
As the circuit stands, it is possible to
have a total of 255 500kHz steps. In

foui=4x125kHzxN
where N is the eight-bit binary byte
generated by a-to-d converter. As a
result of this, the PLL should span
500k:Hz to 127.5MHz, but the VCO,
Tr1 , would probably run out of range.
As shown, with Lr, 180mm and u,
190mm, 46MHz to 76MHz is
achieved with plenty of spare capacity.
Capacitors C 108 and C35 should be
mounted as close to the ADC0804 as
•
possible.

Unique reader offer:
+

+8V

C34
1oonI

C10a
I10µ
9 Vref/2

20
Vee

I

19

+8V

+12V

+

R51
10k

LED1
Channel

Ass
820R_

4

~

C33
I270p

18 Do

Tr13
2N3904

IC8

ADC0804LCN

R52
47k

Ass
39k

C35
10µ

xl, x10 switchable
oscilloscope probes,
only £21 .74 a pair,
fully inclusive*
*Additional pairs as part of the same order, only
£19.24 each pair.
Please supply the following:

IC30
100n
7

From
pin 4 IC6

Probes

3 /WR

Total_

_ __

6+

Nome

R54

7

39k

Address
Fig. 3. Frequency of the PLL
is set via the ten-turn
potentiometer. Its adjustment
determines the digit/ word on
the output of the a-to-d
converter. In turn, this word
determines the dividing ratio
of the two binary counters.

C31
47n

Seen on sale for £20 each, these highquality osci lloscope probe sets
comprise:
•
•
•
•

two x 1, x 10 switchable probe bodies
two insulating tips
two IC tips and two sprung hooks
trimming tools

There's also two BNC adaptors for using
the cables as 1.5m-long BNC-to-BNC
links. Each probe has its own storage
wa llet.
To order your pair of probes, send the
coupon together w ith £21 .74
UK/Europe to Probe Offer, Electronics
World Editorial, Quadrant House, The
Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS.
Readers outside Europe, please add
£2 .50 to your order.
Specifications

DGAG/CS/Rd
10 8 1 2

Switch position 1
C32
I47n

Postcode

Telephone

Method of payment (please circle)

Bandwidth
Input resistance
Input capacitance
Working voltage

DC to 10MHz
1MQ- i.e. oscil loscope i/p
40pF+oscilloscope capacitance
600V DC or pk-pk AC

Cheques should be made payable to Reed Business
+5V

Switch position 2

Information
Access/Mostercord/Yiso/Cheque/PO

11

5

16

11

PL CPU Vee

From
74VHCT74
4
pin 9 ' > - - --'-l

IC 10
74LS193
(LSB)

Teu

12

Teo

13

PL

4

5

16

u Vee

IC9
74LS193
(MSB)

Teu

12

Teo

13

Credit cord no_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
To phase

detector

Bandwidth
Rise time
Input resistance
1MQ
Input capacitance
Compensation range
Working voltage

DC to 150MHz
2.4ns
10MQ ± 1 % if osci Iloscope i/p is
12pF if oscilloscope i/p is 20pF
10-60pF
600V DC or pk-pk AC

pin3

Cord expiry dote

Signed

Switch position 'Ref'
Probe tip grounded via 9MQ, scope i/p grounded

Please allow up to 28 days for delivery
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WEB DIRECTIONS
AQUILA VISION
http://www.aquila-vision.co.uk
Aquila Vision specialises in supplying and
supporting Embedded Microprocessor
Development products from PICs to OSPs.
We also stock robotics boards, Linux and
general interest CD-ROM's.

custom, LED bargraphs, circuit board
indicators, stand offs,
transmissive/reflective switches, baseefa
optocouplers tubular and surfacemount,
pannel mount LED assemblies.

CONCEPT ELECTRONICS
Concept Keyboards are specialists in
the design and manufacture of
customer specified membrane panels
and keyboards, and electronic design.
Concept's membrane manufacture is
supported by a full electronic
production facility to provide a
complete turnkey keyboard and
electronics service, fully accredited to
IS09001.

CONTROL SOLUTIONS
www.controlsolutions.co.uk
http://www.components
@alcatel.de

ASHWELL ELECTRONICS

Data acquisition and control for
beginners, hobbyists, and professionals.
Perform mathematical and logical
operations on data in real time. Email:
info@controlsolutions.co.uk.

http://www.ashwell-hq.com

COOKE INTERNATIONAL

Ashwell provide technical support for
Apex Microtechnology op-amps and
DC/DC'S; Aeroflex; EMP filtered
connectors; M S Kennedy; Mintech
obsolescence: NSC MiVAero: Teledyne
Relays and isocom mil/optocouplers.

http://www.cooke-int.com
e-mail: info@cooke-int.com
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Equinox Technologies UK Ltd., specialise
in development tools for the embedded
microcontroller market.

ELECTRONICS WEEKLY
HYPERACTIVE .
http://www.electronicsweekly.co
.uk/

Stockists of Quality Used Electronic
Test Instruments and Operating &
Service Manuals.

Optoelectronic products UK design
development manufacture standard and
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http://dspace.dial.pipex.com/hsps/
FILTER DESIGNER· Advanced analog and
digital filter design software for the PC. Standard and Professional versions.- Free
download of Evaluation version.

LOW POWER RADIO
SOLUTIONS

•---=

http://www.pca.cc
PCA manufactures Radphone 2000DX
remote control systems for shortwave
broadcasters and government agencies
wanting worldwide control of
communications receivers and
transceivers from any tone phone.

POLY-FLEX CIRCUITS LTD
http://www.polyflex.com
Design, manufacture and population of
printed polyester flexible
circuits, including Flip Chip on Flex
providing practical, low cost.
reliable solutions for today's small
lightweight products.

QUILLER ELECTRONICS
http://www.quiller.com
100+ pages of detailed technical
information on Schrack Relays, MEC
Switches, Hirose Connections.

RADIOMETRIX
http://www.radiometrix.co.uk

-

Radiometrix specialises in the design and
manufacture of VHF & UHF, RF data
modules. We offer a broad range of PCB
mounted miniature transmit, receive and
transceiver modules for OEM use.

•O..-•Ht - - - - -

30 years experience in the design and
manufacture of high quality passive filters
and delay lines. Used in Broadcast,
Telecommunications, Medical,
Multimedia, and Computer industries.

Crownhill supply low cost development
tools for use with Micro-Controllers and
Smart Cards. Products include Smart
Card development tools, Smart cards,
Micro Development tools and Bespoke
Design Services.

NEWNES - BOOKS FOR THE
ELECTRONICS WORLD
http://www.newnespress.com

ELECTRONICS PRINCIPLES
FREE ONLl~E

Over 300 books and information
packages for those working with
electronics and engineering technology.
Visit our site for a free catalogue and
downloads

http://www.eptsoft.com

DANIEL MCBREARTY

PCA:PHILIP COLLINS &
ASSOCIATES PTY. LTD

RADIO-TECH LIMITED

This popular electronics educational title
now available to engineers, students and
hobbyists absolutely free. A huge 'virtual
textbook' of electronics information, from
DC to PIC's.

-

RALFE ELECTRONICS
professional test & measurement

SESCOM, INC.

www.ralfe-electronics.co.uk

http://www.sescom.com

--

SUPRA AUDIO CABLES

RD RESEARCH

http://www.jenving.se

http://www.looking.co.uk/spice

Jenving Technology AB is the
manufacturer of Supra Audio Cables. OEM
productions arealso accepted.
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Analogue and digital SPICE modelling
software. Full details available on this site.
Available on a 30 day evaluation basis.
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SESCOM, INC. is a 30-year manufacturer
of audio .'problem solvers' and
transformers. We also offer easilyfabricated aluminum enclosures for small
production runs and prototypes.

STAFFORDSHIRE
WIRELESS COMPANY

RS COMPONENTS LTD
http://rswww.com
The award winning on-line servicefrom RS
- 110,000+ products available
- Technical data library
• Stock availability check _·
- Integrated on-line purchasing
- Order by 8pm - with you tomorrow.

http://www.staffs-wireless.com
Wireless, communication, test equipment,
bought and sold for very competitive
prices visit our web site or telephone John
on 01889 569928 or 0973 296461 .

TEMWELL CORPORATION
http://www.temwell.com.tw
Manufacturer & Exporter of Heelical BPF
Filter. 30 Watts BPF Power FIiter and
HandseVBase Station Duplexers

THERMOSPEED
httpJ/www.thermospeed.co.uk
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ThermoSpeed
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Radio modules, modems, telemetry, audio
transmitters, pagers, antenna, remote
controls and much more. All UK designed
and manufactured.
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PatBunce

http://www.radio-tech.co. uk

CROWNHILL ASSOCIATES LTD

www.broadercasting.co.uk

http://www.bot.co.uk

For the pick of the UK's Top High-Tech
Software and Hardware career
opportunities - from fresh Grad/PhD to
Senior Engineer/Manager -- £22,000 £70,000

http://www.crownhill.co.uk

BROADERCASTING
COMMUNICATIONS
SYSTEMS

BEDFORD OPTO
TECHNOLOGY LTD

HSPS LTD

http://www.microfilters.net

http://www.ecmsel.co.uk

WIN RADIO now brings you a complete
choice in personnel computer controlled
radio scanning and reception solutions •
Broadcast• Media• Monitoring•
Professional Amateur Radio
communications

As a PC data base or hard copy, SoftCopy
can supply a complete index of
Electronics World articles over the past
ten years. Photo copies of articles from
back issues are also available.

MATTHEY MICROFILTERS

http://www.arcomcontrols.com/ew

A leading international supplier of
communication and control technology to
industry, Arcom provides leading edge
solutions through a comprehensive
range of market leading products.

http://www.softcopy.co.uk

Flash supply low cost AVR ISP
programmers (£39), MINI-ICE starter
kits (from £69), Portable Easy-ICE
emulators (from £199), ICE Adapters &
'C' compilers for any ATMEL AVR,
MCS51, Dallas, Hitachi H8
microcontroller. Download FLASH
NEWS now, Watch out for Special
Offers'. ARE YOU developing code in a
Flash?

LPRS markets low power radio
transmitters, receivers and transceiver
modules manufactured by ourselves,
Radiometrix, Circuit Designs, RDT and
Micrel. Applications for telemetry,
video and remote control.

ECM SELECTION

SOFTCOPY

http://www.flash.co.uk

http://www.lprs.co.uk

ARCOM

·--~--··-·
--~----- --

Tel: 020 8652 8339 Fax: 020 8652 3981

FLASH DESIGNS LTD

http://www.equinox-tech.com
..................

http://www.conceptkey.co.uk

ALCATEL COMPONENTS

EQUINOX TECHNOLOGIES
UK LTD

To reserve your web site space contact Pat Bunce

· -

Tel: 020 8652 8339
Fax: 020 8652 3981

Temperature and pressure, control and
instrumentation. Full on-line purchasing.
• Overnight ex-stock delivery
• Create your own hotlist
• Download datasheets
• Full technical support

Continued over a e
Put your web address in front of 21 000
electronics enthusiasts and experts.
Electronics World acknowledges yonr
company's need to promote its web site,
which is why we are now dedicating pages in
every issue to announce your
WEB ADDRESS.
This gives other readers the opportunity to
look up your company's name, to fmd your
web address and to browse the magazine page
to find new sites.
Company name

We understand that cost is an important
factor, as web sites are an added d rain on
budgets. But we are sure you will agree that
the following rates make all the difference:
FOR 12 ISSUES:
Lineage only will cost £150 for a full year just
£12.50 per month.
This includes your company's name, web
address and a 25-word description.
Lineage with colour scr een shot costs £350 for

a full year, which equates to just £29.17 per
month.
This price includes the above mentioned
information, plus a 3cm screen shot of your
site, which we can produce if required.
To take up this offer or for more
information ring:

Pat Bunce on 020 8652 8339
or fax on 020 8652 3981.
or e-mail: pat.bunce@rbi.co.uk

Web address

FELLER UK

http://www.danmcb.demon.co. u
k/eng.html

http://www. fe Iler-at.com

Experienced engineer based in London,
specialist in audio and control systems.
Available for design, project engineering
or general consultancy. Background of
high-quality work.

Feller (UK) Ltd. manufacture Fully
approved cordsets (Moulded mains
plugs and connectors) and Power
Supply Cables for all industrial
Countries to National and International
Standards
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WEB DIRECTIONS
eQuipment from all leading
manufacturers including general
purpose, communications and industrial
test.

http:/lwww.technicalscientific.com
1

TRIDENT MICROSYSTEMS LTD
http://www.trident-uk.co.uk
Visit the Trident website for details and
datasheets on their entire LCD and
printer product range. Download data
and subscribe for our regularly updated
newsleter.

THOSE ENGINEERS LTD
http://www.spiceage.com
Working evaluations of SpiceAge mixedmode simulator, Spicycle PCB design
tools and Superfilter demo (synthesises
passive, active, digital filters). Tech
support, sales links and price list.

TOWER HILL
TECHNICAL SERVICES
http://www.towerhillaerials.com
Everything you need for DIV Satellite &
TV aerial installation. The one stop

TEST EQUIPMENT
SOLUTIONS
http://www.TestEquipmentHQ.com

Suppliers of pre-1985 eQuipment and
components.
- Test/Measurement eQuipment
- Valves and semiconductors
- Transducers and pressure gauges
- Scientific books and catalogues
- Manuals and data sheets

http://www.vanndraper.co.uk

Quality second user test eQuipment with
full warranty and support. All types of
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~ of quality refurbished
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Test Equipment.

Phone: +44 (0)1753 598000
Email:

into@Te1tEquip,nentHQ.~

shop for TV, FM, Satellite, Amateur
Radio PMR Aerials, Distribution
EQuipment, Cable & Accessories.

To resE!l'\leyour web
sile space c:onlact
PatBuxe
Tel: 020 8652 8339
Fax: 020 8652 3981

Pico ADC42
Virtual oscilloscope
*UK only. Overseas reader s please fax or e-mail for
a quote including delivery charges.

VANN DRAPER
ELECTRONICS LTD
Test eQuipment from Grundig.
Kenwood, Hitachi, Fluke, Avo,
Glassman, Advance in a comprehensive
site including oscilloscopes,
multimeters, power supplies,
generators, counters, soldering, digital
tv etc.

save 15%

VUTRAX PCB DESIGN
SOFTWARE
http://www.vutrax.co.uk
VUTRAX electronic schematic and pcb
design system for Windows 95, 98 and
NT. limited Capacity FREE version
downloads available, all upgradeable to
various customised levels.

WOOD & DOUGLAS
http://www.woodanddouglas.co.uk
Wood & Douglas ltd is the leading
independent British designer and
manufacturer of Quality radio products
for International telemetry, data.voice &
video wireless communications.

Featuring 12-bit resolution and ·1MQ
input impedance, the ADC42 samples
at up to 15kS/s and includes software
for spectrum analysis, oscilloscope
functions and frequency display.
Plugging into a PC's LPT port, the unit
provides large, colourful displays and
all the usual timebases and trigger
options - all in a case slightly larger
than a matchbox.

ADVERTISE FREE OF CHARGE

Use th is coupon to order your ADC42
Please send me .. ..... ADC-42(s) at the special offer price of £98
fully inclusive of VAT and recorded UK delivery, normal selling price

Subscribers* to Electronics World can advertise their
electronics and electrical equipment completely free ·of charge
Simply write your ad in the form below, using one word per box, up to a maximum of twenty words.
Remember to include your telephone number as one wo_rd.
You must include your latest mailing label with your form.
* This free offer OP.plies to private subscribers only. Your ad will be placed in the first available issue.
. This otter applies to private sales of electrical and electronic equipment only.

Tra de a dvertisers - call Pa t Bunce on 020 8652 3620
A ll adverts will be placed as soon as possible. However, we are unable to)guarantee insertion dates. We regret that
we a re unable to enter into correspondence with readers using this service, we also reserve the r ight to reject adverts
which do not fulfi l the terms of this offer.

Please send your completed forms to:
Free Classified Offer: Electronics World, L333, Quad rant House, The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS
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£111.63 excluding postage.
Name_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ __
ADC42 single channel oscilloscope

Address_ __ __ _ __ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _

• Low cost and easy to use
• No power supply required
• Ultra compact design
• Oscilloscope and data logging software
included
• Write-to-disk on trigger function standard

Phone number/fax,_ _ _ _ _ __ __

The ADC42 is a single-channel pc based virtual
instrument. Simply plug the unit into the parallel
port of your pc and run the software. Designed
for analysing low-frequency signals, it provide all
the functionality of a conventional scope at a
fraction of the price.
The ADC42 has 12-bit resolution making it
suitable for applications where detection of small
signal changes ls needed.

Card type {MasterNisa/Switch etc)

Specifications

Expiry date _ _ I _ _

Scope timebases
Spectrum analysis
Max sampling
Voltage range
Resolution
Channels
VP impedance
Accuracy
PC connection
Power supply

S00µs/div to 50s/div
100Hz to 10kHz
15ksample/s
±SV
12 bit
1 BNC
1 Mn , de coupled

1%
D25 to PC parallel port
Not required

Total amount £.. ........
I enclose a cheque _ _
Please charge to my crediVdebit card.

Card No _______ _

Please mail this coupon to Electronics World, together with payment.
Alternatively fax credit card details with order on 0181 652 8111.
Address orders and all correspondence relating to this order to Pico
Offer, Electronics World, Quadrant House, The Quadrant, Sutton,
Surrey SM2 SAS.
email jackie.lowe@rbi.co.uk
Make cheques payable to Reed Business Information Group.

LETTERS

Letters to the editor
Letters to "Electronics World" Quadrant House, The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey, SM2 SAS
e-mail jackie.lowe@rbi.co.uk using subject heading 'Letters'.

New mobile phone
health risk?
I have just read an article in the May issue
regarding the new Blue Tooth wireless
network system.
I note that the frequency at which it will
operate is the same as that used by domestic
microwave ovens, namely 2.45GHz.
Does anybody really think that, in light of
the recent discussion over mobile phones, it
is a good idea to introduce a network using
the very frequency most likely to cause ·
personal injury?
I do not know if the people who set out the
specification realised what they were doing.
Are we now going to have to have another
expensive debate as to the merits or health
hazards of this new piece of technology? Or
will we get stuck with a system that is going
to cause future problems for those who are
taken in by all the glossy hype?
What sort of antenna will be used to
radiate the energy and, how will it all work
any way, when a real microwave oven
swamps it ou_t?
Some one will probably come up with some
answers in the near future. Or will the topic
be swept under the political carpet I
wonder?
On another tack, I wrote in to ask if any
reader could explain why cables are
directional.
Ian Johnson
Kidderminster
Worcestershire

Sharing knowledge
I notice pieces such as Ian Hickman' s 'An
RF initiative' in the May 2000 issue plod
along regularly in the electronics literature.
Indeed, similar exhortations and initiatives
appear in the scientific community's
literature in general.

Lean and mean
I have a question regarding the electronic
computer control system, or ECCS, of my
car. Can anyone help please?
I would like to modify my ECCS and/or
emission control module, ECM, to make
the engine more compatible with driving
conditions in my part of Australia.
The Nissan Patrol 2.8-litre turbo diesel
that I bought last year was made for
European and US markets, where
emissions are tightly regulated. All our
imported 4WD vehicles run far too lean.
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In spite of this, I have noticed over many
years that science and technology continues
to be unattractive to many youths, who see it
as 'boring ' or even Frankensteinian. Many
older people have a negative view of
manipulative science and technology while consuming the fruits of the enterprise,
of course.
The dangers of 'radiation' from mobile
'phones is one of our bug-bears. Genetically
modified foods is another. Electronic
surveillance, genome projects, powerful
technological states, all frighten many
people and this fear gets communicated to
the young.
My own efforts in youth leadership over
many years helped to produce awareness of
the subject in some hundreds of young
people. Many gained examination passes
and a good number went on to university
degrees.
My approach operated within the nonselective school population more or less
exclusively, the main reason being that
selective and public school students do not
find time to go the Youth Clubs for any
purpose. Also, the democratic and eclectic
nature of this work with youth had much
wider ramifications for developing
citizenship, self confidence; you name it, we
did it. Remember, the youngsters were
mainly working class.
An article I wrote in Wireless World - July
1985 issue, yes, that long ago - effectively
told the same story. That article resulted in
some interesting correspondence. Many
readers offered obsolete or surplus
apparatus.
One or two asked if a similar scheme
existed in their region. One local employer
asked if any youths were, 'really skilled, as I
am looking for new junior staff'. But the
main call I made in the article, i.e. for
volunteer workers to set up clubs or

They are starved of fuel at low revs, and
thus have very little torque.
Regulations for 4WD cars imported to
Australia do not demand such a lean burn.
I have approached Nissan but the company
refuses to make any modifications.
Apparently a few replacement computers
exist on the market in Australia and
overseas. I would like to hear from anyone
who has any experience of them.
Guy Dyson
Brisbane
Australia

schemes, went unheeded then and has been
unheeded ever since. You can't get leaders
to work with kids at grassroots level. No
other Clubs were ever founded.
The TEC Group (as we called it) who met
in a workshop that one early group of boys
named The Faraday Room, went on to its
ultimate peak of success in the decade after
the article. Even that excellent work has now
ceased because of radical changes in the
Youth Service and impossibility of finding
institutional support.
I still receive calls from youths or parents
who say, 'I hear you have a science club...'.
Although these calls are few and far
between now, the response is always
crestfallen when I say sorry, but no work is
going on at present. Many young people
would still flock to a caring, stimulating
Club project, that they could help run
themselves. As my ancient article says:
'Where are the teachers?'
I do not know whether the IEEE ever
knew of the work. The Royal Institution was
just aware. Certainly the Institute of Physics
was well aware and supported me in the role
of presenter in one of the 'Grand Schools
Lecture Tours' . The Lecture-Demo in 1988
was called From Whiskers to Walkman and
dealt with the history of Radio. Electronics
World was an important supporter, as your
records should show.
Mr Hickman is fairly on the ball, but still
makes the inappropriate argument to 'rob
Peter to pay Paul'. Yes, you might convert a
few electronic engineers from this or that to
RF work, but doing so is a zero sum game.
The lack of awareness is overall, and
ignorance in general about powerful
manipulative subjects like technology, is
dangerous for democracy.
Dr Ken Smith,
Canterbury
Kent

Mobile Internet - who wants it?
In the May 2000 issue of EW, Mr Manners
quotes Sir Alan Sugar: "Who wants to
send E-mails from the middle of a field?"
- words spoken clearly by one who never
has had to work there. Please try and poll
opinion from minds with a bit larger
perspective.
Thank you very much.
Alan Jeffrey Marcy
Phoenix
Arizona
USA
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Misrepresented
I read Mr Ellis' letter on slewlimiting in the May 2000 issue
with little enthusiasm. I take
considerable exception to
being misrepresented in print.
I have never suggested
anywhere that 220 is the
optimum value for input-stage
degeneration resistors. It is
certainly nothing of the kind.
All the amplifier designs I
have published use 1000

degeneration components.
Mr Ellis adopts what appears
to be a completely arbitrary
criterion that the input-pair
currents should not alter by
more than 50%, without
reference to how much nonlinearity this would generate.
The rest of his analysis appears
to offer no new insights,
though it is interesting to note
that the base current of the
VAS transistor in Fig 1

Hot headed drive
We have a Conner ST384I0A hard-disk
drive formatted in DOS 6.22 that has failed.
It overheated, so we took it to a top
specialist in Singapore but the problem was
beyond the scope of the company's
capability.
The diagnosis was probable failure of the
head interface IC inside the platter
compartment. I expect there are the skills in
the UK that can handle this problem and
would be much obliged if you could help in
any way to contact these professionals.
Ray McKay
Via e-mail

Cadsoft? I met with a
brick wall

/

Rob Graham shouted about his free download of the Eagle Lite software by Cadsoft
but kept quite about the web address.
Anyone who logged on to cadsoft.com
will have found that those folks are selling
software to the brick and mortar industry a waste of time thus.
Ray McKay
via email
Sorry Ray, and Rob, I should have included
the contact details: www.cadsott.de. The
blue iron-on transfer Rob mentioned is from
Maplin by the way. Ed.

Class-T
The April 2000 features Ian Hickman's
article on the Tripath approach to switching
amplifiers, 'Is Class-T hi-fi?' on pages
274-279.
Hickman properly applauds the Tripath
scheme for exhibiting lower crossover and
IM distortion than conventional class-D
designs. But this is achieved at the cost of
reduced efficiency due to higher switchingfrequency components, albeit distributed in
their proprietary fashion over a range of
frequencies.
· A method that involves none of these
compromises has been around for a while
now, but perhaps owing to its use in profes-
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appears to be flowing
backwards.
The values for emitter
degeneration resistors are
actually chosen as follows:
The higher the resistor value,
the more linear the input stage,
the lower the open-loop gain,
and the smaller the value of
C dom required for stability. On
the other hand, the higher the
value, the more Johnson noise
is introduced j ust where it is

sional audio bas received little attention by
audiophiles. It is Crown International,
Inc.' s 'Opposed current power converter'.
This patented topology - and associated
pulse-width modulation scheme - uses two
switches and two diodes ir. an 'opposed
current half-bridge'. The bridge is intrinsically free of the shoot-through current faolt
path of the basic half bridge. As a result,
zero dead-time operation - and the elimination of the finite dead-time crossover distortion mechanism - is possible.
Stanley and Bradshaw (IEEE
Transactions on Power Electronics, Vol.
14, No 2, March 1999) describe performance results from a 2.5kW full-audiobandwidth amplifier with 92% efficiency
and an open-loop(!) full-scale output-stage
THD of about 0.2%.
Appropriately applied feedback eliminates distortion arising from supply voltage
fluctuations, as well as further improving
linearity. It also yields THD less than
0.02% between 6W and 800W.
The authors use a ' total difference-frequency distortion' test (see A. N. Thiele, J.
Audio Eng. Soc., vol. 31, No 6, pp. 443445, June 1983) to demonstrate the amplifi-

Two transistor
FM broadcast receiver
Regarding the winning circuit in the June
issue's circuit ideas, there doesn't seem to
be any such transistor as a BF797. We still
haven't managed to track down the
circuit's designer so we cannot confirm
what was intended to be used, but the
circuit has been tested here using two
BFR91s.

Ed.

The right spheres
In the article ' Adaptable active
loudspeaker' in the February, 'Styropor'
spheres were used as enclosures. The
article's author, Christof, informs us that
Styropor is the trade name used in

not wanted, increasing the
amplifier noise output.
The choice of lOOQ reduces
the input stage contribution to
high-frequency distortion to
negligible proportions
compared with output stage
non-linearities, without
seriously degrading noise
performance. The value is not
critical.
Douglas Self
London

er's outstanding IM distortion performance.
Many other advantages to this approach
are discussed too, including its extension to
an interleaving approach which results in
waveforms in which reduced amounts of ac
content accompany increased PWM frequencies. This allows yet simpler output
filtering. It also offers the opportunity to
apply more global feedback, thereby reducing output impedance and hence better control of real loudspeaker loads.
About the onl y disa~vantage that I can
see occurs if the technique is applied to
very low-power low-voltage app.lications,
where the forward drops of the diodes
entail a bit of power loss. Also, as noted by
the authors, two output inductors are needed.
Stanley and Bradshaw conclude: "PWM
amplifiers have traditionally been deemed
unfit for studio-quality sound reproduction
and other precision appljcations. Such a
j udgment has been premature. It is possible
to have both efficiency and fidelity at the
same time."
Brad Wood
Chatsworth
California
Germany for expanded polystyrene from
the company BASF.
The same product is sold in the UK
under the trade names of Montopor and
Styrocell. In the USA it is soled as Dylite
and Telastan, in France as Afcolene, in
Italy as Restical and in Japan as Snowperl.
As to the drive units, many readers have
written to ask for more information about
the speakers used in Christof s article.
Here are the contact details for his
supplier:
Fa. Hifisound Lautsprechervertrieb
Judefelderstrasse 35
D 48143 Munster Germany
Tel+ 251 47828 Fax+ 251 43956
E-mail:
Internet:

hifisound@t-online.de
http://www.hifisound.de

Ed.
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SUPPLIER OF QUALITY USED
TEST INSTRUMENTS

As an advertiser you can be certain that your sales message is
going to be read by decision-making electronics professionals
with the power to purchase your products.

Service

The pre-paid rate for semi-display setting is £17 per single column centimetre
(maximum 4cm). Box number £22 extra. All prices plus 17½% VAT. All cheques,
postal o rders etc to be made payable to Reed Business Information.
Advertisements together with remittance should be sent to Electronics World
Classified, 12th Floor, Quadrant House, T he Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS.

Fax: 0208 652 3981.

Tel: 0208 652 8339
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To
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Cooke International
Unit Four, Fordingbridge Site, Barnham,
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Cooke International
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POWER SUPPLY DESIGN
Switched Mode PSU
Power Factor Correction
Tel/Fax: 01243 842520
e-mail: eugen_kus@dx.co.uk
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Langrex Supplies Limited
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Lomond Electronic Services

RF DESIGN
SERVICES
All aspects of RF
hardware development
considered from
concept to production.

'

Rack,Enclosures
New and Used most sizes

16U to SOU side and rear panels
mains distribution 19" ·Panel mounts
optima eurocraft. Prices from £45 • •••

M&B Radio
86 Bishopsgate St reet Leeds LS1 48B
Tel. 0 113 2702114 Fax. 0113 2426881

MISCELLANEOU
PSU PROBLEMS?
HAVE AN IDEA!
Talk to us first Centronics
Power Limited can solve all
your problems with one phone call.

So Don't Delay Call Today
and Let us help solve your PSU
problems, plus we can offer off the
shelf products same day delivery

IWATERBEACH ELECTRONICS I

Mobile 07989 874960

TEL: 01223 862550
FAX: 01223 440853

ARTICLES
FOR SALE

P RINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS - Quiel(
Service. Design and Manufacture for Prototypes
or Production. Agar Circui1s, Unit 5, 308
Albcrtbridge Road. Belfast BT5 4GX. Tel: 02890
738897. Fax: 02890 73 1802 . E-mail:
agar@argone1.co.uk

FARNELL GS600 SMPS 12V adjustable at 50A.
unused. complcre, £250 ono. Phone Leeds 0113
249 866 1.
MSI 868 c.v plouer measures capacitance
2/20/200/2000pr over fixed or swcp1 bias voltage
between 199.9V at 1 MHz £400. 0 1476 550826.
P&P E lectronics, design and analogue a nd
digiial systems, phone and fax: 01924 402931.
NICOL ET 4094 DSO two indcpcnden1 plugins
each w ith 12 bit twin channel differential
amplificrS timebase 0.5µs-200s/point user manual
RS232/GPIB, £200. 0 1476 550826.
ANRITSU MS62D spec1nirn analyser with
storage display two ranges 50Hz-1700kH z
10kHz. J700MH, wilh M H628A tracking
generator 100khz.- 1700MHZ with manuals £900.
01476 550$26.

IZj SENNHEIS.E R

For all your valves,
tubes, semi conductors
and IC's.

@'in

• DVD control systems
• &ntemet 5,1.8 and graphics authoring

APPOINTMENTS

TOP PRICES PAID

torB
f
~

designed to your specification

ADVERTISERS' INDEX

ARTICLES
WANTED

<JIii) ""~

Eleccronic de~gn and engineering services
the new millennium:
• Embedded control

Link

ADVANTEST 3261 B
SPECTRUM ANALYSER
9kHz to 3.6GHz.
Calibrated, user manual.
Private sale

£2000
Tel: Southampton

0238 069 4515
Please Mention Electronics World
When Replying to advertisements

SERVICE ENGINEER
SENNHEISER UK Ltd is a market leader in the supply of

audio equipment to the professional and consumer markets.
Part of an International Group of companies, we currently
have a vacancy for a Service Engineer.
Candidates must have experience in professional radio
equipment and generic electronics service and repair to
component level.
Responsibilities will include:
* Service and repair of the entire range of products
distributed by Sennheiser
* Client liaison
* Provide technical expertise to assist customers
Attributes required:
2-3 years experience in the audio or RF industries
Experience in the testing and repair of RF and audio
systems
* Good communication and interpersonal skills
Computer literate
Remuneration subject to experience.
If you think you have these attributes and feel you can
achieve the requirements of the Job, please send your CV
for the attention of :
Dave Hawker
SENNHEISER UK LTD
3 Century Point, Halifax Road, High Wycombe,
Bucks HP12 3SL
e- ~I your C.V. to: dhawker@sennheiser.co.uk
or Fax: 01 494 55152 1

*
*

*

ROLEC SERVICES
Rolec Services is a company that specialises in the su p ply and i nstallation of electric
and water services to Marinas and Caravan Sites. Ove r t he last 5 years we have
develop ed various metering a n d co ntrol systems using "Microchip " processors and
more recent ly "Hit achi" M icrop ro cessors.

WANTED
We are lo oking t o appoint a company/person t o assess. modify, pro duce full parts.
p ro duct l ist s and manuals on these systems.
You w i ll ideally have experience with fine.tun ing of circuit board design, programming
and practical know ledge o f inst allation of such systems.

HOLEC SERVICES LIMITED
Algores Way, Wisbech, Cambridgeshire PE13 2TQ
Tel: 01945 475165 Fax: 01945 588045
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T & M EQUIPMENT
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• Unit 1 Olds Close• Olds Approach• Watford • Herts WD1 SRU •England•

TEL (+44) 01923-721396 • FAX (+44) 01923-721402

EST
45
ADVANTEST TR9407fft spectrum analyser to 1MHz £2000
YRS
ADVANTEST TR4133 100kHz-20GH, specuum analvser £5000
ANAITSU ML93A optical power meter with MA96A power
sensor 10.75·1.BuM)
£1000
ANAITSU MN95D fibre•optic attenuator 0-6:idb
£250
8RADLEV 191 oscilloscope calibrator
£250
CHASE lfRlOOO interterence measuring receiver 9kHz· 150kHz
£200
DATRDN 1061A voltmeter /10/20/30/41)/';0
£1150
DRANETZ 626·PA-6006 ac neutral monitor, c/w TA2018 clamp
£250
EIP 5488 lrequency counter 16GHz (+Jx ext option)
£1750
FIANN MICROWAVE 17071 lrequencv meter 73•113GHz
£275
FLANN precision rotarv waveguide attenuator 10110 0·60db 18·26 GHz
£750
fLANN precision rotarv waveguide attenuator 11110 0·70db 26·40GHz

mo

PLEASE NOTE WE HAVE NOW MOVED TO
LARGER PREMISES AS ABOVE...
We are situated just 5 Mins from J18 on the M25.
Callers very welcome by appointment please.

THIS MONTH'S SPECIALS:

GSM TEST SETS
RACAL 6102 £2000
HP8922F with spec an option (06) £3500
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IFR A-7550 1GHz ponable spectrum anafyser with receiver options
AM)FM/SSB
MARCONI 1011 signal generator 10kHz·1GHz INCLUDING FREE
CALIBRATION
£750
PHILIPS PM5139 function generator O.lmHz·10MHz
£1500
RACAL DANA 1991 lrequencv counter. GPIB opt
£500
SCHLUMBERGER 1250 lrequencv response onalvser
£3000
RACAL 6101 GSM test set
£2000
TEKTRONIX1430A digital oscilloscope
£750
TEKTRONIX1431A 100MHz 150MSe/sec digital storage oscilloscope
£1000
TEKTRONIX 1136 100MHz analogue oscilloscope
£500
TAU-TRON MN301/M8301N ben transmitter/receiver
£250
WANDEL & GOLTERMANN PCM4 test sets .. • call lor details
& options
call
WANDEL & GOLTERMANN PF1 error ratio measuring set
£400
WANO EL & GOLTERMANN DLM•20 data circuit test set
£150
WANDEL & GOLTERMANN SPM31 leve1meter
£500
WANDEL & GDLTERMANN WM30 level tracer
£500
WANDEL & GOLTERMANN PF4 bit error re ate tester
l8N91 1/lll. Opt 00.01)
£2000
WAVETEK 23 synthesized function generator 0.01Hz•11MHz
£500
WAVETEK 1080 sweep generator 1·lOOOMH,
£750
WAYNE KEAR 3210 20A bias unit [for 3245 inductance analyser) £1000
WAYNE KERR SR168 source and detector
£250
WILTRON 6637 sweepe, generator 2-18GHz [option 03)
£2000
WILTRON 66408 sweep generator 16.5·40GHz [option 03)
£3500

moo

All equipment sold calibration-checked by independent laboratories and carries
un-conditional refund and 90-day guarantees.

ELECTRONICS READER
INFORMATION
WORLD
SERVICE

HEWLETT PACKARD

T&M~

-

---

For more information aboul anv of the produc1s or serv1ces in this issue of ELECTRONICS WORLD,
simply ring the <elevant enquiry numbu.

~

1148 pulse generator
3336A level generato,
16408 serial data generator
1071 SA digital interterometer
4274A multi•frequencv icr meter
3245A universal source with option 001(2nd channel)
3335A level generator
3561A dvnamics signal analyser
3586A selective level meter
37717A/UtAB/1JKK/USI/URU ISOH/POH) test set t optical
40938 protocol tester base IPT3001
5334B frequency counter, option 060
54600A 2 channel lOOMHi digital oscilloscope
54601A 4 channel as above
6018A serial data generator
8341 lClightwa,ereceiver 10D/1550nm
83440C lightwa,e detector 10GHz 1300nm/1550nm
83508 sweep generator mainframe
835718 sweeper plug-in unit [lor 83508) 26.5•40GHz
850538 3.5mm verification kit
85640A tracking generator to 2.9GHz
8671A svnthesized signal generator 1-lBGHi
8671A svnthesised signal generator 2·6.1GHz
86111A 10MHz-2.4GHz sweep generator plug-in unit
86190B 1·18GHz sweep generato1 plug-in unit
86848 signal generator 5.4GHz•l2.5GHz
8'Jl38 audio analvser with opts 10 and 051
s<J04N001/ll02 multifunction synthesizer OC·600kHz
3921E GSM test set
E5200A broadband service analyser (STMl options)
J3458A last ethernet Lanprobe
J25128 internet advisor

£2000
£1000
£500
£1000
£1500
£3150
£2500
£3000
£1150
£5000

£2000
£1250
ESOllO
£2000
£2000
£4000
£3000
£1000
£1500
£1000
£2500
£2000
£3000
£9500
£1500
£2000

Pass this order form to your newsagent to
ensure you don't miss the next issue of EW

Enqu1r,, numbe,s may be found at the bonom of each individual advertisement

101
112
123
134
145

102
113
124
135
146

103
114
125
136
147

104
115
126
137
148

105
116
127
138
149

106
117
128
139
150

107
118
129
140

108
119
130
141

109
120
131
142

110
121
132
143

111
122
133
144

505
516
527
538
549
560
571
582
593

506
517
528
539
550
561
572
583
594

507
518
529
540
551
562
573
584
595

508
519
530
541
552
563
574
585
596

509
520
531
542
553
564
575
586
597

510
521
532
543
554
565
576
587
598

500
511
522
533
544
555
566
577
588
599

501
512
523
534
545
556
567
578
589
600

502
513
524
535
546
557
568
579
590

503
514
525
536
547
558
569
580
591

504
515
526
537
548
559
570
581
592

£3000
£1000
£600
£750
£1000
£1750

Newsagent order form
To ... ..... ....... .......... ............... ..... ..... .............. ....... .
(name of Newsagent)

Please reserve me the August
issue of Electronics World
and continue to order
every month's issue until
further notice
Name ......... .... ................. ............................... ..
Address ..... .................................... .... ............. .

Name

Job t itle
Company Add ress

TEST EQUIPMENT WANTED.

Thank you

TOP PRICES PAID FOR PROFESSIONAL HIGH-END UNITS

AGILENT TECHNOLOGY SPECIALISTS.
FOR COMPLETE STOCK LISnNG PLEASE CHECK OUR WEBSITE

IS09002 ACCREDITED STOCKIST
MEASUREMENT & TEST EQUIPMENT

www.ralfe-electronics.co. uk

Telephone

ELECTRONICUPDATE

Contact Joor:moh Cox on

0181 652 3620
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National Instruments new
DAO Designer'" 2000 is a
FREE CD that helps
engineers and scientists
interactively configure custom
measurement systems. DAO
Designer 2000 includes the
new capability to recommend
real-time data acquisition and
motion control hardware and
software.

Phone 01635 523545 Fax: 01635 524395
e-mail info.uk@ni.com web www.ni.com/uk
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A regular advertising feature
enabling readers to obtain more
information on companies'
products or services.

The editorial is the most
respected in the industry,
presenting ideas to innovate
and improve products.

For all your advertising needs
Call Pat 0208 652 8339
E-mail: Patbunce@rbi.co.uk

•

A.C. POWER METERS
The latest Hioki Power Meters from
Telonic. The 3332 can measure
single .phase power from below 1
Watt to 3kW and the 3331
measures 3 phase power up to
30kW. Features include inrush
power measurement, consumptive
and regenerative components, GPIB
and RS232C interfaces as standard.

Further details from
Telonic Instruments Ltd
Tel:
01189786911
Fax:
0118 979 2338
E-mail: info@telonic.co.uk

ELECTRONICS WORLD
is the longest established
magaz ine in the industry,
with a history of over 80
years.

JULY 2000

Only tick here if you do not wish to receive direct marketing
promotions from other companies.

The widest range ot colour LCDs, LCD
monitors and plug and play kits
available in the UK, all in one easy to
use brochure, is now available FREE!
It includes information on products
ranging from 2.9" monitors to 16.1"
colour LCD screens, mono/colour STN
TFTs and touch screen technology
from the world's leading
manuf;:1cturers.
Phone TRIDENT today for your free
copy.

TEL: 01737 780790
FAX: 01737 771908
OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE:
www.tridentdisplays.co.uk

Subscribe

today!

Subscribe

today!

Guarantee your own
persona\ copy each month

Guarantee your own
persona\ copy each month

Save on a 2 year
subscription

Save on a 2 year
subscription
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TAKiNG THE EUROPEAN RADiO MARKET BY STORM
FREEPHONE 0800 0746263 TO PLACE A CREDiTCARD ORDER
Receive a FREE Mini-Cone Antenna With Every WR-3100 order!*

en

JOiN THE TRUNKED RADIO REVOLUTION WITH YOUR WiNRAOiO RECEiVER!
1. Enjoy multiple, ma1or trunk tracking modes
The WiNRADiO Trunking Option*
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3.
4.
5.

Automatic traffic following & sophisticated control panel
Take comfort in the automatic volume control
Single & dual receiver modes
Convenient inbuilt electronic logger and database
6. Comes complete with an inbuilt traffic recorder
7. Full XRS™- compliant technology
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WEFAX / HF Fax
Packet Radio for HF and VHF
Aircraft Addressing and Reporting System (AGARS)
Audio Oscilloscope, real time Spectrum Analyzer with
calibration cursors
5. Squelch-controlled AF Recorder
6. DTMF, CTSS decode and analyse
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SUBSCRIPTION CARD

SUBSCRIPTION CARD

Please enter my subscription to ELECTRONICS WORLD. I enclose CheQue/Eurocheque
to the value of £ _ _ _ _ made payableto Reed Buslne"" lnfom,atlon
Please charge my
MastercardNisa/
Amex account

Please enter my subscription to ELECTRONICS WORLD. I enclose Cheque/Eurocheque
_ _ _ _ made payable to Reed Business lnfonnallon
Please charge my
MasiercardNisa/
Amex accouni

With£

With£

10 the value of £

Expiry Date

Signature

Signature

Name

Name

Job Title

Job Title

Address

Address

Postcode
Tel:

Expiry Date

Available as either an internal ISA card
that slips inside your PC, or as an external
(portable) unit. WiNRADiO combines the
power of your PC with the very latest in
synthesised receivers.

We are now able to offer you a
complete range of stand-alone
WiNRADi0 comms systems:

Country

Tel:

Country

SUBSCRIPTION RATES

Post to:

SUBSCRIPTION RATES

Post to:

UK 1 year
UK 2 years
UK 3 years

ELECTRONICS WORLD
P.O. Box 302

UK 1 year
UK 2 years
UK 3 years

ELECTRONICS WORLD
P.O. Box 302

£36
£58
£72
Student rate (proof required) £21.30
Airmail
Europe 1 year
£51
Europe 2 years
£82
Europe 3 years
£103
Rest of the world 1 year
£61
Rest of the world 2 years
£98
Rest of the world 3 years
£123
Surface mail 1 year
£41

Haywards Heath,
West Sussex RH16 3DH UK.

CREDIT CARD HOTLINE
Tel: +44 01444 445566
Fax: +44 01444 445447
Please tick here if you do not wish lo
receove direct marketing.promotionfrom
other companies D
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£36
£58
£72
Student rate (proof required) £21.30
Airmail
Europe 1 year
£51
Europe 2 years
£82
Europe 3 years
£103
Rest of the world 1 year
£61
Rest of the world 2 years
£98
Rest of the world 3 years
£123
Surface mail 1 year
£41

If you're after the ultimate receiver-in-a-PC
with full DSP then smile and say, "Hello" to
the new WR3100i-DSP with its hardware for
real-time recording, signal conditioning and
decoding applications. It's all you need.

Haywards Heath,
West Sussex RH16 3DH UK.

CREDIT CARD HOTLINE
Tel: +44 01444 445566
Fax: +44 01444 445447
Please tick here11youdo not wish to
receive dtrect marketing.promotion lrom

olher companies •
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EXTERNAL WiNRADIO™

• WR1000e- £359 INCVAT
• WR1550e • £429 INC VAT
• WR3100e - £1169INCVAT

Each stand-alone unit connects
to your PC through either the
basic RS232, or through an
optional PCMCIA adapter (for
high speed control).
The units are powered through
either your existing 12v
supply, or through an
(optional) NiMH
rechargeable 12v battery
pack.

"It's software is excellent.. more versatile and less idiosyncratic
than that of the learn IC-PCR1000"
WRTH 1999 Review
"Five stars for its
mechanical design"
WRTH 1999 Review
"Most Innovative
Receiver"
WRTH 1998 Awards

Model Name/Number

WR-1000i & WR-1000e

Construction of internals
Construction of externals
Frequency range
Modes
Tuning resolution
IF bandwidths

WR-1 000i/WR-1550i-3100iDSP- Internal full length ISA cards
WR-1000e/WR-1550e • 3100e - external AS232/PCMCIA (optional)
0.15-1500 MHz
0.5-1300 MHz
AM,SSB/CW,FM-N,FM-W
AM,LSB,USB,CW,FM-N,FM-W
100 Hz (5 Hz BF0)
10 Hz (1Hz for SSB and CW)
6 kHz (AM/SSB),
2.5 kHz(SSB/CW), 6 kHz (AM)
17 kHz (FM-N), 230 kHz (W)
17 kHz (FM-N), 230 kHz (W)
PLL-based triple-conv. superhet
1O ch/sec (AM), 50 ch/sec (FM)
200mW
200mW
8 cards
8 cards
65 dB
70 dB
no
:t2 kHz
no - use optional DS software
no
no
yes
-,;s
yes
-,;s
yes
)eS
£299 inc vat
£369 inc vat

Receiver type
Scanning speed
Audio output on card
Max on one motherboard
Dynamic range
IF shift (passband tuning)
DSP in hardware
IR0 required
Spectrum Scope
Visitune
Published software API
Internal ISA cards
External units

Postcode

ONLY £81.07 inc vat

(requires SoundBlaster 16 compatible sound card)

NEW EXTERNAL MODELS

Broadcast, media monitoring, professional &
amateur radio communications, scanning,
spot frequency, whole spectrum monitoring,
instrumentation surveillance and recording.

ELECTRONICS
WORLD

The DSP applet provided with the WR3100i
spectrum monitor ISA card (£995+VAT) allows
continuous control of audio bandwidth and other
signal conditioning functions.

WiNRADIO" PC RECEIVERS

YOU CAN USE WiNRADIO™ SCANNING
PC COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS FOR:

••c.01,oun•• w111w• wo1L•

ONLY £81.07 inc vat

TAKE A LOOK AT WiNRADiO's DIGITAL SUITE

()

ELECTRONICS
WORLD

Trunking systems are used by public safety, transportation,
business, law enforcement, government, military and other
o rganisations. This software includes major trunking modes:
Motorola SmartNe~ and MPT1327.

PCMCIA Adapter (external):
PPS NiMH 12v Battery Pack & Chrgr:
The WINAADi0 Digital Suite:

WR-1550i & WR-1550e

WR-3100i & WR-3100e

0.15-1500 MHz
AM,LSB,USB,CW,FM-N,FM-W
10 Hz (1 Hz for SSB and CW)
2.5 kHz(SSB/CW), 6 kHz (AM)
17 kHz (FM-N). 230 kHz (W)

200mW
6-8 cards (please ask)
85dB
±2 kHz
YES (ISA card ONLY)
yes (for ISA card)
yes
yes
yes (also DSP)
£1169.13 inc
• •

. : I

• •

£69.00 inc val when bought with 'e' series unit (otherwise: £99 inc vat)
£99 inc vat when purchased with 'e' series unit (otherwise: £139 inc vat)
£74.99 inc val when purchased with a WiNRADi0 receiver (otherwise: £81.05 inc vat)

For your free (no obligation) info pack & WINRAOiO demo disk go to: http://www.broadercasting.com. If you don't have access to the internet then by all
means feel free to phone/fax us. *Trunked radio transmissions should only be received & decoded with permission of the originator of the transmission.

Please send all your enquiries to: info@broadercasting.com or Telephone: 0800 0746 263 or +44 (0)1245 348000 • Fax: +44 (0)1245 287057
Broadercasting Communication Systems, Unit B, Chelford Court, Robjohns Road, Chelmsford, Essex, CM1 3AG, United Kingdom
E&OE WINRADiO and Vl•ltune are trademarks of Rosetta Labs. Australia· copyrig ht Broodorcntlng Communic ation$ <:; y tc,,,
Broadercasting Communicatio n Systems is a trading name of USP Networks L td. "Freo gifts are subject to avail
Reglsterod trademarks are tho proporty or t heir respective owners
CIRCLE NO. 102 ON REPLY CARD

Money-Back
' 30 day Ti-ial

Surely not. Surely someone somewhere
has developed a portable programmer that
has even more features, even greater
flexibility and is even better value for money.
Actually, no. But don't take our word for
it. Use the feature summary below to see how
other manufacturers' products compare.

If you do not agree that these
truly are the most powerful
~ portable programmers you
:: can buy, simply return your
,I Dataman product within 30
1
•
days for a full refund

·1

Datarnan-48LV
• Plugs Waight into parallel port of PC or
laptop
• Programs and verifies at 2, 2.7, 3.3 and SV
• True no-adaptor programming up to 48 pin
OIL devices
• Free universal 44 pin PLCC
a ap or
• Built-in world standard PSU for go-anywhere
programming
• Package adaptors
available for TSOP,
PSOP, QFP, SOIC and
PLCC
• Optional EPROM emulator

-l f;,
I

I

l I

I

I

I

'

Da.tarn.:1n S·4
• Programs 8 and 16 bit EPROMs, EEPROMs,
PEROMs, 5 and 12V FLASH, Boot-Block
FLASH, PICs, 875 1microcontrollers and
more
• EPROM emulation as standard
Rechargeable battery power for total
portability
• All-in-one price includes emulation leads,
AC charger, PC software, spare library ROM,
user-friendly manual
• Supplied fully charged and ready to use
(

'

-

I\.'
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'

.
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• Programs wide range of 20 and 24 pin logic
devices from the major GAL vendors
• Supports JEDEC files from all popular
compilers
~· •. i '. ; /

?s

Orders received by 4pm will normally be despatched same day.

Order today, get it tomorrow!

~~

-._i

GUARANTEE

Supp:.
•
•
•
•
•

3 year parts and labour guarantee
Windows/DOS software included
Free technical support for life
Next day delivery • always in stock
Dedicated UK supplier, established 1978

r i :-J .~~-' .~i ~ J

~: \.' t-_· r i

Beware of cheap imitations. Beware of fa lse
promises. Beware of hidden extras.
If you want the best, there's still only one
choice • Dataman.
Order via credit card hotline • phone today,
use tomorrow.
Alternatively, request more detailed
information on these and other marketleading programming solutions.

· Dataman Programmers Ltd, Station Road,
Maiden Newton, Dorchester, Dorset, DT2 0AE, UK
Telephone +4410 1300 320719
Fax +44/0 1300 321012
BBS +44/0 1300 321095 (24hr)
Modem V.34N.FC/V.32bis
Home page: http://www.dataman.com
FTP: ftp.dataman.com
Email: sales@dataman.com

